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Several workers, e.g, Paton (1961) and Paton & Rang (1965)
have used the observed rates of onset and offset of antagonism on
isolated guinea-pig ileum to calculate the antagonist-receptor
association and dissociation rate constants, and k2° This
involves the assumption that the interaction of the drug with the
receptors is rate limiting rather than the access of the drug to
the receptors.
The kinetic behaviour of three antagonists on guinea-pig
ileum was investigated and compared with the predictions of the
interaction limited model. Intact pieces of guinea-pig ileum
were suspended in Tyrode's solution and the contractions produced by
carbachol were recorded isotonically.
The kinetic behaviour of the very slow antagonist
benziloyl tropine methyl iodide (BTrMe) was examined in three types
of experiments:
1, Onset and recovery from various concentrations of the antagonist
were followed,
2, The decrease in occupancy of BTrMe, produced when a concentration
of the 'fast' antagonist pentyl triethylammonium iodide (pentyl TEA)
was superimposed, was also followed,
3, The interaction between BTrMe and pentyl TEA was also examined
in experiments in which the concentration of BTrMe was adjusted so that
its occupancy in equilibrium with the pentyl TEA was the same as that
in equilibrium in the absence of pentyl TEA,
The ratei of onset and recovery from pentyl TEA or lachesine
were also investigated, lachesine being intermediate in speed between
pentyl TEA and BTrMe, The rate of offset of lachesine on superimposition
of pentyl TEA, or alternatively octyl TMA or Ph AOEMe„Et, was also
A ^
followed,
The kinetic behaviour of BTrMe, lachesine & pentyl TEA was
not found to be consistent with the predictions of the interaction
j
limited model and therefore it was concluded that some sort of
access limitation must be involved„
As the rates of onset and offset, when an antagonist is
added or removed from the bathing solution, appear to be access
limited values of k, and k0 can not be determined from such kinetic
} 1 1
measurements„ However the rate of offset of
on superimposition of a high concentration of
may be limited by the rate at which it dissoci
but the possibility can not be ruled out that
limitation is then operatingo
a slow antagonist
a fast antagonist
ates from the receptors,
a different access
Experiments were also carried out using different experimental
methods; longitudinal muscle strips or intact pieces of ileum were
used, an isometric transducer or an isotonic lever, Krebs solution
or Tyrode's solution and pentyl TMA or carbacholo The results
of these experiments indicate that the discrepancies between the
kinetic behaviour of these antagonists and the interaction limited
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The following system of symbols, with;subscripts when
































The concentration of an agonist in the absence
of antagonist(s)
The concentration of an agonist in the presence
of antagonist(s)
The concentration of an antagonist
The concentration of a drug
The concentration of a drug - c x K° aff
The diffusion coefficient of a drug
Dose Ratio = A/a
The concentration of a fast-acting antagonist
Drug-receptor association rate constant
Drug-receptor dissociation rate constant
The rate constant for the rate of entry into
the biophase
The rate constant for the rate at which a drug
leaves the biophase
The affinity constant of a drug
The affinity constant of a drug
distance
The binding capacity of the receptors - moles/unit wet weight of tissi
Number of estimations made
Occupancy - the proportion of the receptors occupied
by a drug
-2 -1


















litres/unit wet weight of tissue
In addition the following are used as subscripts:
o at zero time
t at time t
00 - at affinity, i<,e«, when the drug(s) are at equilibrium with
the receptors
a - when referring to the concentration of a drug in the aqueous
phase, i.e. in the bathing solution
A - when referring to an agonist
b - when referring to the concentration of a drug in the biophase,
i.e. in the proximity of the receptors
B - when referring to an antagonist
F - when referring to a fast-acting antagonist
F-f-SL - when a fast and slow antagonist are acting together
1 - when referring to the concentration of a drug in the
i compartment
on - when referring to the onset of antagonism
off - when referring to the offset of antagonism
SL - when referring to a slow-acting antagonist
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1) The relationship rotveen the structure of! 5 drug and its netxvxty
There are many ways in which the relationship between a drug
and its receptor can be investigated., These include attempts to
isolate receptors, e0g0 Ehrenpreis (I960), Jliledi, Molinoff & Potter (1970),
to characterize receptors using various reagents, e0g. Schild (1960),
the use of model systems, eegc Dar.ielli & Davson (1935), and the use
of mathematical models, e<,g« Clark (1937), Paton (1961) and Karlin (1967)®
One of the most successful approaches has been to study the
relationship between the structure of a drug and its activity® Such
structure activity relationships assume that for the formation of a
drug receptor complex there has to be a measure of structural
complementarity between the drug and the receptor. Competitive
antagonists have been particularly important in these studies because
the degree of antagonism they produce, is considered to depend only on
their affinity for the receptors, whereas the activity of agonists
depends on their affinity and also their efficacy0 (Throughout this
study Stephenson's (1956) model of drug action has been used for
convenience and because, as will be shown, the kinetics of antagonists
appear to be access limited to a significant extent and therefore
would not be expected tc discriminate between this model and that of
Paton (1961) or that of Karlin (1967)0)
The affinity constant of a competitive antagonist can be
determined on the following basis:
Both antagonists and agonists are assumed to combine with the






where and k2 are the drug-receptor association and
dissociation constants respectively, and the ratio ki/k2
is the drug-receptor affinity constant denoted by Ka££®
Therefore if a concentrations as of a drug whose affinity
constant is equilibrates with the receptorss the
proportion of the receptors that this drug will occupy at
equilibriums p , is related to a and thus:
pa = ska
1 + aK,
However if another drug affinity constant IC, is also present
|
in a concentration B, then the proportion of receptors
occupied by the first drug, as shown by Gaddum (1937), will be
aK,
1 + aKA * bkb
Then if it is assumed that if a concentration, a, of agonist
produces a response r in the absence of antagonist, whereas
a concentration A is required to produce the same response in





1 + AKA + BK3
This rearranges to gives
a = 1 * bi<b
(1)
(Schild, 1949) (2)
where K, is the affinity constant of the agonist, K is the
.a. g
affinity constant of the antagonist, and the ratio A/a is
called the dose ratio and is denoted DR0
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On this basis the affinity constants of many competitive
antagonists have been estimated and the relationship between affinity
and chemical structure observed© However the affinity constant is
the ratio of the two constants k and k£o Therefore antagonists with
the same affinity do not necessarily have the same association and
dissociation rate constants© Conversely it is not possible to determine
how much the change in affinity produced by a certain structural change
is due to a change in k^ and how much to k^0
In addition as Burgen (1965) pointed out the factors which
contribute to the association rate constant are different from those
which contribute to the rate of dissociation© The formation of a
drug-receptor complex involves the co-operation of intermoleeular
forces and these forces result in there being a force field normal to
the receptor surface acting upon drug molecules diffusing in the
neighbourhood© This field will therefore modify the rate of
bombardment of the receptor and will increase the rate if the net
force is attractive and decrease it if the net force is repulsive.
The rate of association therefore depends on this force field as well
as such effects as the probability that the drug is presented in an
optimal aspect during its approach to the receptor and the effects
of hydrations, or ion occupancy© In contrast when the drug dissociates
from the receptor it has to escape from the force field but in this
case short range forces such as van der Waals are likely to be more
important© Therefore if it were possible to measure the rate constants
for the antagonist-receptor interaction changes in affinity could be
related to changes in these various factors and so a whole new
dimension would be added to structure-activity comparisons©
If the rate of onset and recovery from antagonism is limited
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by the rate at which the antagonist interacts with the receptors,
rather than its access to the receptors, the association and dissociation
rate constants could be determined from the observed rates of onset and
offset of antagonism0 Indeed several workers such as Paton (1961) and
Rang(1966) have done this, justifying their assumption on the good
agreement found between the observed kinetics of antagonism and
what would be expected if interaction was rate limiting#
2) Considering first the onset and recovery from antagonism;
If the kinetics of antagonists are determined by the rate at which
I
they interact with the receptors and if it is assumed that antagonist
molecules combine with the receptors thus -
ANTAGONIST -5- RECEPTORS ANTAGONIST-RECEPTOR COMPLEX
equations can be derived describing the onset and decline of
antagonist occupancy;
During the onset of antagonist, p, the proportion of
receptors occupied by the antagonist changes with time, t,
in the following way,
dp a k^ (1-p) c - k2 pt
dt
I
c being the concentration of drug, assumed to be that applied
in the bathing fluid0 (See also p044 )
Integration of this equation shows that, if a drug concentration,
c, is applied at zero time, (when t=0, po=0), the proportion
of the receptors occupied by the drug rises exponentially to
its equilibrium value p^ a cK^/(l <■ cKa£f), according to
the following equation;






p being the antagonist occupancy at time t«
t
Similarly when the concentration of drug in the bathing
solution is reduced from c to zero, (when t = 0, pQ= cK^^/Cl + cKaff),
integration of equation 3 shows that p falls exponentially to
" t
zero according to the following equation:
Pt = Po exP
Therefore when interaction is rate limiting:
occupancy changes exponentially during both onset and offset,
the rate constant for offset, (-^2), is independent of c, the
antagonist concentration, and
30 the ratio of the onset rate constant -(k-jc* k2) to the offset
rate constant (-k2) should equal the equilibrium dose ratio since
k^c v- k? K c * 1 = DRaff 00
(5)
3) A note on the procedures used to folloxg antagonism
Therefore in order to compare the observed kinetics of
antagonism with the predictions of this model it is necessary to
determine how p changes during the onset and offset of antagonismo
The occupancy at any time t can be calculated from the dose ratio at
that time, DRfc, if a suitable technique is used as:
pfc u DRt - 1
DR£
Ideally the concentration of agonist would be adjusted
throughout so that the responses produced exactly matched that of a
known concentration before the antagonist was added0 The dose ratio
at time t would then simply be the ratio of the dose at time t to
that used before the antagonist was added„ However this ideal
situation can never be achieved and so the response sizes vary to a
(6)
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greater or less extent and this brings two problems®
One is that the size of response produced by a given
concentration of agonist is influenced by the size of the preceding
response; the depression of responses following a large response,
i0e® desensitization, has frequently been observed^ (see also P„138). The other
problem is that the "exact® dose ratio has to be calculated from the
dose-response relationship® Thus the accuracy with which the
dose ratio is estimated is dependent on the degree to which the
response sizes are kept constant and the care taken to establish
the dose response relationship®
Uhen Rocha e Silva & Beraldo (194S) followed the kinetics of
antagonists on guinea-pig ileum, not only did they use a constant dose
of agonist throughout together with concentrations of antagonist causing
a complete suppression, but also they did not examine the relationship
between dose and response® For the reasons given above a reasonable
estimate of dose ratio can not be made under these conditions®
Rocha e Silva & Beraldo in fact calculated antagonist occupancy,
not from the observed dose ratio, but from the percentage by which
the control responses were suppressed® Due to such factors as spare
receptors, Stephenson (1956), antagonist occupancy can not be determined
in this way® It is therefore not surprising that their results are at
variance with those of subsequent studies in which more suitable
techniques are used®
Rocha e Silva & Beraldo (1948) found that during the onset
and recovery from antagonism occupancy did not change exponentially
with time and therefore was not in accordance with the predictions of
the interaction-limited model® However Paton (1961), Paton & Rang (1965),
Rang (1966), studied the kinetics of antagonists on guinea-pig ileum
and found that they agreed with the predictions of the interaction-
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limited model® As they used a suitable technique in which the agonist
dose was adjusted to keep the responses as near the same site as
possible, and antagonist occupancy was calculated from the dose
ratio determined from the experimentally determined relationship
between dose and response, the apparent agreement they found with
■
the predictions of the interaction-limited model can not be attributed
to their technique®
4) Paten (1961) studied the kinetics of antagonism of
hyoscine, mepyramine and atropine on intact lengths of guinea-pig
ileum using acetylcholine and histamine as agonists0 The changes
in occupancy during onset and offset were found to be approximately
exponential, the rate constant of offset was found to be independent
of the antagonist concentration, (see also P®19 ), and the ratio of
the onset rate constant to the offset rate constant was approximately
equal to the equilibrium dose ratio®
Paton & Sang (1965) also found agreement between the
'
kinetics of acetylcholine antagonists atropine, methylatrepine and
lac'nesine with the predictions of.the interaction -limited model®
They used longitudinal muscle strips from guinea-pig ileum as
did Paton & Rothschild (1965) who found a similar agreement with
the antagonists hyoscine and mepyramine®
5) In addition Sang (1966) also found that the kinetics of
the interaction between a fast-acting and a slow-acting antagonist
agreed with the predictions of the interaction limited model:
If the rate of interaction between a drug and its receptors is
rate-limiting and if a fast antagonist is so fast that it is at
all times in equilibrium with the receptors not occupied by the
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slow antagonist,, the proportion of receptors occupied by the
slow antagonist, p , will change with time as follows:
DJLj
dTsL = ki SL a - PSL - PF> - k2 pSL , (7)
d t
SL being the concentration of the slcxv antagonist,
k„ and being the slow antagonist-receptor association and
dissociation rate constants and,
p being the proportion of the receptors occupied by the
F
fast antagonist#
If a tissue is equilibrated with a slow antagonist and then a
fast antagonist is added, (when t-0, pCT c SL KOT/(l + SL K T), )bJb bli bL
integration of equation 7 shows that p^ will decline exponentiallySL
to its equilibrium value p^T c SL K„T/(1+SL K * F K ), thus
SL,oo Sn SL F
P = P - (P„T - P )[ exp ("k ( 1 + SL K + F K \ t ) 1 (3)
SL,t SL,oo SL,co SL,o 2 I SL F) > J
1+F K
F
Similarly when the fast antagonist is removed,
(when t= C, p = SL K _/(l + SL K * F K ), p - 0), integration of
SL SL F * F
equation 7 shows that pe^ will increase to its new equilibrium
value pCT z SL K / (1+ SL K ), thus:rSL,oo SL SL
pSL,t = PSL,co(1 ' t ~k2 (SL 'l> C 1 > <9>
Rang (1966) investigated the kinetics of interaction between
the fast antagonist undecyltrimethyl ammonium and the slow antagonist
atropine# As the difference in the rate constants of these two
antagonists was not considered to be sufficiently large to assume
that the fast antagonist was at all times in equilibrium with
the free receptors, an analogue computer was used to predict
the occupancy changes# Close agreement was found
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between the predicted changes and those observed experimentally„
Stephenson & Ginsborg (1969) also studied the interaction
between a slow and a fast antagonist on guinea pig ileum using
the slow antagonist benzilyltropine methiodide and the fast antagonist
pentyltriethyl ammonium,, They fqllox^ed the interaction using both
the agonist pentyltrimethyl ammonium (pentyl IMA), and the less
efficaceous agonist hexyltrimethyl ammonium (hexyl TMA)« They
found that although the pentyl TMA xras depressed according to the
combined occupancy of the slow and the fast antagonists, the responses
produced by hexyl TMA could be paradoxically potentiated by increasing
the concentration of the fast antagonist, although this increased
the combined occupancy0 Subsequently, (Ginsborg & Stephenson, 1974),
they studied the paradoxical potentiation quantitatively and found
that it was consistent with interaction being rate»limiting0
6) In addition to the kinetics of antagonism on guinea-pig
ileum, the kinetics of tetrodotoxin8s action on the nonmyelinated
fibres of desheathed rabbit vagus nerves3 are also apparently
compatible with an interaction-limited system;
found that tetrodotoxin's occupancy appeared to
during the onset and offset of its action, that the rate constant for
offset appeared to be independent of the concentration of tetrodotoxin
and the ratio of the onset and offset rate constants agreed reasonably
xxrell with the equilibrium dose ratio,,
7) However on both these tissues certain observations have
been made xdxich are difficult to explain if interaction is rate-liroitingy.
Considering first the kinetics of muscarinic antagonists on guinea-
pig ileum; there are four observations which indicate that access may
Colquhoun & Ritchie (1972),
change exponentially
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in fact be rate-limiting at least in certain circumstances<>
lo Paten (1961) observed that atropine washed out from intact
pieces of ileum with a half time of 40 minutes whereas Paton 6s Rang (1965)
found that atropine washed out from longitudinal muscle strips
prepared from guinea-pig ileum with a half time of about 7 minutes,
the equilibrium dissociation constant not being significantly
differento As it seems very unlikely that the chemical nature of the
receptor would differ between the two preparations, especially as
the equilibrium constants were not significantly different, the
slower offset of action of atropine when intact pieces of ileum were
used must have been due to some sort of access limitation0
20 Paton (1961) also observed that although the kinetics of
action of hyoscine below a 100 fold antagonism; could be satisfactorily
represented as an exponential process determined by two constants
only, recovery after higher concentrations was very considerably
I
delayed,, Therefore the rate of offset following these higher
concentrations must also be access limited,,
3o The results of Thron & Waud's (1968): study of the kinetics of
atropine on longitudinal muscle strips of guinea-pig ileum are also
difficult to explain in terms of the interaction-limited model0
They investigated the re-establishment of atropine's occupancy after
washing cut the 'fast3 antagonist N-methyl-N~( p-diphenylaminoethyl)
piperidinium bromide (XDP), the strips having been previously
equilibrated with a mixture of atropine and P2DPc They found that
the results varied considerably from one preparation to another, in
some cases the reoccupation of the receptors by atropine appeared to
be slew and in others fasto Such variability is difficult to
exolain in terms of the interaction-limited model as the behaviour
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would depend on the chemical rate>constant which should differ little
from one preparation to another0 In contrast, the behaviour of
access-limited systems would be expected to vary from one preparation
to another according to the geometry of the tissue0
40 Thron & ¥aud (1968) also observed that previous treatment of
longitudinal muscle strips with dibenamine, accelerated both the onset
and the offset of atropine's action, although the equilibrium dissociation
constant was not significantly altered,, This observation is also
difficult to explain in terms of the interaction-limited mcdelo
8) In addition there is one other observation which has been
claimed to indicate that interaction can not be rate limiting,. This
observation is that although recovery from many antagonists is slow,
they anoear to equilibrate with agonist molecules in a very short ti.me0
For instance, Gaddum (1937) noted that if a sufficient concentration of
adrenaline is applied to a piece of rabbit uterus which has been
immersed in ergotamine, a maximal contraction occurs in less than one
minuteo On the other hand, if a piece of uterus is immersed in a
solution of ergotamine at least one hour is required before the action
(
of this drug is complete and washing out is also slow0 He therefore
concluded that this cannot be due to a slow dissociation from the
receptors because of the apparently fast dissociation in the presence
of adrenaline, and must therefore be due to some other factor such as
slow diffusion through the tissue to the receptors,,
This conclusion is based on two faulty assumptions,, In the
first place he assumed that the agonist occupied all the receptors
when a maximal contraction was produced,, It is now realized that a
potent agonist can produce a maximal contraction while occupying only
a small proportion of the receptors, (Stephenson, 1956)„ Therefore
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the ability of adrenaline to produce a maximal contraction in less than
one minute does not mean that the ergotamine has dissociated from the
receptors during this short timd0 As Rang (1966) pointed out, if the
agonist occupancy is negligible in relation to the available receptor
pool the antagonism may appear to be competitive even if no dissociation
of the antagonist takes place during the short exposure to the agonist<,
Gaddum also assumed that the rate of dissociation of the
*
antagonist in the presence of an agonist is equal to the rate of
dissociation when the antagonist is washed out0 Rang (1966)
pointed out that if the rate of dissociation of the antagonist is
rate-limiting, the antagonist occupancy will decline exponentially
when the antagonist is removed from the bathing solution with a
rate constant of -k^, whereas in the presence of a concentration A of
agonist, affinity K , the antagonistss occupancy will decline
exponentially with a rate constant of -k^ (SL A K + 1) / (A K,+ 1),
from equation 8a Therefore if the agonist concentration is adjusted
so that the agonist occupancy at equilibrium, p^9 is kept constant,
(corresponding to the standard response at which the dose ratio is
measured),this rate constant then equals -k (SL Kgj* 1) / (p^ SL KgT+ 1)<
This means that if the agonist occupancy necessary to produce a standard
response is small then the rate of adjustment of antagonist occupancy
may be faster than if the rate constant were Thus a fast rate
of dissociation in the presence of adrenaline is not necessarily
incompatible with a slower rate of offset when the antagonist is
washed outc
Furchgott (1955) made a similar false assumption when he
considered the kinetics of antagonists on rabbit aortic strips« Ke
observed the progressive blockade of sympathomimetic drugs produced
by raising the concentration of the potent reversible competitive
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antagonists dihydroergofcamine and phentolamine and compared this
progressive blockade with that produced by the "'irreversible®
antagonist dibenamine0 progressive blockade with dibenamine
initially produced a parallel shift of the log dose response curve0
Then if the level of blockade was increased above a certain levels
the agonist was no longer able to produce a maximum contraction and
the slope of the log dose response curve was decreased, In contrast
he found that if progressive blockade produced with a potent
reversible antagonist was followed, the parallel shift of the log
dose response curve greatly exceeded that found on progressive
blockade with dibenaminec
Furchgott argued that if the rate of recovery was limited
by the rate of dissociation of the antagonist-receptor complexs a
potent reversible antagonist would act essentially like an
irreversible antagonist0 Therefore the parallel shift of the log
dose response curve produced by progressively raising the concentration
of the irreversible antagonist should equal that found if a potent
reversible antagonist was used0 As this was not found to be the
case9 Furchgott concluded that recovery from antagonism can not be
limited by the rate of dissociation of the antagonist-receptor
complex. However,, as pointed out above5 potent reversible antagonists
would not necessarily be expected to be essentially irreversible in the
short exposure time to a potent agonists, This therefore could
explain Furchgott5s discrepancy.
Despite this confusion the other observations do suggest
that access may be the rate-limiting step determining the kinetics of
9) antagonists on guinea-pig ileumo Similarly the kinetics of
tetrodotoxin3s action may also be access limited despite the apparent
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agreement with the interaction-limited models Although
Colquhoun & Ritchie (1972) found that the kinetics of tetrodotoxin's
action on this tissue was computable with the interaction-limited
model, they found that recovery took place with a time constant of
about 40 minutes0 This contrasts with Hille's (1970) finding that
the recovery from tetrodotoxin's action on frog-nodes was complete
within 15 seconds, which suggests that the toxin-receptor interaction
is much faster than the rates observed by Colquhoun 6: Ritchie0
10) In addition other isolated tissues have been investigated and
the kinetics of antagonists on these tissues do not appear to be
interaction- limited,,
The kinetics of adrenergic antagonists on rabbitjaortic strips
Furchgott (1955) followed the recovery of the sensitivity of
rabbit aortic strips to adrenaline and noradrenaline following exposure
to various concentrations of dihydroergotamine for various lengths of
time* He used a dose ratio method and found that, contrary to
the predictions of the interaction-limited model, the dose ratio
changed exponentially with time0 Also blockade' was found to develop
at a rate similar to that of recovery and the rate at which the
'
antagonist diphenhydramine blocked histamine was similar to the
rate at which it blocked noradrenaline0
The kinetics of adrenergic antagonists on rabbit fundus
Paton (1967)a, followed the kinetics of the antagonism produced
by piperoxane, yohimbine, dihydroergotamine, phentolamine and
tolazoline to noradrenaline using strips of rabbit funduso Although
the offset of occupancy was usually exponential as predicted by the
interaction-limited model, the rate of offset became slower if the
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antagonist concentration , or the time the tissue was exposed to the
antagonists was increased0 In addition the kinetics of offset of
phentolamine8s occupancy was not convincingly exponential,,
He also followed the kinetics of the interaction between
piperoxan, a fast antagonist, and dihydroergotamine, a slow one0
He found no hint at ail of the transient 3overshoot° or Undershoot8
of total antagonist occupancy which would be expected to occur if
interaction was rate-limiting®
The kinetics of competitive antagonists on the frog neuromuscular junction
Waud (1967) followed the rate of action of the competitive
neuromuscular blocking agents tubocurarine, dimethyltubocurarine,
gallamine and n-C^Hg-jNlle^ applied iontophoretically, (or by
changing the concentration in the bathing solution), to the end-plate
region of frog skeletal muscle fibres,, The rate of action of these
drugs was measured by testing the end plate with iontophoretically
applied doses of carbachol0
When tubocurarine was added by infusion at a known rate into
the Ringer's solution flowing at a constant measured rate through the
muscle chamber and a constant dose of carbachol was used to follow
the antagonism, the rate of offset from 205 was found to be
slower than from 1 pM, and the rate of onset of 1 pM was not much
faster than the rate of offsets Similar results were also found when
the antagonists were applied iontophoretically, or when the dose of
carbachol was adjusted to maintain the response size0
In addition the four antagonists examined were found to all
act at about the same rate although the mono-quaternary ion is
considerably weaker than the others and relatively non-specifics
Hone of these observations are consistent with interaction
being rate limiting®
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The kinetics of muscarinic antagonists on guinea-pig heart
Thron &. Waud (1968) studied the rate of action of atropine
in isolated guinea-pig atria and perfused hearts (Langendorff)
using the agonist carbacholo Although the onset and offset of
atropine in isolated atria and perfused hearts was qualitatively as
predicted by the interaction-limited model, when perfused hearts
were used the rates of both onset and offset were faster than when
isolated atria were used and varied considerably from one perfused
heart to another,, In one of the faster preparations the effect of
atropine was almost as fast as that of carbacholo
In addition they followed the kinetics of the interaction
between butyrylcholine ana atropine,, When butyrylcholine, a fast
antagonist3 was added after equilibration of the tissue with atropine,
there was only a small initial overshoot lasting no more than a
minute or twoQ
In this tissue too therefore the kinetics of antagonists
do not appear to be interaction-limited8
The kinetics of antagonists of histamine on guinea-pig ileum
In addition to following the kinetics of cholinergic
antagonists, Paton (1961) also followed the kinetics of mepyramine3s
antagonism of histamine,. He found that although below a 20-fold
antagonism the kinetics of antagonism could be satisfactorily
represented by an exponential process determined by two rate
constants only, recovery after higher concentrations was
considerably slower,. Recovery following higher concentrations
must therefore be access limited0
These studies show that the kinetics of antagonists on many
tissues do not appear to be interaction-limited,. This being the
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case it would seem unlikely that the kinetics of antagonists on
guinea-pig ileum would be, especially as some of the ether studies
involved the application of the antagonist iontophoreticallyo
However in spite of the evidence that the kinetics of
antagonists on many tissues are access limited^ several workers
have come to the opposite conclusion because the access limited
models, they considered to be the.most appropriate, did not
appear to account for their observations0 For instances
Del Castillo & Rats (1957) concluded that the rate of action of
curare at motor end plates must be interaction' limited as diffusion
could not account for its slowness compared with acetylcholine or
carbacholo Similarly Rang (1966) discounted access because his
limited biophase model would not predict an exponential relationship
between occupancy and time during the onset and offset of antagonism
AND ALSO the overshoot and undershoot of total occupancy when a
fast antagonist is superimposed onto a slow antagonist©
Unfortunately, in principal, it is not possible to prove that
interaction is rate-limiting from discrepancies between an access
limited model and experimental observations© This is because of
the large number of unknown factors which could influence the kinetics
of antagonism© Thus discrepancies between experimental observations
and an access limited model could just mean that the 8correct4
model was not being considered©
On the other hand if an access model could provide an
explanation for the apparent agreement with the interaction-limited
model, and the observations which are not consistent with the
interaction-limited models this would substantially support the
hypothesis that the kinetics of antagonists on guinea-pig ileum are
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access limited, the main objection to access being rate-limiting
on this tissue being the apparent agreement of the kinetics of
antagonists and the interaction-limited model and the lack of an
access model which was consistent with the experimental observations,.
Various access-limited models will therefore now be considered,.
12) Simply diffusion
The simplest possibility is that the rates reflect different
rates of diffusion,. If a drug is administered to the bathing fluid
surrounding an isolated tissue in an organ bath, the drug molecules
move from the bathing fluid to the receptors by free-diffusion,,
Similarly when the drug is washed away, the drug molecules diffuse
away from the receptors into the bathing fluid0 Therefore if
the rate of interaction of the drug with the receptors is sufficiently
fast3 diffusion between the bathing fluid and the receptors will be
the rate-limiting step0
The mathematical theory of diffusion is based on what is
known as Pick's first law of diffusion,. This law was first
formulated by direct analogy with the equations of heat conduction
and it states that the rate of transfer of a diffusing substance
through unit area of a section in an i&otropic medium is proportional
to the concentration gradient measured normal to the section:
Q = - D 6c , Fick's first law
&x
where Q is the rate of transfer per unit area of section,
c is the concentration of diffusing substance,
(10)
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x is the space co-ordinate measured normal to the section,
D is the diffusion coefficient, and
an isotropic medium is one whose structure and diffusion properties
in the neighbourhood of any point are the same in all directions^
This equation is not restricted to any particular pattern of
diffusion or geometrical arrangement of concentration gradients, for it
describes only what is happening in an infinitesimal volume of solution
during an infinitesimal interval of time0 In; order to calculate
the actual changes in concentration which occur through measurable
distances and during finite intervals of time,, this equation must be
integrated which is a complex process and involves the assumption of
a specific geometrical arrangement0 Specific solutions for a number
of geometrical arrangements have been worked out, Crank (1956), and
conveniently it is found that the solution applying to diffusion in
I
one dimension into a plane sheet approximates to diffusion into a
cylinder if the thickness of the. cylinder is small compared to its
diameter0 Therefore the same solution can be used to describe
diffusion into rat diaphragm,which approximates to a plane sheet,
as to describe diffusion into guinea-pig ileum, a cylindrical tissue,.
For diffusion into a plane sheet the time t needed to
attain at a point 1 any specified fraction of its final equilibrium
concentration is inversely proportional to the diffusion coefficient and





The proportionality Constant6is itself a function of the particular
fraction of equilibrium and values can be obtained from a number of
*
sources, see Riggs (1963)0
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For instance Cuthbert & Dunant (1970) used Olson &, Schults's (1942)
tables showing how the temperature in a solid changed during heating or
cooling3 this approach being similar to the way in which Fick
formulated his diffusion laws by direct analogy with the equations
of heat conductions In this way they obtained an analytical
2
solution shewing the relationship between (d/d ) and (Dt/1 )«
a
d being the concentration' at a point 1, at a time t, in analytical
units of concentrations i0e0 c k,/k , and d being the concentration•*- 2 a
in the bulk of the bathing solutions also in analytical unitsc
Paton & Waud (1964) obtained a similar analytical solution
of Fick's equation but they used a resistance capacitance analog
after conversion to a finite differences approximation© This
finite differences approximation is very similar in essence to
Thronss (1972) linear multicompartment model©
Thron (1972) considered the space between the receptors and
the bathing medium to be divided into compartments so small that
within any compartment the concentration of diffusing substance is
uniform© As the unidirectional rate of outward diffusion of a
substance from any compartment is directly proportional to its
concentration in that compartments (Fick's law)3 such a system
I
can be described by a set of linear differential equations©
He then showed that if the tissues equilibrated with some
i
applied drug concentrations is abruptly exposed to a new constant
drug concentrations then as the concentration c^ in the ith
compartment changes from its initial value c^j0 to its final
steady state value cir0os ££-e function (ci - cij&0) / (c±f0 " cisco^
decreases from 1 to 0, following a time course which is independent
of the initial and final drug concentrations©
A similar sort of qualitative description to describe the
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change in concentration in the proximity of the receptors during the
onset and offset of drug action, can also be deduced from the
following simple picture;
If a drug is added to the bathing solution at time t:0 so
that at this point in time the concentration in the bathing




at equilibrium, t =00, the concentration in the bathing
solution will still be c but that in the proximity of the
' a
receptors will be c also0
Similarly, if the drug is removed from the bathing solution
at time t = 0, at this point in time the concentration in
the bathing solution will be zero while the concentration
■




At equilibrium, t = co, the concentration in the bathing
solution will still be zero but that in the proximity of
the receptors will be zero alsoc
|
Thus in both cases the concentration gradient at time t= 0
is (c - 0) and that at time t = co is zero» Therefore as
Tick8s law states that the rate of transfer of diffusing
substance is proportional to the concentration gradient, the
rate of rise of concentration in the proximity of the receptors
during onset will be similar to that during offsets, This
qualitative description is thus very similar to that obtained
more precisely earlier0
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13) For antagonists, the concentration in the ;proximity of the
receptors at any time, c*D t can be calculated from the dose ratio
at that time, DRfc as:
DRt - 1 = cbj£ Kaff equ0 (2)
if it is assumed"that the receptors are at all times in equilibrium
with the concentration c^© Therefore if a suitable technique is
used (as discussed earlier), and if the antagonism is sufficiently
slow, the rate at which the concentration changes can be compared
with the qualitative predictions of a diffusion limited system0
i
Alternatively the rate of change of dose ratio can itself be
used0 As dose ratio is a linear function of the antagonist
concentration, the rate of change of dose ratio during onset,
(DR - DR. ) / (DR - 1), should be similar to that during offset,
CO t CO
(DRt - 1) / (DR^q - 1), where 1 is the dose ratio in the absence of
antagonist, DR£ is that at time t, and DR^ is that at equilibrium—
with the antagonists This compares with the complex way in which
occupancy will change if diffusion is rate-limiting, because
occupancy is related to concentration in the following way:
pt = c_ Kaff / ct KafP iaeo eqUo ^
Of those few studies in which a suitable technique is used,
only that of Furchgott (1955) using rabbit aortic strips seems to
be compatible with a diffusion limited system0 (See section on
biophase models, P042)0 The kinetics of all the other antagonists,
I
sufficiently slow to be studied in this way, do not agree
qualitatively with a diffusion-limited system0
In addition it is possible to make certain quantitative
predictions for a diffusion limited system, if certain assumptions
are made0 Although these predictions are only tentative because of
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the assumptionss the kinetics of slow antagonists do not seem to be
explicable in terms of diffusion only0 This sort of calculation is
demonstrated below<>
Holmesj Jenden & Taylor (1951) considered the kinetics of
tubocurarine added to the bathing solution of isolated rat
diaphragm preparations,. They assumed that drug molecules
penetrate a tissue through the extracellular spaces and that
the diffusion coefficient is constant within the extracellular
spaces and is equal to that in dilute aqueous solutions,.
They calculated the diffusion coefficient from Thovertss
equation; the ratio of the diffusion coefficients of two
substances is inversely proportional to the ratio of the
square roots of the molecular weights© Thus from the
diffusion coefficient of sucrose they calculated that of
6 2
tubocurarine to be about 3o0 x 10 cm /sec©
In addition they estimated that although the tissue is about
0o06 cm thicks the actual diffusion path will be double this
and that because only the extracellular spaces are available
for diffusion only 0©15 of the total area will be available
for diffusion,. These estimations were made from geometric
considerations©
They then used a relationship derived by Hill (1928) for the
timea t, taken from the concentration of diffusing substance
I
within a sheet of tissue to reach an average of 50% of its
outside concentrations the sheet being exposed on both
sides to the diffusing substance;
t = 0„196 x 1^
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where t is the time in seconds,
2 .
D is the diffusion coefficient in cm /sec
and 21 is the thickness of the tissue in crn0
They therefore estimated that for tubocurarine,
t = 0<,X% x (2 x 0o03)^ = 35 seconds0
3 x 10~° 7 0o15
They then determined t experimentally assuming that at
equilibrium the concentration of antagonist in the proximity
of the receptors is the same as that in the bathing solution:
If at equilibrium a certain concentration of antagonist, c say,
produces a certain degree of block, the time taken for a
concentration of 2c to reach this degree of block will be
equal to t© t was found in this way to be about 40 minutes©
As this is some 60 times slower than that predicted if diffusion
was rate limiting, they therefore concluded that the rate of
action of curare could not be accounted for in terms simply of
diffusion®
By making a similar series' of assumptions and using their
analogue solution of Fick*s law, Paton A Waud (1964) predicted the
rate of rise of concentration of atropine inside the longitudinal
muscle of guinea pig ileum® As they found a discrepancy, similar to
that found by Holmes, Jenden & Taylor (1951), they also concluded
that the rate of action of atropine could not be accounted for In
terms of simple' diffusion®
In conclusion therefore, the kinetics of slow antagonists
have not been found to agree qualitatively with the predictions of a
diffusion limited system, and in addition estimations of diffusion
rates predict rates of antagonism considerably faster than those
found experimentallyo Although the assumptions on which these
calculations are based could be grossly out, it seems more likely that
the kinetics of these antagonists is not limited simply by diffusion®
14) If an antagonist is so fast that its rate;of action can not be
followed no qualitative comparisons can be made0 In addition the
rates of action of fast antagonists such as undecyltrimethyl ammonium,
Rang (1966), is a matter of seconds rather than minutes and so could
perhaps be accounted for qualitatively in terms of diffusion*.
Similarly the rate of action of most agonists is a matter of
seconds and could therefore also be accounted for in terms of diffusion®
In contrast to fast antagonists though it is possible to examine the rate
of action of agonists qualitatively if the tissue response is not the
!
rate limiting step*, For Instance Cuthbert & Dunant (1970) examined
the rates of action of acetylcholine, carbachol and histamine on
guinea-pig ileum in the following way, which they called a transient
analysis:
They assumed that if a submaximal concentration a' of agonist
produced a response r, then the time taken for the response
to a supramaximal concentration a" to reach r would be the—
time taken for the concentration in the proximity of the
receptors to rise to a', i0eo a'/an of that in the bathing
solution,, (This is very similar to Holmes, Jenden Sc Taylor's (1951)
assumptions for antagonist kinetics®)
2
Knowing that time t, and the value of a'/a", D/l can be
calculated from their analytical solution of Pick's law"
,2
showing the relationship between a la" and Dt/1 <>
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r>
Knowing D/l~, the concentration in the proximity of the receptors
at. various times can be determined and the response produced by
these concentrations inferred from the transience of the
supramaximal response,
If the rate of action of the agonist is limited by diffusion,
the relationship between concentration and response as
obtained above should be indistinguishable from that obtained
in the conventional manner, i0e0 from responses to known
concentrations of agonist0
This was found to be the case for the actions of acetylcholine,
o
carbachol, and histamine on guinea-pig ileum at 35-37 C, and also
for the depolarising action of acetylcholine on the isolated rat
sympathetic ganglion preparation*, They also found that when the
rates of action of the different agonists were compared, the faster
ones were those which would be expected to diffuse more rapidly from
molecular weight considerations0
This type of analysis did however fail for the action of
acetylcholine on frog rectus abdominis muscle and on the dorsal muscle
of leecho As the responses produced by both these preparations are
slow, it is possible that for these preparations, the production of a
response is the rate-limiting step rather than the rise in concentration
in the proximity of the receptors,. Therefore the use of a response,
such as depolarization, nearer to the drug-receptor interaction might
give a different result0
In addition to these studies Del Castillo & ICatz (1955) also
found that the rate of action of acetylcholine was consistent with
its being diffusion limited*, They predicted the time course and size
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of depolarization of acetylcholine applied iontophoretically to
frog sartorius end plates assuming that diffusion was the rate-limiting
step and this was found to agree with that observed0
15) From these comparisons it therefore seems that although the
rate of action of agonistss in the absence of any antagonist, appears
to be diffusion-limited and the rate of action of fast antagonists
may be diffusion-limited, the rate of action of the slow antagonists
does not appear to be® Any explanation of the rate of action of
the slow antagonists must therefore be compatible with these differences0
There is a general relationship between the potency of competitive
antagonists, as measured by the concentration required to produce a
given degree of antagonism, and the rate at which the antagonism
wears off when the antagonist is removed from the bathing fluid0 The
more potent compounds are also the slower®
There is a similar relationship between speed and concentration
when agonists ana antagonists are compared® For instance Paton & Rang (1966)
observed that although methylfurmethide had a molecular weight close to
that of lachesine it was some hundreds of times faster® This difference
can not be due to one being an agonist and the other an antagonist
because the fastest antagonists act at rates comparable with those of
agonists® In addition when the kinetics of different antagonists are
compared the relationship between concentration, receptor occupancy
and speed is similar to that found when agonists are compared with
antagonists® This implies that agonists act quickly, not because
they are agonists, but because they occupy only a very small
proportion of the receptors to produce their effect and because of
their affinity for the receptors, relatively large concentrations
are required to produce this occupancy®
The problem is therefore, not why do agonists act faster than
antagonists, but why is there the apparent relationship between the
speed of a drug and its 'potency3© (The relationship between
affinity and efficacy is a different problem altogether,,)
If the rate of action of antagonists is diffusion-limited the difference
in rates would not be expected on molecular weight considerations©
There is however another access limited: model which has been
considered in some detail and this involves the concept of a biophase©
The biophase model
The concept of a biophase was first used in connection with
the activity of narcotics; Ferguson (1939) considered the distribution
of narcotics to be between two heterogeneous phases, the external
|
circumambient phase (solution or vapour) in which the narcotic was
applied, and the phase or surface layer which is the seat of toxic
action© This latter phase he called the biophase0 He suggested
that physically toxic substances should be compared, not by their
concentration in the external solution or vapour, but by their
relative concentrations in the biophase, as estimated by their chemical
potential in the external solution or vapour0 In addition, as the
potency of substances acting by a physical mechanism would thus be
related to their partition between the external phase and the biophase,
substances with the greatest potency, i0eo highest partition coefficients,
would be washed out the slowest0
On these criteria Fastier & Reid (1952) noticed that the action
of alkyl-isothioureas ware apparently consistent with their having a
physical mechanism© They observed the relationship between the
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potency and the length of the alkyl side chain, and the relationship
between potency and the time for recovery of sensitivity to agonists
on various preparations, such as perfused rat hind quarters, guinea-
pig ileal strips, amine oxidase liver suspensions,. They found that
activity increased in a geometrical progression with chain length,
this being very similar to the way in which Meyer & Hernmi (1935) had
found the narcotic activity of n-aliphatic alcohols varied with chain
lengtho They also observed that recovery from the more potent
compounds was slower than recovery after the less potent compounds0
They therefore suggested that the differences in potency were perhaps
not due to differences in effectivity at the site of action, but
due to their relative partition coefficients between the aqueous
phase in which they were applied and the biophasea
Furchgott (1955) mathematically developed this idea that the
rate of action of drugs is related to their partition between the
aqueous phase, in which they are applied, and a biophase0 He







He assumed that the concentration of drug in the biophase is
uniform and equal to cb, and also that the concentration of
drug in the aqueous phase is uniform and equal to c 0
Also he assumed that the rate of entry into the biophase is
proportional to c and the rate of escape, proportional to cb,
the rate constants governing entry and escape being k^n and kQut<
Therefore, the rate of entry r k. c , and the* J in a
the rate of escape a kQut <>b8
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Having defined k. and kou£. so that they refer to the rate of
transfer through an area corresponding to a biophase volume
of one unit, and assuming that the quantity of drug taken up
by the receptors in negligible compared; to the volume of the
biophase, therefore the biophase concentration changes with
time t, in the following way:
dc, = k. c - 1c _ c. Ib ma out d
dt
Thus when the concentration of drug in
raised from zero to c , (when t= 0, c,ci D.
the aqueous phase is
0), integration of
this equation shows that the biophase concentration approaches
its equilibrium value (k^n/kQu£) c , according to the
following equation:
Cb j t "* Cb, co (1 - exp [ -kou(;t ] )
Similarly when the concentration of drug in the aqueous phase
is reduced from c^ to zero., (when t = 0, c, : c. )9 integration2. * Q ^ C D 0*0
of equation 12 shows that the biophase concentration falls from
to zero according to the following equation:"bsoo
"b,t
= c




For drugs acting on receptorss the receptors are considered to
equilibrate with the concentration of drug in the biophase0
Therefore if the rate of interaction with the receptors is
sufficiently fast, the overall rate of action will be limited
by the rate of change of the biophase concentration0 In this
case, for a competitive antagonist s as the dose ratio is a
linear function of the biophase concentration, DRfc - 1 = c^ t
therefore,
for the onset of antagonism, (DR - DR. ) - (DR~~ - 1) exp(-k t)
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and similarly for offset,; (DR^ - 1) = (BR^ - 1) exp(-kQutt)
Occupancy on the other hand would be related to the biophase
concentration-fp z c K r, / (1 + c K __)1. and so occupancy1 t b,t b9t aff J y
xjould change in a complex fashion when j. changed exponentially.
Therefore dose ratio would change during the onset and offset of
antagonism exponentially and with the same rate constant and would be
indistinguishable qualitatively from a system limited by simple diffusion.
j
The biophase model could thus be considered as a mathematical approximation
to a diffusion limited system. In this case, k. = k -k and so
! m out
dc, = k (c - cK)b a o'
dt
This is very similar to Fick's equation,
Q = - D be
ox
However Fick's equation applies to the rate of transfer per unit area
of section across which diffusion takes place, and the biophase model
1
to the change in concentration in a unit volume of biophase, i«e0 k and
D are in different units.
Therefore, for the reasons given when considering diffusion,
the kinetics of potent antagonists can not be accounted for by the
biophase model.
17) However the biophase model, in addition to giving a mathematical
approximation of a diffusion limited system, would also describe an
access limited system in which the receptors ware separated from the
bathing solution by a barrier to diffusion,, There is the problem
though of finding a physical counterpart to the postulated barrier.,
Although in a'few tissues there is a possible candidate, such as the
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connective tissue sheath around a rates superior cervical ganglion, in
many tissues there is no obvious barrier® In these cases the only
other possibility would seem to be the cell membrane itself®
At a first glance the cell membrane appears to be unlikely in
cholinergic systems at least, because of the evidence that the receptors
are exposed to the outside of the cell membrane® The evidence for this
is that many quaternary compounds are active at these sites and also
because Del Castillo & Katz (1955) found that when acetylcholine was
introduced iontcphoretically to the inside of frog sartorius muscle cells
it had no action®
A closer look at .the membrane though suggests that it might
incorporate its own barrier® Robertson (1958) stressed that although
the basic structural unit of the cell membrane was the typical trilaminar
structure seen on the electron micrographs, additional structures were
also closely associated with it0 For instance, electron micrographs of
smooth muscle cells, e®g® Caesar, Edwards & Ruska (1957), and also other
cells, show that outside the cell membrane is a relatively thin electron
dense layer which is called the basement membrane or basement lamina
and this appears to be separated from the cell membrane by a Blight8
layer® This lamina appears to be homogeneous or faintly fibrillar
in nature and chemical studies show that it appears to be partly
composed of acid mucoproteins, Gasic & Berwick (1963)®
This basement membrane could therefore act as a barrier to
the diffusion of antagonist molecules between the extracellular space
and the receptors® However the existence of a barrier would not
explain the relationship between the potency of a drug and the rate
at which it acts, (F036), unless it -was postulated that it could
discriminate between drugs according to their affinity for the
receptors® Neither would it account for the apparently exponential
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relationship between occupancy and time during the onset and offset
of antagonists on guinea-pig ileum.
IS) xhe involvement of a barrier does seem more likely though
when considering adrenergic antagonists. As noted earlier,
Furchgott (1955)} dose ratio appears to change exponentially during
recovery from dihydroergotamine and during onset dose ratio appears
to develop exponentially at a similar rate0 This therefore agrees
qualitatively with the predictions of both the biophase model and
the diffusion-limited modele The possibility that the biophase-
barrier model could be more appropriate comes from Bevan's (i960)
investigations into the rate of action of (-^epinephrine on rabbit
aortic strips.
Sevan (1960) did some calculations,very similar to those of
Holmes, Jenden 5e Taylor (1951), for the rate of action of (-Epinephrine
on rabbit aortic strips.
He calculated the time t for aortic strips to become 507.
saturated with (-Epinephrine using the same assumptions
concerning diffusion coefficient, the geometry of the tissue
and the area available for diffusion as|Holmes, Jenden 6c Taylor (1951)
had. '
2 ! 2
t = 0.196 x 1 = 0,196 x (2 0.04) - 23 seconds
D (8.1 x 10"^-0.15)
He then determined t experimentally as had Holmes, Jenden 6: Taylor (1951)
If a certain concentration of agonist produced a certain sized
contraction at equilibrium, t is the time taken for the contraction
produced by double that concentration to reach that size. t
■
was found to be about 120 minutes, i.e. considerably slower
than that expected if diffusion were rate limiting.
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In addition he also studied the variation in the rate of
contraction at different temperatures between 16°C and 39°C0
At a particular temperature, knowing the response r produced
by a concentration cs of agonist, he then added cn and
recorded the slope of contraction at a response height re
Ke then repeated this process for various concentrations and
temperatureSo
He then said that if diffusion is the rate-limiting process
determining the rate of contraction, and as diffusion is
proportional to the concentration gradient, the slope S
should be proportional to the concentration gradient (c1! - cs),
and S/(c" - c5) is a measure of the velocity of the process0
As the velocity of a process can be related to the energy
of activation of the process by the following equation:
-Sa/rt
V = A e | Arrhenius equation (17)
where V Is the velocity of the process,
■
E^ is the activation energy of the process,
T is the absolute temperature, and
R is the gas constant0
As predicted by this equation, when log (S/(c" - c8))was
plotted against 1/T, a linear relationship was found»
Ea was calculated from the slope of this line and was found to
be in the order of 37o000 cal/mol/°C0
Knowing that the activation energy of diffusion of many
molecules in aqueous solution is the same or very close to the
activation energy of viscous flow in x^ater, (about 5,000 cal/mol/°C),
whereas the activation energy of diffusion through membranes is
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considerably higher than that in aqueous solutions, Danielli & Davscn (1935),
Bevan therefore suggested that the rate of action of 1-epinephrine
might involve diffusion through the cell membrane, thus accounting •
for the high activation energy and the discrepancy between the
calculated and observed values of the Diffusion Coefficient,
Paton (1967)a also considered the involvement of a diffusion
barrier in connection with the kinetics of adrenergic drugs on
rabbit fundus, As described earlier (P023) his observations did
not agree with the interaction-limited model and in particular he
found that the kinetics of offset of antagonism varied with the
duration of exposure, In addition adrenergic compounds are known
to be rapidly and substantially taken up by tissues, the responses
to adrenaline and noradrenaline are slower than responses to acetylcholine
and there are not many quaternary compounds active at adrenergic receptors0
All these observations suggested that adrenergic receptors might not
be exposed on the outside* of the cell membrane. However he
also noted that the observation of Schild (1963), that calcium lack
had a parallel effect on acetylcholine and adrenaline responses on
rabbit uterus, would be difficult to explain if the adrenergic
receptors were on the inside of the cell membrane and the cholinergic
receptors on the outside,
19) The concentration of a drug to which the receptors are exposed
In addition to the possible involvement of a diffusion
barrier, there is another implication of the biophase model which
distinguishes it from simple diffusion. As noted by Furchgott (1955)
the biophase concept implies that the concentration of drug with which
the receptors are in equilibrium might not be the same as that in the
bulk of the bathing solution, i,e0 if k^n5^ kQufc Indeed
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Fastier &. Raid (1952) suggested that the relative potencies of the
isothiourea compounds they were investigating might be determined
by the degree to which they accumulated near the receptors rather
than their affinities for the receptors® This extreme possibility
seems unlikely to apply to antagonists on guinea-pig ileum because
the observed relationship between dose ratio and time is not consistent
with such a model and also factors which influence the kinetics of
antagonism (such as calcium ion concentration) do not always cause
corresponding changes in the equilibrium dose ratio., Paton & Rothschild (1365)a®
In addition extreme stereospecificity is exhibited by atropine-like
antagonists of acetylcholine, e®g® Long, Luduena, Tullar & Lands (1956)®
This therefore leaves the possibility that the potency of an
antagonist is partly determined by the degree to which it accumulates
near the receptors, and partly by its affinity for the receptors® One
would have thought that it would be possible to investigate this
by comparing the volume of distribution of quaternary compounds,
calculated assuming that their concentration was uniform throughout
the extracellular space and that they were not able to penetrate the
cell membrane, with theiextracellular volume calculated by other
means® If these separate estimations agreed it would be reasonable
to infer that the concentration of drug to which the receptors were
exposed was equal to that in the bathing solution®
Such a comparison can be made from the studies of
Krenjevic & Mitchell (I960), in which they equilibrated isolated
-4
rat diaphrams in solutions of (5 10 M) acetylcholine for 1-2 hours®
They found that 80-907® of the acetylcholine escaped at a rate expected
for diffusion through dilute aqueous solutions and that the space
corresponding to this free-acetylcholine agreed with the previous
estimates of the inulin space® This would therefore seem to indicate
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that the concentration of acetylcholine at equilibrium in the
extracellular space was the same as that in the; bathing solutions
However the issue is complicated by thei 10-20% slowly
diffusing fractions If it is accepted that the acetylcholine is not
able to penetrate the cell membrane, this fraction is probably also
i
extracellularo This is supported by the fact that inulin appears to
underestimate the true extracellular space, Goodford & Leach (1966),
perhaps because it is excluded from the space occupied by substances
like hyaluronic acid, Ogston & Phelps (1961)„ In addition as the
basement membrane appears to be of a mucoprotein nature, Gasic 6c Berwick (1963)
it may correspond to the space from which inulin is excluded and by inference
the space corresponding to the slow fraction of i acetylcholine0 As
the basement membrane surrounds the cells, it is the concentration of
drugs in this layer which probably determines the concentration to
which receptors are exposed0 Therefore without knowing the volume
of the extracellular space from which the inulin is excluded and a
precise estimate of the slowly diffusing fraction, it is impossible to
eliminate the possibility that the concentration to which the receptors
are exposed is different from that in the bulk of the bathing
solution,, In addition it would be necessary to be sure that the
slow fraction was indeed extracellular0
Nevertheless in view of the lack of any
contrary when considering cholinergic drugs, and there being no
physical basis predicting such a partitioning effect, the normal
assumption that the concentration of a drug to which the receptors
are exposed is the same as that in the bathing solution, seems
reasonable,, Hoxjaver it should be noted that when considering
adrenergic drugs, certain anomalous observations can be explained
if the concentration of drugs to which the receptors are exposed if
evidence to the
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not the same as that in the bulk of the bathing solution, Schild (1973)«
20) The biophase model - summary
In summary therefore, the biophase model gives rise to
qualitative predictions very similar to the diffusion limited model.
In addition, as pointed out by Thron (1972), the qualitative
predictions of a diffusion limited system will also apply to all
other linear systems0 Therefore the failure of potent cholinergic
antagonists such as atropine to agree with these qualitative
predictions means that eno arrangement of barriers, pores, channels,
pools, reservoirs, pumps, leaks or Maxwellian demons which ingenuity
might suggest can explain atropine3s kinetics, unless it includes some
nonlinear process'0
The most likely cause for this would be the degree of binding
to the receptorss Furchgott (1955) in his biophase model originally
assumed that the number of receptors is so small that the binding of
drug to the receptors has a negligible effect on drug distribution in
the rest of the system. However Paton & Rang8s (1965) subsequent
studies on the degree of uptake of radioactive atropine by
longitudinal muscle strips of guinea-pig ileum suggested that this
assumption might not be valid and so Rang (1966) developed
Furchgott's biophase model to take this into account0
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21) The limited biophase model ■
In Furchgott's biophase hypothesis he assumed that the
i
binding capacity of the receptors was negligible in relation to the
amount of drug free in the biophase» Rang (1966) developed this
model to take into account the binding capacity of the receptors and
this version he called the limited biophase model*
If the binding capacity of the receptors is M (moles/unit
weight of tissue), and the volume of the biophase is
V (litres/unit weight of tissue), the binding capacity of
the receptors will be M/V per unit volume of biophase» Therefore
dc — k c - k c H dp
b xn a out b j 1
dt V dt
k• and k . being as defined before,xn out °
(18)
To obtain a more general solution drug concentrations and
■
time can be expressed in dimensionless units thus:
c = d/Kaff and £ = T/kout
T is therefore the time constant for the exponential change
of concentration in the 'biophase in the absence of appreciable
receptor binding*
Substitution in equation 18 therefore gives the more general
differential equation:
• a,dd, r k. db xn i
- MK dpaff
dT k V dT
out
Rang (1966) used an analogue computer to obtain graphic
solutions showing how occupancy changed with time for different
values of M K « / V and for different values of k- d / k <air Xn a out
(19)
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Similar sorts of solutions were obtained by Colquhoun & Ritchie (1972)
after integrating Rang's equations®
The relevant features of these solutions are that for
certain values of (M K / V) and (k. d / k );
afr rn a out
1® during the onset and offset of antagonism occupancy may
change so nearly exponentially that the curvature of the log occupancy
plots would not be detectable;*
2® the rate of offset may appear to be independent of concentration,
according to the value of (M K / V) and the range of concentrations
aff
examined9
3® the ratio of the onset rate constant to the offset rate constant
may give a reasonable estimate of the equilibrium dose ratio,
4® in addition if the value of (M K / V) is large, the rate
aff :
of interaction between fast and slow acting antagonists would be
qualitatively the same as that predicted if the rate of interaction
with the receptors was rate limiting®
The limited biophase model also providesjan
explanation for the relationship between the potency of antagonists
and their rate of action® As the degree to which onset and offset
is slowed is roughly proportional to the value of (M / V) ,
compounds with high affinity, (i®e® more potent), will be slowed-—-
more than compounds with lower affinity®
Thron & 1-Jaud (1968) very neatly stressed the importance of K
aff
in determining the rate at which a drug appears to act in a limited
biophase system by visualising the effect in the following way:
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I'JIien a drug diffuses into a single compartment, the rate of
■
equilibration depends on the rate of diffusion and. on the
volume of the space to be filled, If J the compartment
contains binding sites or concentrating mechanisms, these
tend to increase its apparent volume, so that a longer
time is required for the establishment of equilibrium.
Thus if the tissue containing M moles of receptor per gram
is equilibrated with a drug concentration c, then the
receptors will take up an amount of drug equal to
M c K„£.p / (1 + c K„££> moles per gram of tissue.
This is the same quantity that would be taken up by a
physical compartment of volume HK/(l+cK )
art aff
assuming a partition coefficient of unity®
Thus the receptors can be considered to represent a 2virtual
space" equal to M / (1 + c K^-),
Therefore when agents are compared at concentrations that
produce the same degree of receptor occupancy, i,e, c-^a£« fixed,
the virtual space will be proportional to Ka££s snd therefore the
rate of equilibration would be expected to decrease regularly with Ka££»
The limited biophase model also provides an explanation of
Thron & Waud's (1968) observation that previous treatment of
longitudinal muscle strips of guinea-pig ileum with dibenamine,
accelerated both the onset and offset of atropine's action, although
the equilibrium constant was not significantly altered.
Using Thron & vJaud's concept of "virtual space9: if the
exposure to dibenamine blocked a proportion p of the
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receptors, when the tissue is subsequently exposed to
a concentration c of atropine, the receptors will
take up an amount of atropine equal to M c Kaff (l~p) / (1 * c^aff)
and so the receptors can be considered to represent a
'virtual space' equal to M K-aff (1 - p) / (1 t c^a^f)
which compares with the Virtual space' if the tissue had not
been previously exposed to dibenamine of M K / (1 + cK
axf ari-
Because after previous exposure to dibenamine the 'virtual
space' is less, the rate of equilibration would be
expected to be faster0
Thron cc T'Jaud's (1968) observations concerning the variability
of kinetic measurements could also be explained in terms of variations
in M, the binding capacity of the receptors per unit weight of
tissue, or V, the volume of the biophase per unit weight of tissue®
M and V could perhaps change with the age and the se-x. of the
animal, the season, the time between when the preparation was
removed from the animal and when the experiment was conducted, the
part of the ileum from which the preparation was removed, and
possibly even the time after which the last 'meal' was taken®
22) . xhe chief argument against the limited biophase model
being applicable for guinea-pig ileum was expressed by Rang (1966)2
the predicted rate of onset and offset of occupancy is most nearly
exponential for low values of M ^a££ / V, (he considered that the
most appropriate value of M / V was 4), whereas much higher
values would be necessary to explain the kinetics of interaction
between slow and fast antagonists®
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Tentative calculations suggest that large values of M Ka££ / V
are probably the most appropriate;
Using guinea-pig ileal longitudinal muscle, Paton & Rang (1S65)
identified a binding site with an equilibrium constant similar
9 -1
to that of atropine (Ka££ = 0.9 x 10 M ) of capacity
_ 12
ISO x 10 moles per gram wet weight of tissue. As the rate
of receptor block was much faster than that corresponding to
uptake at this site, the value of M relevant xfnen considering
the onset of antagonism may be less than this. However this
value can be used as an upper limit of Mo
If the volume of the extracellular space is considered to be
the upper limit of the value of V, and the inulin space of
guinea-pig taenia coli is used as an estimate of this,
-4
then V = 303 x 10 litres per gram wet weight of tissue,
Goodford & Hermansen (1961)0
Therefore M Kg££ = (180 x 10~^~) x (0.9 x 10^) - 490
V (3.3 x 10"4)
Therefore large values of M K„££ / V would seem to be the most
appropriateo This being the case, the evidence against the limited
biophase model rests on the lack of curvature of the semi-logarithmic
plots of occupancy with time during the onset and offset of antagonism.
(This also applies to the kinetics of tetrodotoxin's action on the
non-myelinated fibres of desheathed rabbit vagus nerves.) However
even moderate curvature is difficult to detect in semilogarithmic
plots unless the results are very precise and also the limited
biophase model can only be considered to be a mathematical approximation
of the actual physical situation. The discrepancy found between
the experimentally observed relationship between occupancy
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and time and that predicted by the limited biophase model could
therefore be attributed to this model being only a mathematical
approximation to the actual situations If this is the case the
limited biophase model could be considered to 'adequately' describe the
kinetic observations®
23) Summary
The evidence that the kinetics of antagonists on guinea-pig
ileum are access limited lis based on the observations that are
difficult to explain if interaction is rate-limiting., the fact that
the kinetics of antagonists on many other tissues are not interaction
limited, and the fact that the limited biophase model 'adequately'
describes the kinetics of antagonists and also the anomalous
observations®
Nevertheless the chief argument against access being rate-
limiting is the apparent agreement between the kinetics of antagonists
and the interaction-limited model®
The fallowing study was therefore undertaken in the belief
that if access was rate-limiting, under certain circumstances, the
kinetics of antagonists could be shown to be inconsistent with an
interaction-limited situation® This would therefore show that
access determines the rate of onset and offset of antagonism despite
the apparent agreement with the interaction limited model® Values
of k1 and k^ could not therefore be determined from the rates of onset
and recovery from antagonism®
It was also hoped that, even if access was found to be
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rate-limiting, an experimental situation could be devised from
which genuine values of k could be determined and used to study
the relationship between the structure of an antagonist and the rate
at which it associates and dissociates from the receptors.





A guinea-pig (weighing between 150 and 400g) was killed
by a blow on the head and bled0 A terminal portion of the ileum
was removed and washed through with the bathing solution* From
the ileum either longitudinal muscle strips or intact pieces were
then prepared:
Intact lengths of ileum were prepared as described by
Edinburgh Staff (1968)<> A 3-4cm length was suspended
in the organ bath, the bottom end being held on by a glass
spike and the top 'end being attached to the lever by a
length of thread* Care was taken not to close the lumen*
Longitudinal muscle strips were prepared as described
by Paton &. Rang (1965): A length of washed ileum was
stretched on a glass rod and the mesentery was removed*
The longitudinal muscle layer was separated at one end
by stroking with a cotton wool bud made on the end of
blunt tweezers* By stroking in a tangential direction
away from the mesenteric attachment, the muscle layer
was separated around the whole circumference of the
intestine and was tied with thread* 3y gentle tension
the layer was then stripped off0 A suitable length
of this strip, usually with Auerbach!s plexus attached
along most of its length, was then suspended in the
organ bath, the bottom end being attached to a glass rod
by a loop of thread, and the top end being attached to the
lever also by a length of thread*
i
The preparations were suspended in the organ bath containing either
Tyrode's solution or a Krebs solution, at 36°C, and through which
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either air or 957® Op with 5% C09 was bubbled, (according to whether
the bathing solution was Tyrode's or Krebs)®
The Tyrode's solution was of the following composition: (mM)
149® 2 Na+ , 2®7 K*, 1.1 Mg2+, 1®S Ca2"*, 143®2 Cl~, 11,9 HC03",
2~
0®4 KpPO^ , 1.1 S0^~ and 1 g/litre of glucose®
The Krebs solution was of the following composition; (mil)
9-j. 2-J-
138 Na , 5o9 K+, 1.2 Mg , 205 Ca , 122.7 Cl", 25 HCC>3 ,
—
1.2 , 1.2 SO^ and 1 g/litre of glucose®
Unless specified otherwise, the bathing solution contained
-4
2.76 x 10 M hexamethonium bromide0
The organ bath was connected to coils ofj glass tubing so
that the fluid in the bath could be changed by upward displacement
and overflow, either by the bathing solution or by the bathing solution
containing drugs at predetermined concentrations® The volume of the
bath was about 2®5 ml and that of the coils, 10-20 mis, so that
sufficient solution could be run through the organ bath to effect a
complete exchange (about 4 times the bath volume) without exposing
the muscle to air and without cooling®
Events in the bath were controlled by automatic apparatus
similar to that described by Schild (1946)® The solutions flowed
into the organ bath at the appropriate time, determined by the
opening and closing of magnetic relays®. Unless: specified otherwise
■
the agonist was in contact with the tissue for 17 seconds® It was
then washed cut twice with a 30 seconds interval between the two
washings® The next application of agonist was made 90 seconds
after the previous one0
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The organ bath could be connected, via a two way stopcock
to either of two sets of 5 coils, 4 containing agonist and one
withouto Therefore in, say, an experiment in which the onset of
antagonism was to be followed, one set of the coils could be
connected to reservoirs all containing the antagonist at the
required concentration, and the other set containing no antagonista
Thus by moving the key to the stopcock a clean transition could
• i
!
be made from one condition to the other*
The key was usually moved between.the first and second
washes in a cycle0 In this way the tissue was first exposed to the
new solutions when the second wash went into the organ bath* The
cycle was usually such that the time between this moment and the
moment the first wash added in the following cycle, i<>e0 corresponding
to the peak of this first response, was one minute*
The responses produced by the agonist were recorded either
with an isotonic lever with a differential transformer as a transducer,
or with an isometric transducer, (Devices physiological transducer
20S0T0Go2)o With the isotonic lever a weight of between 0»5 and
0o8 g was .used to load the lever when intact lengths of ileum were
being used, or between 0o2 and 0,5 g when muscle strips were
being used0 With the isometric transducer, the tissue was set
up so that it was not under an initial tensions
The voltage generated by the transducers was fed to a
potentiometric pen recorder so that a visual record of the
effect was obtained* The paper drive to the potentiometric
recorder was switched on for only part of the; cycle, from just
before the agonist was added to just after it was washed out* In
this way the paper could move at sufficient speed for the 'shape' of
the response to be visible without generating too much paper*
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The voltage signal was also linked via a digital voltmeter
to an electric typewriter in such a way as to print out a number. -
corresponding to the peak response following each application of
agonist. In this way both visual (analogue), and numerical (digital)
records of the effects were obtained simultaneously.
The drugs used were kindly provided by R0Bo Barlow, unless
specified otherwise. They were as follows






















diphenylhydroxy acetoxyethyl dimethylethylaramonium bromide (laehesine)
OH CH..
CrHf— C— CO—0-CHy—CH— N— CH° 5 | 2 2 | 3
Br
C6H5 C2Hc
diphenylacetoxvethyl dimethylethylammonium iodide (Ph^ACS He0Et)
CH,









hexamethoniura bromide - from Koch-Light
7*3* mi-*
(CH3)3 N— (CH2)g— N (CIi3)_ 2Br
carbaminoylcholina chloride (carbachol) - EDH Chemicals Ltd
NH2~CO-O-CII—CH—(CH3>3 CI
n-pentyltrimethylammonlum iodide (pentyl TI-IA)
CCH3>3 r
n-hexylt rimethylamraonium iodide .(hei-:yl TI-IA)
C6H13-H+ «CH3>3 1
n-oetyltrimethylaipmonium ihdide -(octyl TMA)
C8H17"~N+ 13'3
The reference numbers given to experiments
Two sets of apparatus were available and the experiments were
labelled I or II according to which apparatus had been used. In
addition each guinea-pig used was given a number starting from 1.
(Therefore an experiment given the reference 160 I was performed on
apparatus I using ileum from guinea-pig number 160.)
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Description of kinetic experiments
If the rate of change of antagonist occupancy in a given
experiment is exponential this rate can be described by the
corresponding time constant# For instance, for the rate of
decrease in antagonist occupancy during the recovery from antagonism,
the time constant can be determined by plotting antagonist occupancy
corresponding to each response on a log scale against time and
taking the slope of the straight line drawn through the points by
eye0 However this time constant does not indicate the scatter of
the points# In addition it does not show hew convincingly linear the
relationship was#
In order to indicate the scatter of the observations and
how convincingly exponential the rate of change of occupancy was,
a system of graphical presentation has sometimes been used#
The results of a given type of experiment were considered together
and the mean occupancy at each time together with its standard error was
calculated from the results of the individual experiments.
These values were then plotted against time, as in DIAGRAM I#4#
Although responses were obtained every 90 seconds throughout the
experiments, for clarity of presentation, alternate responses are
sometimes not plotted, as in this diagram# Also where the error




THE KISSTICS OF BENZILOYLTRO?IKS M5THYLIODIDE j (BTrMe) -
Are the kinetics of this compound access limited?
In order to determine whether the kinetics of BTrMe on guinea-
pig ileum are access-limited, three types of experiments were
performed in which it'was hoped that if access was rate-limiting,
.
the kinetics could be shown to be inconsistent with an interaction-
limited situation,, j
|
The very slow, very potent competitive antagonist BTrMe was
used because deviations from the predictions of the interaction
limited model would be expected to be more apparent using an antagonist
as slow and as potent as BTrMe than if a faster! less potent antagonist
was used0 In terms of Hang's limited biophase model, the effect of
the biophase is determined by the term (M Kaff / V) and is therefore
greater when antagonists of higher affinity are used0 In addition
BTrMe is a quaternary compound and so it was hoped to minimize
complications due to intracellular uptake„
The three types of experiments performed were as follows:
la The rates of onset and offset of various concentrations of
BTrMe were followed,,
2« The decrease in BTrMe's occupancy following the superimposition of
a concentration of the 'fast' antagonist n-pentyltriethyl
ammonium iodide (pentyl TEA) was examined0
3„ The interaction between BTrMe and pentyl TEA was also examined
in conditions where the concentration of BTrMe was adjusted so
that its occupancy in the absence of pentyl TEA was the same as
that in equilibrium in the presence of the pentyl TEAo
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In all these experiments intact pieces of ileum bathed in
Tyrode's solution were used and the responses produced by carbachol
were recorded using an isotonic lever0 The experiments are
compared with the predictions of the interaction-limited model«
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Isi THE KINETICS OF ONSET AND 0FFS5T OF BTrMs
Although previous workers, e«gB Paton & Rang (1965), considered
that their results agreed with the predictions of the interaction-
limited model, when an antagonist as potent and slow as BTrMe is
used this might not be the case0 The rates of onset and offset of
antagonism produced by various concentrations of BTrMe were therefore
followed and compared with the predictions of the interaction-
limited model*
The predictions of the interaction-limited model
As shown in the introduction (? 13), if the rate of interaction
between BTrMe and the receptors is the rate limiting step determining
its rate of action, BTrMe's occupancy will change during the onset
and offset of antagonism in the following way:
during onset pfc r PM (1 - exp [ -(k^c •* k2).t] ) (4)
during offset pt - p^ exp [ -k2t ] (5)
Therefore if ton is the time constant for the rate of onset
of occupancy and tQ££ is the time constant for the rate of decline in
occupancy,
t = 1 / (k.,c ■§* k0)on v x 2'
*"off - ^
t C4:/t =k-,c/k0-s- 1 = DSoff on 1 2 co
Thus if interaction is rate-limiting:
1« Occupancy will change exponentially during both onset and offset
20 t0ff will be independent of cj the concentration of BTrMe
30 The ratio of the time constant for offset to the time constant for
onset should be equal to the equilibrium dose ratio
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Experimental Procedure
The antagonism of carbachol by BTrMa was studied using intact
lengths of guinea-pig ileum suspended in Tyrode^s; solutions. The
responses were recorded by means of an isotonic lever0 (details P056)
In a few initial experiments a method was used based on the
alternating technique of Edinburgh Staff (1968) for measuring the
affinity constants of antagonists: Before the antagonist was added
two concentrations of agonist , one double the other, were used
alternately to produce contractions0 Then when the antagonist was
added the concentrations of agonist were adjusted: to try and maintain
this high-low response sequences This was feasable for the lowest
concentration of BTrMe examined and had the advantage that the
difference between the high and low responses could be used as an
indication of the slope of the log dose-response relationship
throughout the experiment0 However it was not possible to follow
the faster rates and maintain the high-low sequence and so another
method was used0
This method is similar to-that used by Paton & Rang (1965) and
is illustrated in DIAGRAM I»l, which shows an experiment in which the
onset of lachesine's antagonism was followed® At the beginning of
each experiment three concentrations of agonist were used in the
absence of antagonist, the highest concentration (I-I) being double
the middle (M) which was itself double the lowest (L)e The
concentrations were chosen so that the contractions produced by M
were approximately in the middle of the dose-response curve and
were repeated in the following sequence - „ 0 oLLLL-MMl-HHHH-MMMM- uaa
When a stable situation had been established, usually in about


















2 x 1G M Lachesine
DIAGRAM 1.1: To illustrate the method used to follow the kinetics of
antagonism, (For description see text)




Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrcde's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonist - 2 x 10 M lachesine
Agonist - carbachol, concentrations (M) are indicated above the responses
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there was a change to a new set of solutions to which the antagonist
had been added0 During onset the concentration of agonist used
was doubled progressively so that the responses produced were within the
control range, i0e„ larger than those produced previously by L and
smaller than those produced by E0 The heights of the responses were
thus kept as near to the M response as experimentally possible,,
I'Jhen equilibrium was established, three concentrations of
agonist were used in the same sequence as described before« Then
there was a change to a new set of solutions "in which no antagonist
was present and the recovery from antagonism was followed by
progressively decreasing the agonist concentrations,. Because




A log dose-response curve was taken from the last sequence of
high, medium and low responses before the antagonist was added: the
separate means of the last 4 low, 8 medium andi 4 high responses were
plotted against the log of the respective concentrations*, A curve
was then drawn through the three points by eye„
The dose ratio corresponding to each contraction, DRj-, during
the onset of antagonism was then 'determined from this curve: If
a concentration A of agonist produced a response r at time t, the
concentration of agonist, a, which would have produced the same
response in the absence of antagonist was determined from the
log dose-response curve,, Therefore DPwc - A / a0
The corresponding antagonist occupancy, pt, was then calculated
from DRts pt =(DRt - 1) / (DR£) (I) & (2)
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The equilibrium dose ratio, DR^s and occupancy, were then
calculated from the equilibrium dose response curve0
The antagonist occupancy corresponding to each response during
offset was calculated in a similar way0
The calculations thus assume that the relationship between
p and DR is: P - (DR - 1) / (DR)
This assumption is examined in Ie40
Results
The kinetics of the antagonism produced by three concentrations
of BTrMe were examined, 10 x 10" ^M, 20 x 10"^M and 40 x 10" ^Mo
The occupancy changes during onset and offset were plotted as
shown in DIAGRAM Is>2 using the convention of Paton & Rang (1965)s for
onset values of (p^ - P'C) x^ere plotted on a log scale against time, and
for offset values of (pt) x-jere plotted on a log; scale against time0
As there appeared to be a linear relationship between log occupancy
and time, the time constants for the development and decline of
!
antagonist occupancy were determined from the slope of the straight
line draxm through the points by eye« These values are shown in
TABLE Io3o
As shown in this table, t^jf was not constant but decreased from
a mean value of 398 minutes to 70 minutes when the concentration of
BTrMe was increased from 10 x 10" to 40 x 10; and this was not
associated with a corresponding change in the affinity constant
calculated from the equilibrium dose ratio0 Further, although the
ratio t0£f/ton was approximately equal to the equilibrium dose ratio
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DIAGRAM Xo2; The kinetics of onset and offset of 10 x 10" M BTrMe -
to illustrate the apparently linear relationship between occupancy
(on a log scale) and time,,
For onset values of (p^ - p£) are plotted on the log scale against time,
For offset values of (p^) are plotted on the log scale against time.
Uetails
Experiment 39 I
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonist - 10 x 10 M BTrMe (DRdo= 12)
Agonist - carbachol
TABLE I03s The kinetics of onset and offset of BTrMe

















M mins mins mins
37 I 10 x 10"10 24 532 22 16 216
38 I 44 622 14 15 156
39 I
■
21 303 14 12 207
167 I 28 15 151
169 II 22 370 17 19 189
170 II 19 163 9 17 193
Mean X S a E o Mo 27 2 5 398 ± 32 16 - I
167 II
_ in
20 x 10 "
.
17 41 180
168 I 14 109 8 36 147
168 II 7 120 17 33 123
169 I 9 110 12 25 153
170 I 11 140 13 46 165
Mean ± SoEoMo 12—2 120± 7 36 ± 4
171 I 40 x 10"i0 5 79 16 63 150
171 II 5 61 12 61 159
172 II 9 72 8 55 174
Mean ± SoEoMo 6 ± 1 70 ± 5 60 ± 2
Details
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum




concentrations of antagonist were used the difference between fc0ff/bon
and the corresponding value of BRQO increased,,
In view of these discrepancies between the predictions of the
interaction-limited model and the observed kinetics, a closer look
was taken at the way occupancy changed with time in the experiments
summarized in TABLE I03s For each concentration of BTrMe, the mean
occupancy at each time was calculated from the results of the
individual experiments^ These mean values and their standard errors
are shown in DIAGRAM I04, again plotted using the convention of
Paton & Rang (1965)0
This shows that although log occupancy apparently changes
linearly with time during the time in which offset was followed,
during onset this is not so convincingo (The time constants given
in TABLE I®3 thus refer to the initial rates0)
Discussion
Considering first the discrepancies between and
the corresponding values of BR__s this could be accounted for by theCv
change in tQ££ as the concentration of BTrMe was increased and
therefore does not necessarily provide separate evidence that the
kinetics of antagonism by BTrMe is not interaction-limited0
For instance, if t0ff is taken as 393 minutes, (i0e» that
corresponding to 10 x 10 "^K BTrMe), and t is taken as
-10
12 minutes, (i^e, that for 20 x 10 M BTrMe), then t ff
on
is equal to 33 which is approximately equal to the mean
-TO
equilibrium dose ratio of 20 x 10 M BTrMe, 36« Similarly
if tQff is taken as 398 minutes and t as 6 minutes (i0ea









































































DIAGRAM I.4s The kinetics of onset and offset of BTrMe
For onset mean values of (pco - p,_)± SoB0M0 are plotted on the I03 scale
against time0
For offset mean values of (p )± S«EoM0 are plotted on the log scale
against time<,
Details
(See also TABLE Io30)
preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
I,ever ~ isotonic








DRjx) — 60- 2
which is approximately equal to the mean equilibrium dose
ratio of 40 x 10" BTrMe, 60.
Considering now the observation that tQ;p£ appeared to
decrease as the concentration of BTrMe increased: As equilibration
takes place faster following the introduction of higher concentrations
of BTrMe the slowness of offset following lower concentrations could be
attributed to intracellular accumulation due to longer exposure times
to the antagonisto As shown in TABLE I03, there was a tendency for
the antagonist exposure times to get shorter as the concentration of
BTrMe was increased0 However the mean value of the exposure time
in the experiments in which the kinetics of 20 x 10" "^M BTrMe was
examined, is smaller than the mean value of the 40 x 10"experiments,.
It therefore seems unlikely that the slowness of offset of BTrMe
I
following the lower concentrations can be attributed to the tissue
being exposed to the antagonist for a longer period0
As the smallest value of tQ££ was that following 40 x 10"^M
BTrMe, lA^ could be equal to this value, i0e0 the rate of recovery
-10 ' "
following 40 x 10 ~ M BTrMe could be dissociation limited although that
following the lower concentrations was not. However as the discrepancy
between t0£f/ tQn and DR^ is greatest in experiments in which 40 x 10"^M
was used, the rate of onset of antagonism produced by this concentration
is unlikely to have been interaction-limited if the rate of offset
was.
Lastly considering the relationship between log occupancy and
time: although occupancy appeared to change exponentially with time
during offset, offset was not followed until recovery was complete because
of the slowness of the antagonist0 It is possible that if offset had
been followed for a longer- period deviations would have been observed,
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but it would have been impossible to distinguish genuine deviations
due to some sort of access-limitation from those due to changes in
the sensitivity of the preparations Such changes would be
unavoidable after such a long time., over 3 hours, and would be
expected to cause an increasing deviation from linearity as p
decreased during offset0
Deviations from ;linearity between logCp^ - p^) and time
during onset may be genuine, i0eo due to some sort of access limitation
rather than to sensitivity changes or other effects of this sorts
A deviation was apparent in the first 15 minutes of the onset of
-10
40 x 10 ~ M despite this short time intervale Also in experiments
in which the kinetics of BTrMe were followed using longitudinal
muscle strips rather than intact ileum, (111*1), deviations from
linearity were less obvious although the actual experiments were
just as long* In addition in control experiments in which the
sensitivity of the tissue to carbachol was followed in the absence of
BTrMs over several hours, there was a tendency for the sensitivity of
the tissue to decrease which would cause the apparent rate of onset
of antagonism to increase with time* This is the opposite
of that observed during the onset of antagonism and is therefore
unlikely to have been caused by a decrease in the sensitivity of
the tissueo
Therefore the kinetics of onset and offset of BTrMe do
not appear to be consistent with the interaction limited model because^
1* tQff decreases as the concentration of BTrMe is increased, and
2* during onset, occupancy does not appear to change exponentially
with time ®
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I a 2 THE INTERACTION BETI-JE2N BTrMe AND Pentyl TEA -
THE DECREASE IN BTrMs8 s QCClfe'ANCY FOLLOWING TEE SUPZRIMFOSITION OF PentylTEA
Thron & Waud (I9S8) suggested that if:access was rate limiting,
the large concentration gradient when a slow antagonist is displaced
from the receptors by superimposition of a fast antagonist might
accelerate the removal of the slow antagonist from the tissue, as
compared to simply washing out the drugo The rate of decline in
BTrMe8s occupancy on superimposition of the fast antagonist, pentyl TEA,
was therefore followed and compared with that produced by lowering
the concentration of BTrMe0 The superimposition of pentyl TEA was
found to accelerate the rate of decrease in BTrMe's occupancy and so
the kinetics of offset of various concentrations of BTrMe, produced
by superimposing various concentrations of pehtyl TEA, were investigated,
Again these experiments are compared with the predictions of
the interaction limited model,
The predictions of the interaction-limited model
As shown in the introduction (P 16), if the rate of interaction
between BTrMe and the receptors is the rate-limiting step determining
its rate of action, and if the ;fast antagonist is so fast that it can
be considered to be in equilibrium at all times with the receptors
not occupied by the slow antagonist, BTrMe8s occupancy will change
on superimposition of a concentration of the fast antagonist in the
following way:
Pt = P CO (P oo Po) (exp(-k2
]>SL Ksl-> F KFn
t) ) (8
1*F K
If t^^ is the time constant for the rate of decline in occupancy, and
as (1 + F Kg,) -DR-. and (1-8-SL Kg-*5" F Kw) = , therefore:
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Similarly BIrMe3 s occupancy will increase when the
superimposed fast antagonist is removed in the following way:
Pt = (1 - exP(-k2 [ ,SL Ksif l] t) )
If ton is the time constant for the rate of increase in occupancy and





In addition,, if the concentration of BTrMe is changed from
SL8 to SL" BIrMe!s occupancy xd.ll change in the following way:
Pt - Pco t1 ~ exP(~(ki Sli'^ k2)t) )
If t is the time constant for this change in occupancy and as
(SL ki*k2) = k DR therefore:
•t SL
t DRSLn _ I
k2
Thus if interaction is rate-limiting, and the fast antagonist
is so fast that it is at all times in equilibrium with the receptors
not occupied by the slow antagonist:
I« BIrMe's occupancy xdll change exponentially when a concentration
of the fast antagonist is superimposed, when the superimposed fast
antagonist is removed, and when the concentration of BIrMe is
changed from one level to another,,





As before, carbachol contractions of intact pieces of ileum
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in Tyrodess solution were recorded isotonically0 (details P.56)
The method used was similar to that of I»1 and is illustrated
in DIAGRAM I«.5, which shows an experiment in which the fast antagonist
pentyl TEA was superimposed on the sloxj antagonist lachesine® At
the beginning of each experiment three concentrations of agonist were
used in the presence of the slow antagonist until a stable situation
had been established0 Then there was a change to a new set of
solutions containing both the slow and the fast antagonist0
The establishment of the new equilibrium was then followed
by progressively decreasing the carbachol concentrations from an
initially increased level„
In a few experiments the change in dose ratio was followed to
its new equilibrium level6 The fast antagonist was then removed,
by changing to a new set of solutions in which only the slow antagonist
was present, and the re-establishment of equilibrium followed by
progressively increasing the carbachol concentration from an initially
decreased level®
However in most cases the change in dose ratio following the
superimposition of the fast antagonist was not followed to equilibrium,
because of the amount of pentyl TEA which would have been required to
follow all the experiments to an equilibrium,, In these experiments
therefore the re-establishment of equilibrium on removal of the fast
antagonist was not followed,,
In addition in a few experiments the decrease or increase
of BTrMe's occupancy produced by a change in the concentration of


















25 x 10 M pentyl TEA
C
DIAGRAM 1.5; To illustrate the method used to follow the interaction
between a fast antagonist (in this case pentyl TEA) and a slow
antagonist (in this case lachesine) <, (For description see text)
Details
Experiment 207 I
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
_g
Antagonist - 0o5 x 10 M lachesine
25 x 10 M pentyl TEA




A log dose-response curve \<ras taken from the last sequence
of high;, medium, and low responses before the fast antagonist was added
or the concentration of slow changed; the separate means of the.
last 4 low, 8 medium and 4 high responses were plotted against
the log of the respective concentrations. A curve was then drawn
through the points by eye0
The slow antagonist's occupancy corresponding to each response after
the superimposition of the fast antagonist x-;as then calculated as follows;
The dose ratio, DR_, __ ^corresponding to each contraction
Si +SIJ , u
was determined from the log dose-response relationship: If a
concentration A of agonist at time t in the presence of the
SL*F j
slow and the fast antagonist produced a response r, the concentration,
AgL» which would have produced the same response in the presence of
the slow antagonist only was determined from the log dose-response
I
curve.
If a is the concentration of agonist which would have been
required to produce the same response in the absence of antagonist,
A eT ,7i = and AoT n DRSL->F Si>F,t Su i
a
Thus Asi>F drsl>F,t
Acr DS -St SL
DR was therefore calculated from the ratio A„,. „/A„_ , and DR ,
F+SL,t SL->F Su? SL
calculated by assuming that K_ = 105 x 10(see 1.4)0Sia
The occupancy of the slox-7 antagonist corresponding to each
contraction, pg-^ £, was then calculated from the combined dose ratio,
D^SLvF t* ^ 'c^e ^ast antagonist is so fast that it can be considered
to be at equilibrium at all times with the receptors not occupied by
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the slow antagonist; then the proportion of receptors occupied by the
fast antagonist, p_, is given by :
j?
PF = ? V (1 " PSL>
UFK,F
Therefore (pSL<- p?) = p£L+ F K^,
But DRp,. = 1
1+ F Kp
+ SI
1 " ^PSL* PF^
Therefore p^u DR^,SL?t -
QRF-s-SL,t
p„T . was therefore calculated from the combined dose ratio DR-,lOTbi-i ,L i* -vbi-. , u *
.-1
»and DRp calculated by assuming that DR^ = 1 + F Kp and Iv_,= 3o6 x 10 n-I
(see 1.4).
The slow antagonist's occupancy corresponding to each response
after removal of the superimposed fast antagonist was calculated
as follows:
The dose ratio DRt corresponding to each contraction was
again determined from the log dose-response curve: if a concentration
A of agonist at time t after removal of the superimposed fast antagonist
produced a response r, the concentration AgL which would have produced
the same response when the tissue was in equilibrium with the slow
antagonist was determined from the log dose-response curve0
If a is the concentration of agonist which would have
been required to produce the same response in the absence of antagonist,




DR.t was therefore calculated from the ratio A/Ag^ and DRg7
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calculated by assuming that DRgj= 1 + SL K^_ and Kot = 1*5 x 10'IOm"^,SL SL
see Io4e
If it is assumed that the fast antagonist is so fast that its
occupancy immediately falls to zero when it is removed, the dose
ratio DR corresponding to each contraction after the fast antagonist
was removed must be due to the occupancy of the slow antagonist* The
occupancy of the slow antagonist corresponding: to each contraction,
?SL,t wou^ then be equal to (DR£ - l)/(DRt),
calculated in this way*
Values of pgL,t were
The slow antagonist's occupancy corresponding to each response after
j
changing the concentration from SL' to SL" was calculated as follows:
The dose ratio corresponding to each response, DR was determined
from the log dose-response relationship as before, assuming
that the equilibrium dose ratio produced by SL' was equal to
10 -1





The calculations in this section thus assume that:
DR - 1-> SL Kg-g being equal to 1*5 x
D 4, -1Rp - I"5"? Kp, Kp, being equal to 3*6 x 10 M
DWu=DRF+DRSL
17 ICp (i - PSL)
1 + F Kp
These assumptions are examined in 1*4
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Results
The kinetics of offset and onset of BTrMags occupancy produced by
changing the concentration of BTrMs and the kinetics of offset and
onset produced by superimposing (or removing the superimposed) pentyl TEA
The occupancy changes during onset and offset were plotted as
shown in DIAGRAM As before, for onset, values of (p0o ~ Pt)
were plotted on a log scale against time, and for offset, values of (pfc-pco)
were plotted on a log scale against time0
As predicted by the interaction limited model there appeared
to be a linear relationship between log occupancy and time during
the offset of occupancy and onset following an increase in BTrMefs
concentrationo However the rate of onset following the removal
of the superimposed pentyl TEA was found to be exponential only
when low concentrations of pentyl TEA were used, F-^2,5 x 10" Mo
This may be because, when the concentration of pentyl TEA is greater
than this, the occupancy of pentyl TEA does not immediately fall
to zero when the fast antagonist is removed,, (see I«4)
When occupancy xras found to change exponentially with time,
the time constant for this change was determined from the slope of
the straight line drawn through the points by eye0 TABLE I«7
shows the results of these experiments*.
Contrary to the predictions of the interaction-limited model
t0££DRp+g^/DSp was found to be smaller than the values of tonDRgr 3
and also the values of £0ffDRSL"0
The relationship between—off D%^SL/D% and the concentrations of the
two antagonists
































DIAGRAM Io6: The rate of decrease of BTrKe's occupancy on
superimposing penfcyl TEA
Values of (pt - p^) are plotted on the log scale against time
Details
Experiment 121 I
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing Solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonists - BTrMe 20 x 10 M ,
pentyl TEA > 2,5 x 10 M
Agonist - carbachol
TABLE I„7: The kinetics of offset arid onset of BTrMe's occupancy produced
by either changing the concentration of BTrMe or superimposing, (or
removing the superimposed), pentyl TEA
Expo Initial ConCo of Changing the Interaction with
No0 ConCo of Pentyl TEA Cone o of pentyl TEA
BTrMe BTrMe
Offset Onset Offset Onset
SL' n„, i-p '* SL SL"






M M in ins mins mins mins
;
109 I 20 x 10"10 o97 - 061 187 145
109 II 140 205
Mean ± S o E oM0 164i 24 1751 30
111 I
-10
20 x 10 097 - o76
-4
205 x 10 201 172 77 181
112 I 157 191 48 241
Mean ± S o E o M0 1791 22 18 2 1 10 631 15 2111 30
104 I
-10
60 x 10 o99 - 095 2o5 x 10"4 37 289
110 I 65 101 46 152
113 I . 101 288 35 174
114 I 180 202
114 II 46 388
Mean-i SoE0M0 115 - 34 197± 54 41± 3 j 2511 55
SL' is the initial concentration of 3TrMec ^%L! t,ne equilibrium dose
ratio, and p 8 the equilibrium occupancy, produced by this concentration0
Oi-J
SL" is less than SL 8 <, DE3L" is the equilibrium dose ratio and PgT u the
equilibrium occupancy produced by this concentration0
PSL" a^so the occupancy of BTrMe at equilibrium following the superimposition
of a concentration F of pentyl TEA on a concentration SL5 of BTrMe
DR_t t is the equilibrium dose ratio produced by SL' and F = A-T ». v / aoL v r Oi-i *r I
DRj.,n (1+ F Kp) where Kp = 306 x lO^"1
Details
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing Solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonists - BTrMe & pentyl TEA
Agonist - carbachol
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of the slow and the fast antagonist was therefore investigated0
Concentrations of BTrMe between 6 x 10™ and 40 x 10"and
concentrations of pentyl TEA between 103 x 10"^|m and 45 x 10 'Si,
were examined*, In all these experiments therd appeared to be an
exponential relationship between BTrMe8s occupancy and time, as
i
predicted by the interaction-limited modelo This is illustrated in
DIAGRAM I08o TABLES I<>9 summarise the results of these experiments«
■
■
As shown in DIAGRAM Io10, as the concentration of pentyl TEA
was increased the resulting tQff DRp^SL / BRp 'decreases to what
appears to be a limiting value of about 20 minutesa
DIAGRAM loll shows the relationship between tQ££ DRp^g-g/DRp
and the change in occupancy, (pg^s - Pg-gu)® 'As the change in
occupancy was increased the resulting tc££ DRp^^/DEp also decreased
I
but this time was dependent on the concentration of BTrMe•
Discussion
Apparent values of l<£ can be calculated from the offset
time constants, t .p-. using the equations given on P0710* Qjl A.
As the true value of l/k£ ^or BTrMe must be equal or less than the
lowest value determined experimentally from the kinetics of antagonism,
rates which correspond to values greater than this can not be
interaction limited©
Therefore as the initial experiments, TABLE I©7, showed
that t^fr. DRr.. c<T /DR_ was smaller than t DRot and t DRct!i, theoti. r+Dij p on on on '
rates of onset and offset when the concentration of BTrMe is
changed, and the rate of onset following the removal of the
superimposed pentyl TEA can not be interaction limited©
In addition the subsequent experiments, TABLE Ia9, showed that
DIAGRAM IoS; The rate of decrease of BTrMe's occupancy on superimposing
pentyl TEA
Mean values of (pt - p^) are plotted on a log scale against time
Details t
(See also TABLE 1.9)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonists - 40 x 10 M BTrMe
Pentyl TEA, concentrations as indicated
Agonist - carbachol
TABLii „o> (a). The kinetics of offset of BTrMe's occupancy produced by





















91 - o52 2.2 x
91 - 049 2.5 x
91 - .32 5.4 x
91 - .20 10.3 x
91 - .10 25o0 x
94 - o74 1.3 x
94 - .61 205 x
94 - . 55 3.3 x
94 - .42 6.0 x
94 - o35 7.8 x
94 - o24 14.0 x
94 - .15 25.0 x
97 - .76 2.5 x
57 - .58 6.0 x
97 - .38 14.0 x
97 - .26 25.0 x
99 - .78 4.8 x
99 - o60 11.5 x
99 - .40 26.5 x
99 - 033 35.0 x


































33. 2± 6.7 (5)
















( ) Number of estimations made, each using ileum from a different
guinea-pig
SL' is the initial concentration of BTrMe; p^ „ is the equilibrium
occupancy produced by this concentration s SL 'i<^T /(1+ SL' Kg^)
F is the concentration of the fast antagonist superimposed
pCT„ is the occupancy of BTrMe when at equilibrium with the fast
antagonist = SL' KSIj/(l * SL'KgL* F K^,)
DHF,SL= 1 + F V SL KSL> £nd DRF= ? ICF
KnT= 1.5 x 10101T1, Kw = 3o6 x 10V1
Details
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum





TABLE I.9, (b); The kinetics of' offset of BTrMe's occupancy produced
by superimposing various concentrations of pentyl TEA - the rates





























































10 x 10 -10
10 x 10' •10









































































10 x 10"10 14 x 10"4












































20 x 10 -10 2„5 x 10~4





















40 x 10"10 4o8 x 10"










165 I 40 x 10'i0 35 x 10"4 34
165 II , 21
166 I 24
166 II 16
163 II 40 x 10"10 45 x 10~4 21


























concentration of pentyl tea (m)
~T
40 x 10-4
DIAGRAM 1,10; The relationship between tQff and fa If the
rate of interaction with the receptors is rate-limiting tQffDRpfrgL/DSp= 1/^2
i
t0££ is the time constant for the decrease in BTrMe's occupancy on
superimposition of pentyl TEA
DR^sl= 1<r F Kf+ SL Xsl, and DR.7= 1+ F IC,, (1^ = 3.6 x loSf1, KSL= 1.5 x iO10!!"1)
Details
(See also TABLE 1.9)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonists-BTrMe 6 x 10" ^
10 x 10~10M A
20 x lo'JpM °






















DIAGRAM loll; The relationship between t^^DR^ gJ/DRp and the change in
BIrMe's occupancys (pgr,!- Psl")' produced by super'imposifcion of Pentyl TEA
toff is t^e time constant for the decrease in BTrMe's occupancy
DRx, CT= l-s- F SL Kot , and DEL,= 1+ F Kws (10,= 3.6 x.loSf1, KOT = 1.5 x 10iUlFt SL F SL . F r I t>L
Details
(See also TABLE 1.9 and DIAGRAM I.10)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
,-10,
Antagonists - BTrMe 6 x 10 M x
10 x 10"^




toff ^ecreesed to a limiting value of around 20 minutes,
so rates of offset corresponding to values greater than this can
not be interaction limited^
Therefore the only possible situation where interaction
could be rate limiting is following the superimposition of very
large concentrations of pentyl TEA0 If this were the case
would be approximately equal to 1/20 mins~^0 However the possibility
can not be ruled out that some different access limitation is now
operating,, This possibility is considered further in section III#
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1,3 THE INFRACTION BETHBEN BTrMe AND Pentyl1 TEA TEEN THE CONCENTRATION
OF BTrMs IS ADJUSTED TO MAINTAIN ITS EQUILIBRIUM OCCUPANCY
In addition to the experiments described in I02 the
interaction between BIrMe and pentyl TEA was also investigated in
another way: As in I„2 the tissue was initially equilibrated
with a concentration of the slow antagonists but when the fast
'
'
antagonist was superimposed the concentration of the slow antagonist
\<ras simultaneously increased so that its occupancy at the new equilibrium
in the presence of the fast was the same as before« Therefore if
interaction is rate-limiting,, and if the fast antagonist is
sufficiently fast-, BTrMe's occupancy should be maintained0
Theory
If the initial concentration of BIrMe was SL! and that used
in the presence of the pentyl TEA was SL", the equilibrium occupancy
of the BTrMe in the two conditions will be the same if SL" a £L! (T*F Kp);
The proportion of the receptors occupied by BTrMe in a
concentration SL1 is —
PSL6= SLs Ksl
1 * SL' K
SL
and the proportion of the receptors occupied by BTrMe
in a concentration SL" in the presence of a concentration
F of pentyl TEA is -
PSL" = II,SL
Therefore if
1 F IL* SL" K
SL" = SL' (1-5- F Kp)
-CSL
SL"
sf Ksl (1- 1 Kp





Thus if the receptors are in equilibrium with a concentration
SL® of the slow antagonist and a concentration F of a fast antagonist
is superimposed, and if at the same time the concentration of the
slow antagonist is increased to SL", xvhere SL" = SL® (!■> F Kj?) , the
new equilibrium occupancy of the slow antagonist should be the same
as before,,
Further if the rate of interaction with the receptors is
the rate-limiting step, the concentrations of antagonist(s) in
the proximity of the receptors will rise 'immediately5 from SL® to
SL" and F„ Thus if the speed of the fast antagonist is such that
it equilibrates 'immediately0 with the i-eceptors not occupied by
the slow antagonist, the dose ratio should change 'immediately® from
BEC-, s to BROT ,j with no transitional stagea
Di, bli + £
However if access is rate-limiting, the concentration of
fast in the proximity of the receptors will rise quickly to F,
whereas the concentration of slow will rise only slowly from SL®
to SL"c Because of this lag, the fast antagonist would initially
'displace® the slow antagonist from the receptors, the occupancy of
the slow antagonist, being subsequently restored as the concentration of
the slow antagonist in the prbximity of the receptors rises to SL"0
procedure
As before, carbachol contractions of intact pieces of ileum
in Tyrode's solution were recorded isotonically, (details Po5S)s,
The method used was similar to that used previously and is
*
illustrated in DIAGRAM Iol2s The tissue was set up in the presence
of a certain concentration of the slew antagonist, SL®, three
concentrations of agonist being used# Hfnen a stable situation was
30 x 10







20 x 10~10M BTrMe





DIAGRAM Iol2; The interaction between BTrMe and pentyl TEA
(The gap in the trace corresponds to a time interval of 57 mins.o)
Details
Experiment 195 II
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrodess
Lever - isotonic
Antagonists - BTrMe & pentyl TEA
Agonist - carbac'nol, concentrations (M) indicated above responses
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established a concentration of pentyl TEA was superimposed and at
I
the same time the concentration of BTrMe was increased to SL"0
The establishment of this equilibrium was followed with a single
I
concentration of carbachoi0 The pentyl TEA was then removed and the
concentration of the slow antagonist decreased;to SL5. The




Calculation j * ■
The occupancy of BTrMe corresponding to each response
after the addition of the fast antagonist was calculated as in 1.2.
As the occupancy of BTrMe corresponding to the first response
was less than Pg-gHj tQ£-F> the time constant for the decrease in BTrMe8s
.occupancy was calculated by assuming that the decrease was exponential between
when the solutions were changed and the first response. The change
over to the new solutions was made so that the peak of the first
response was one minute after the change0 Therefore:
*~o£f ~ —o§ Pgig^ ™ losCPo^/o)
log PgL8'~ lo§ P
where p is the occupancy of BTrMe corresponding to the first response.
The occupancy of BTrMe corresponding to each response after
the removal of the fast antagonist was also calculated as in 1.2.
The assumptions involved in this section are similar to
those of I.2. In particular it is assumed that if SL1 (1+ F Kp)
4-1




When, the concentration of the fast antagonist was
sufficiently large a transitional stage was observed as shown in
DIAGRAM 1.12. BTrMe's occupancy corresponding to the first
contraction was less than p ,, and as F was increased thisoJL
difference increased0
The subsequent restoration of BTrMe's occupancy
\
is illustrated in DIAGRAM I0I3o Although this shows the wide scatter
of the values of pt an exponential relationship between p^ and
time can not be excluded and so values of t were determined for
on
each experimento
However when the fast antagonist was removed there did
not appear to be an exponential relationship between pg-g and time,
probably because p^, does not immediately fall to zero, see 1.4.
TABLE 1.14 shows the various combinations of SL8 and F used,
together with the time constant for the offset of BTrMe's occupancy
during the first minute,t^^, multiplied by DIL^^/DR^, and the







































DIAGRAM 1.13: The rate of restoration of BTrMa's occupancy; in 3 ^
experiments the preparation was initially equilibrated with 10 x' 10 x M
BTrMe. Then 16 x 10" M pentyl TEA was superimposed and the
concentration of BTrMe was increased to 537 x I0~ M. This appeared
to cause an initial displacement of BTrMe's occupancy followed by its
subsequent restoration, as shown in this diagram.
Mean values of (p^0 - p )1 S.E ,M. are plotted on a log scale against\ r co r u ' ~ — o^o —-- r - ^ - - —- —
time. (When the pentyl TEA was superimposed,t=0)
Details
(see also TABLE.I.14)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode1s
Lever - isotonic
A.gonist - carbachol
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Mean ± S.E.M. 25.9± 6.1 15.322.4 j55.327< 53.7
The tissue was initially equilibrated with a concentration SL! of BTrMa;
then the concentration of BTrMa was increased to SL" and a concentration,
F, of pentyl TEA was added. This appeared to cause an initial
displacement of BTrMe's occupancy followed by its subsequent restoration.
toff is the time constant' corresponding to the initial displacement
ton is the time constant for the subsequent restoration of occupancy
BEr ,= lv SL" K,
Kp = 3.6 x10V1)
SL Kp , and DR?7 , = 1+ SL ' KgL, (KgL= 1.5 x and
DR,SL'i F / BR,'SL a DR
AF*SL' 1 / &SL 1 is the observed dose ratio, being the concentration of
agonist required to produce the same response: in the presence of F & SL"
as Act « in the presence of SL' If the two antagonists are competitive.
Aps-SL" ^ ASL® should be equal to DRgjyvF 1 DR^ = BRF
Details
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum





If the interaction with the receptors is rate-limiting,
and the fast antagonist is so fast that it equilibrates immediately
with the receptors not occupied by the slow antagonist, no transitional
stage would be observed0 However as shown in DIAGRAM I012 and
TABLE I014 a transitional stage was observed.
The transitional stage does not seem to reflect the rate
at which the fast antagonist combines with the available receptors
because the rates of onset of the concentrations of pentyl TEA used,
(see X,4), are too fast to account for the change observed,, In
addition the sice of the initial displacement increased as F increased
whereas if the change were due to the onset of pentyl TEA the duration
of the transitional stage would be expected to decrease as F increased
because the rate of onset would increase as F increased0
The kinetics of BTrMe therefore appear to be limited by access
in some way, the kinetics reflecting the rate at which the concentration
in the proximity of the receptors rises to that in the bulk of the
bathing medium.
In addition the decrease in BTrMeEs occupancy in the first
minute, assuming that during this time the receptors were exposed to
SLs and F, can be compared with the results of 1,2, in which a
concentration F was superimposed on SLJ,
For instance, considering the super-imposition of 8 x 10~"Si
i'
pentyl TEAS in 1,2 t^xDR^g^/DRp 2-75 mins (from DIAGRAM IolO)
whereas in this section, (TABLE 1,14), t0£fDRp->OT /DK-g. = 59,0 - 12,1 .mins,
(mean "A S0S,Mo n a 5)
Similarly considering the super-imposition of 16 x 10~^M pentyl TEAS
in 1,2 t0f£BItg,+ g- /DEj.2 45 mins, whereas in this section
84
to£fDRF^sL/l)RF = 25o9± 60i (meant S0EeM0 n = 7)
The initial displacement is therefore compatible with the
receptors being exposed to SL1 and F during the first minute, the
subsequent re-establishment of equilibrium reflecting the rate at
which the concentration of BTrMe in the proximity of the receptors
rises to SL"»
There did not appear to be any relationship between tQn>
calculated from the rate of re-establishment of BTrMe !s occupancy
and SL', SL" or Fc
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Xc4 AN EXAMINATION OF THE ASSUMPTIONS USED IN PART I
In the previous three sections certain assumptions were made«
:
These assumptions will now be considered,,
I




In lol it was assumed that between 10 x 10 and 40 x 10 M BTride,
the antagonist occupancy at any time can be calculated from the dose ratio
at that times
j
As p = B Kg and DR = l^BjKg (I) A (2
! + B Kg |
Therefore p = DR - 1
DR
This assumes that either complete equilibrium between agonist, antagonist
and receptors is established in the interval between the addition of
the agonist and when it is washed out,and that receptor occupancy
by the agonist is negligible in relation to the available receptor
poolo Thus whether this relationship applies depends on the
concentration of the antagonist, the 'speed8 of the antagonist, the
efficacy of the agonist and the agonist contact time0
Therefore if the concentration of an antagonist is increased
there comes a stage when this relationship no longer applies and as
a result the slope-and the maximum of the log dose-response relationship
will be less than that in the absence of antagonist0 In addition
the rate of contraction recorded- isotonically sometimes becomes
slower, Stephenson (1956), and it is apparent that the contact time is
not sufficient for the response to reach an equilibrium,,
BTrMe is a particularly slow antagonist and therefore it was
thought advisable to determine the concentration of BTrKe above which
these 'non-equilibrium* effects were likely to occur0 This was
done in two ways:
io The equilibrium dose ratios produced by increasing concentrations
of BTrMe were estimated and the relationship between (DR - 1) and SL,
the concentration of BTrMe, was compared with that expected: If
(de - l) = SL K^t s there should be a linear relationship between0*0 i—' J
logCDE^Q - 1) and log (SL)0
To avoid the assumption that the antagonist had caused a
parallel shift in the log dose-response relationship the equilibrium
dose ratio,DR , was taken as the ratio of the concentration of agonist
in the presence of the antagonist required to produce the same
response as 2 x 10 7M carbachol in the absence of antagonist, and
2 x 1C"7MO
2® In addition an estimation was made of the change in slope of
the log-dose response relationship: the gradient of the log dose-response
relationship in the absence of antagonist was ^determined at the
response level of 2 x 10~7M carbachol® The gradient in equilibrium
with the antagonist was also determined at the same response levele
The gradient ratio was then the ratio of the gradient in the presence
of the antagonist to that in the absences. This ratio would therefore
be 1 if there had been a parallel shift in the log dose-response curve
and less than 1 if the slope b,ad decreased®
The equilibrium dose ratios produced by various concentrations
of BTrMe were estimated using carbachol and the methods of I®I0 In
addition t'ne gradient ratio was determined in each experimenta
TABLE I®15 shows the results of most of these experiments - it does
-10
not include_4 estimations made using 100 x 10 M BTrMe and 2
-10
estimations made using 200 x 10 M BTrMe because in these experiments
TABLE 1.15 & DIAGRAM I016: The relationship between the concentration
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SL is the concentration of BTrMe
(n), number of estimations, each using ileum from a different guinea-pig
The Gradient Ratio= 1 if there was a parallel shift in the log dose
response curve, and is « 1 if the slope has decreased in the presence
of antagonist. (for definition see text)
Details
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonist - BTrMe
(a) Agonist - carbachol i—X-
(b) Agonist - pentyl TMA
N.B. agonist contact time 17 sees.
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when the tissue was in equilibrium with the antagonists the
contractions were obviously not reaching an equilibrium in the 17
seconds contact time0 For the same reason 5!estimations made
using BTrMe concentrations between 300 x 10" and 600 x 10"
are not included, (The mean gradient ratio of these experiments
was 0.71 ±0.6 (mean ISoE.Mo) )
The relationship between logCBR^ - 1) and log (SL)
is shown in DIAGRAM I»16 for the results given in TABLE IB150
A consideration of the relationship between log (DR^ - 1)
and log (SL)3 and also, of the gradient ratios shown in TABLE I014
and the results not included in TABLE 1,15, indicate that non-
!
equilibrium effects were unlikely to have interferred with the
kinetic experiments of IeI in which the agonist carbachol was used
together with concentrations of BTrMe between 10 x 10"-^M and-40 x 10" Mo
It therefore seems reasonable to estimate antagonist occupancy from
the dose ratio as described previously, in these experiments.,
However-if greater concentrations of IBTrMe are used,
non-equilibrium effects become' increasingly likely.
In I03 concentrations of BTrMe considerably larger than
40 x 10" M were used, but because these concentrations of BTrMe
were used in combination with another antagonist, BTrMe8s occupancy
— 10
was no greater than that produced by 40 x 10 M BTrMe acting
alone. Therefore non-equilibrium effects would not necessarily
occur in these experiments even with such large concentrations of
BTrMe, Ginsborg A Stephenson (1974), and indeed non-equilibrium
effects were not observed.
However the possibility -was considered that the slow
responses and the change in slope of the log dose-response relationship
were not due to the slowness of the antagonist but to some other concentration
dependent effect0 Therefore the change in slope of the log dose-
response relationship and the slowness of the responses in the
presence of high concentrations of BTrMe were examined to see if
they were consistent with their being due to non-equilibrium effectsi
lo Hon-equilibrium effects would be expected to occur at lower
concentrations of BTrMe if an agonist of lower efficacy than
carbachol was used® Therefore the equilibrium dose ratios produced
by various concentrations of BTrMe were estimated as before but
using the agonist pentyltrimethyl ammonium (pentyl TMA), this agonist
having a lower efficacy than carbacholo In this case the dose
ratio was the ratio of the concentration of agonist in the presence
of antagonist required to produce the same response as 2 x 10"°M
-6
pentyl TMA in the absence, of antagonist, to 2 x 10 Mo The gradient
ratio was also determined as before but at the response level of
2 x 10 Si pentyl TM«
TABLE I015 shows these values0 However it does not include
12 estimations made using BTrMe concentrations between 50 x 10"~Sl
and 200 x 10"because the mean gradient ratio of these estimations
was 0o462 0o15 (mean! SoEoM0), and because the contractions were
obviously not reaching an equilibrium in the contact time0
to
Non-equilibrium effects were therefore found to interfere
when the concentration of BTrMe was 50 x 10"and above
when the agonist was pentyl TMAo This compares with 100 x 10"-Si
and above when carbachol was usedo This difference is therefore
consistent with the decrease in slope in the presence of high
concentrations of BTrMe being due to non-equilibrium effects0 /
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2e In addition if the change in slope and maximum of the
'
carbachol log dose-response curve when high concentrations of BTrMe
were used, were due to non-equilibrium effects, the log dose-response
curve of pentyl TMA would be expected to be depressed more than that
of carbachol and that of hexyl TMA more than that of pentyl TMA,
hexyl TMA having a lower efficacy than pentyl TMAo
Therefore dose response curves were obtained in the presence
and absence of various concentrations of BTrMe, using the agonists
carbachol, pentyl TMA and also hexyl TMA® Dose response curves
were obtained by pipetting a small volume< 0®2 ml of the agonist solution
into the organ bath, washout occuring automatically after 17 seconds®
The concentration was then doubled progressively and the actual concentration
was estimated by comparing the responses produced by injection with
those produced when the organ bath was overflowed with a solution of
known concentration®
DIAGRAM I® 17 shows the effect of 50 x 10"BTrMe on the
log dose-response relationships of carbachol,, pentyl TMA and hexyl TMA
as found in experiment 640 As expected the slope and the maximum of
the hexyl TMA curve was depressed mora than that of the pentyl TMA
curve, and the pentyl TMA curve more than that of carbachol® Similar
effects were also found in other experiments®
3® Also if the slowness of the response to carbachol, in the
presence of high concentrations of BTrMe was due to non-equilibrium
effects, the responses to pentyl TMA would be expected to take even
longer to reach an equilibrium®
The effect of increasing the agonist contact time was therefore
investigated in a few experiments® For instance in experiment 45 II,
it was observed that in the presence of 100 x 10 BTrMe the
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DIAGRAM 1.17: The effect of 50 x 10 BTrMe on the log dose-response





Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic _-^q
Antagonist - 50 x 10 M BTrMe




contact time, and with this contact time the apparent gradient ratio
was 0o39o However if the contact time was increased to 45 seconds,
an equilibrium was apparently reached, as shown in DIAGRAM I013,
and the gradient ratio was then 0o95o
These experiments therefore support the view that the change
in slope of the log dose-response relationship and the slow contractions




ii) The equilibrium dose ratio produced by various concentrations of BTrHe
In I*2 and I<,3 the equilibrium dose ratios produced by certain
concentrations of BTrMe were estimated using the relationship;
DRct - !<■ SL Kotbl> On
and taking . Kg^ = 105 x 10
The justification for using the first relationship has already been
discussed and so the value of KOT will now be considered,,SL
Hot was calculated from the 27 estimations of DR usingD-j CO
10 -i
carbachol shown in TABLE I„15 and was found to be 1055± 0o17 x 10 M 0
This value, was therefore used for the calculations in I<,2 and I030
However affinity constant estimations made of a slow antagonist
such as BTrMe are bound to have a greater uncertainty than those
of faster antagonists, because of the longer time lapse between
the addition of the antagonist and the establishment of equilibrium,,
This time can be reduced by using higher concentrations of the slow
antagonist, but when higher concentrations of a slow antagonist,..are




80 s 10 M carbachol
DIAGRAM I0I8: Comparing the rate of response to 320 pentyl IMA




Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
The paper drive was automatically switched off after washout and
restarted just before the agonist was added in the following cycle„
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The concentrations of BTrMe in TABLE I015 were between
10 x 10 and 200 x 10" and even at the highest of these
concentrations about an hour was required for the establishment of
equilibrium and higher concentrations of BTrMe could not be used
for affinity constant estimations due to the likelihood of
non-equilibrium effects,,
However in the experiments of X03 the time lapse is much shorter0
The observed dose ratios of these experiments were also found to be
"0 -1
consistent with K being equal to la5 x 10*" M as shown in
O JL*
TABLE Ioi4: the observed dose ratios AQr.^,/AOT agree with thoseOx/* I? oiu
calculated assuming that = 1 * SL Kg-+ F Kp, ICST = 1,5 x 10
Asl 1 * SL K3L
and Kp= 3®6 x lO'Sf "L
10 -1
The value 105 x 10 M was therefore used as the affinity
constant of BTrMe despite the fact that this antagonist was also
investigated by Barlow and Mustafa (1968) and they obtained a value
of 203S x 10^M"1^ The difference between this value and that
obtained in this study may be lust variation between samples or may
be due to the very much higher concentrations of BTrMe used by
Barlow A Mustafa and associated with thiss the shorter time lapse
involved when higher concentrations are used0 This last possibility
seems unlikely because the observed dose ratios in I<,3 are consistent
■>: 0 -1
with K being 1«5 x 10" M ~ and there were much shorter time
SL
lapses in these experimentsa It is also notable that Barlow A Mustafa (1958)
do not mention observing non-equilibrium effects even when they used
-10
concentrations of BTrMe above 1000 x 10 Mo
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ii'i) The dose ratio produced by pentyl TEA ana BTrMe togeth;
In 1.2, was calculated from the relationship:
BK - 1 v SL I< + F K^s
FvSL ■ SB
taking K _ to be 1.5 x 10^ andSL to be 3 «>6 x 10V1. The
justification for using this value of KCT has already been discussed0dJL
The value of Kg, will now be considered:
l ...
The affinity constant of pentyl TEA was :estimated from the
equilibrium dose ratio produced by various concentrations of pentyl TEA,
using the methods described in 1.1. TABLE I«19 summarizes the results
of these experiments, and the relationship between (BR^ - 1) and
j
the concentration of pentyl TEA is shown in DIAGRAM 1.20.
When the concentration of pentyl TEA is below 8 x 10~4M
there appears to be a reasonably linear relationship between (DP^o - 1)
and the concentration, F, as expected from the relationship:
(D2oo - 1) = F Kp
and the mean value of K_ calculated from these 2V estimations was
j?
3.69* 0.15 x lO4!!*1, (mean! S.E.M.)
However when the concentration of pentyl TEA was greater than
8 x 10"Si, the observed equilibrium dose ratios!were lower than
expected from the above relationship,,
This phenomenon is puzzling. It was not found to be associated
with a change in the slope of the log dose-response curves of
carbachol, pentyl TMA or hexyl TMA. In addition the combined
dose ratio produced by BTrMe and high concentrations of pentyl TEA
appear to be consistent with K^. being equal to 3.6 x 104M~"''.
This is shown in TABLE I014 for the experiments of 1.3 and also in
TABLE 1. 21 for those experiments in I02 in which the interaction
between. BTrMe and pentyl TEA was folio-wed for' long enough for an
TABLE Iol9 & DiAGRAM Iq20; The relationship between the concentration
of pentyl TEA and the equilibrium.dose ratio produced, DRqq
J Antagonist







2.5x 10"4 (7) 10o9± 0o4





15 x 10 7 (4) 44oIt 40 7
20 x 10" J (2) 4404± 0o6
25 x 10"J (3) 5202± 507




























25 30 x 10-4
CONCENTRATION 0? PENTYL TEA (M)
(n) number of estimations made, each using ileum from a different guinea-pig
Details
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing Solution - Tyrone's
Lever - isotonic j
Antagonist - pentyl TEA
Agonist - carbachol
1
TABLE lo21; Comparing the observed equilibrium dose ratio with that
calculated, for those experiments in X02 where |the interaction between
pentyl TEA & BTrMe was followed to an equilibrium.
Cone o of Cone. of
Observed
Dose Ratio







asl-5- F l-> SL Kot+ F IC,bL « (drj,)* sl ksl
, '1 M
■ asl 1 V sl KctljLJ 1 + sl kctDLi
112 I 20 X 10"10 2.5 X 10™ 4 1.2 1.3 1.3
127 I 20 X 10"^
20-f10"10
2.5 X 10" 4 1.7 1.3 1.3
199 JL 20 X 205 X io";
10" 4
1.7 1.3 1.3
113 i 60 X 2.5 X
'
1.2 1.1 1.1
114 ix 60 X 10"10 2o5 x 10" 4 1.2 1.1 1.1
142 ii 40 X
|~£»S O1e
% »o
4o8 X 10-4 1.2 1.3 1.3
146 40 X 408 X 10" 4 x o 4 1.3 1.3








4.8 X 10" 1.4 1.3 1.3
160 y£ 40 X 4.8 X 10"'4 1.4 1.3 1.3
115 V2. 10 X 10™ 14 X 10™ 4 4.6 4.2 3.7
116 ii 6 X 10"10 25 X 10" 4 18.7 10.0 6.1
162 ii 6 X 10"10
10"10
25 X 10"4 18.7 10.0 6.1
115 II 10 X 25 X 10-4
10" 4
9.9 6.6 4.2
115 II 10 X 10-10 25 X 8.2 6 06 4.2
166 i 40 X 10"10 35 X 10" 4 309 3.1 1.9
166 ii 40 X 10"10 35 X 10" 4 4.1 3.1 1.9
163 ii 40 X 10"10 35 X 10-4 3.7 3.1 1.9
164 i 40 X 10"10 45 x 10" 4
10" 4
3.8 3.7 1.9
164 ii 40 X 10"10 45 X 3.9 3.7 1.9
The observed dose ratio is the ratio of the concentration of agonist in
equilibrium in the presence of SL and F, Ag^-i- p, required to produce the
same response as Ag^ in the presence of SL only.
If the antagonists compete with one another, the ratio Ag^p/AsL should
equal (!<• SL Kgjv F Kp.)/(1<- SL Kg^). This ratio/is shown above
assuming that Kg^r 1.5. x 10-0I-r^ and K^z 3.6 x lO^M"!.
The ratio (!■> SL KgjyS- F K~)/(l-S- SL Kg^) should also be equal to
(DRp + SL I<SL)/(1 ^ SL where QRy is the dose ratio produced by a
concentration F of the fast antagonist acting :alone„ This ratio is also
shown above assuming Kgr = 1.5 X 10i0M*l and using the values of DS«




Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonists - BTrMa & pentyl TEA
Agonist - carbachol
equilibrium to be established.
As the experimental dose ratios do seem:to correspond more
nearly with that calculated assuming K_,u 3,6 x 10 If1 than that
calculated using the experimentally determined value of DR for
the particular concentration of the fast antagonists this value of
K-p was used to calculate DA., •
• - r-s-bL
In I<>3 it was also assumed that if SL" = SL® (1+ F Kp) 5
4 i '
.Kp being 3,6 x 10 Jf , then pg^« = pOT IIO The reasonable agreement
between the equilibrium dose ratio found experimentally and that
/ T
calculated assuming L,: 3o6 x lOV , as shown
consistent with this assumption.
in TABLE j.,14, is
iv) The speed of the fast antagonist pentyl TEA
In 1,2 it was assumed that the difference in rates between the
slow and the fast antagonist was sufficiently great that the fast
antagonist could be considered to be in equilibrium at all times
with the receptors not occupied by the slow antagonist. Therefore:
PF= F Kg (1 - PSL)
1 F K
F
In order to determine whether this assumption was justified the
kinetics of onset and offset of various concentrations of pentyl ISA
were examined, using the methods described in' 1,1,
The rate of onset was so fast that even with the lowest
-4
concentration, 0o3 x 10 M, the first response in the presence of
the antagonist, corresponding to an antagonist exposure time of
17 seconds, was not sufficiently larger than the subsequent responses
for t to be estimated. It was for this reason that the transitional
Gil
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stage observed in I„3 can not reflect the onset of the fast
.
antagonisto
The rate of offset was however slow enough^ even when
concentrations as low as 0o3 x 10"were used, for the rate of
decrease of occupancy to be examinedo The results of these
experiments are shown in DIAGRAM X<>23 and TABLE I„220 Contrary
to the predictions of the interaction limited model there does not
appear to be a linear relationship between log occupancy and time,
the rate of offset becoming slower with time* In addition
the initial rate of offset was calculated from the first response
in the presence of the antagonisto The time constants corresponding
to this rate are given in TABLE I»20 and it appears that the initial
rate of offset is slower following the antagonism of higher concentrations
of pentyl TEAo This is not associated with different exposure times
to the antagonist; the tissue was usually exposed to the antagonist
for 7 cycles5 ioe0 630 seconds» Also, increasing the exposure time
-4 ;
to -0«3 x 10 M aid not decrease the subsequentjrate or offset®
In addition the difference in rates can not be explained by the
change in the apparent affinity of pentyl TEA as its concentration
increases; a decrease in the apparent affinity due to an
increase in the value of k.£ would cause an increased rate of offset,
if dissociation was rate-limiting and this is the opposite to the
change observed® Also the rate of offset getsjappreciably slower
when the concentration of pentyl TEA is increased from 0o3 x 10 ^ to
3 x 10 "Tl, although little change in the apparent affinity constant
was observed below 8 x 10 Mo
However the pentyl TEAr-receptor dissociation rate constant
i—1
must be larger than 1/16083 s , 16c83 being the lowest value of
TABLE lo 22 & DIAGRAM I0 23g r The rate of offset of pentyl TEA
Concentration
of pentyl TEA n








oH (4) 208± 0.5 16.8± 4<>1
1.0 X Kj-
1
oH (3) 404± 0.2 18.lt 1.9
20 5 X
1
os-H (4) 11.1± 0o6 33.2±. 808
4o0 X
_ -4
10 (4) 1402± 0o4 44. 4 ± 12.3
co o o X 10"4 (5) 27.9± 2.8 36. 3±. 802
oooCvJ X 10" 4 (2) 4404± 0.6 35.1
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(sees)
Mean values of (pt) are plotted on a log scale against time
Details (see also text)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonist - pentyl TSA# concentrations (M) x 104
Agonist - car'bachol
are xndxeatea. ( )
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t rc observedo In 1„2 it was found that the BTrMe-receptor
orr j
dissociation rate constant must be larger or equal to 1/(20 x 60) s
The ratio of these values is -70, and so if the kinetics of these
antagonists were limited by their rate of interaction with the
receptors, the sice of this ratio would justify the assumption
that the fast antagonist is at all times in equilibrium with the
receptors not occupied by the slow antagonist0
However neither the kinetics of pentyl TEA nor BTrMe are
compatible with an interaction-limited situations Also the lack
any particular value for the dissociation constants of BTrMe and
pentyl TEA made it impossible to predict what would happen if
interaction were rate-limiting and if the diffei-ence in rates
was not sufficiently large for the assumption to be reasonably made
96 .
SUMMARY 0? PART I
The kinetics of BIrMe, under the conditions used, do not
appear to be limited by the rate at which it interacts with the
receptorsj the following observations being incompatible with
the predictions of the interaction-limited model:
lo ' Occupancy does not appear to increase exponentially with
time during the onset of antagonism,,
2* The time constant for the decrease in occupancy with time,
when the antagonist is removed, is not independent of the
concentration of the antagonist„
30 The time constant for the decrease in 'occupancy of BTrMe
when a concentration of the fast antagonist is superimposed,
multiplied by the ratio (DR-^g-- /DRj?) is not independent of
the concentration of the fast antagonists
4s A transitional stage was observed when the interaction
between BTrMe and pentyl TEA was examined in conditions
where the concentration of BTrMe was adjusted so that "its
occupancy in the absence of pentyl TEA was the same as that
in equilibrium in the presence of the pentyl TEAo
In addition the variation in t/_.?.FDRr,^c,r /DIM, from oneOjL i u vbi-j £
experiment to another, and the variation in the concentration of
BTrMe producing non-equilibrium effects, are difficult to explain
if interaction were rate limitingo On the other hand such variation
might be expected if access was rate limiting*
The one experimental situation where the kinetics of BTrMe
v'
could be interaction limited is the decrease in BTrMes s occupancy
following the superimposition of very large concentrations of
97
pentyl TEA« This is considered further in part III„
In addition the kinetics of offset of the very fast
antagonist pentyl TEA are also not compatible with the predictions
of an interaction limited situation, the time constant for
the rate of offset getting larger as the concentration of pentyl TEA
is increased,. This contrasts with the time constant of the rate of
offset of BTrMe which got smaller as the concentration of BTrMe
was increasedo
Thus having shown that the kinetics of BTrMe are access
limited, the next step was to establish that faster antagonists
were also access-limited0 Although the experiments with the very fast
antagonist pentyl TEA showed that this compound was also access limited,
it is too fast for the rate of onset to be followed,, Therefore
the antagonist lachesine was investigated, this compound being
intermediate in speed between BTrMe and pentyl TSA„ In addition
lachesine was one of the compounds examined by Paton A Rang (1365)




THE KINETICS OF LACKSSINS - are the kinetics ofi this antagonist access United?
In order to see whether the kinetic behaviour of lachesine on
guinea-pig ileum is similar to that of BTrMe two types of experiments
were performed corresponding to those of I01 and 1.2.:
1. Firstly the rates of onset and offset of various concentrations
of lachesine were followed„
2, Then the decrease in lachesine's occupancy following the
superimposition of a concentration of pentyl TEA was examined.
As befores carbachol contractions of intact pieces of ileum in
Tyrode's solution were recorded isotonically, (details P.56).
II.1, THE KINETICS OF ONSET AND OFFSET OF LACKSSIRS
Procedure and Results 1
The kinetics of three concentrations of lachesine were
examinedj (0.5 x 10 1 x lQ~dM and 2 x 10"^M), using the procedure
illustrated in DIAGRAM 1.1.
Several experiments were done using each concentration of
lachesine and the mean occupancy at each response time was calculated
from the results of the individual experiments. These mean values
are shown in DIAGRAM II.1, plotted as described; on P.60. Contrary
to the predictions of the interaction limited model there does not
appear to be a linear relationship between occupancy plotted on a
log scale and time. This is much more marked than the deviation
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For onset mean values of (poo-pt)± S.SoM. are plotted on a log scale
against time
For offset mean values of (pfc)± S.E.M. are plotted on a log scale
against time
Details ,
(see also TABLE II.2)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode8s
Lever - isotonic
Antagonist - lachesina 0.5 x 10~8M'S—
1 x 10" 8M 1—
2 x 10" 8M !—
Agonist - carbachol
n=5 4.8± 0.4 (meant
n-7 DR = 7.4± 0.8
n=16 DRc.-=14o9± 1.0
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Time constants were calculated for each experiment from the
first three responses after the antagonist was added or removed, i.e.
the mean rate of the first three responses was used as an estimate
of the initial rate. These values are shown in TABLE II.2.
Although tQ^^/ton is approximately equal to DR^ when the concentration
of lachesine is 0.5 x 10""%, the difference between t -^/ton and DR
increases as the concentration of lachesine is increased. This is
contrary to the predictions of the interaction limited model. However
in contrast with the results of BTrMe in 1.1, appears to be independent
of the concentration of laches'ine used.
II.2 THE RATH OF OFFSET OF LACHESINE ON SUPERIMPQSITION OF PENTYL TEA
Procedure and Results
The interaction between lachesine and pentyl TEA was investigated
' as in 1.2, except that ORg^, the equilibrium dose ratio produced by
lachesine was determined in each experiment. In addition, the
interaction between lachesine and pentyl TEA was followed to an
equilibrium thus enabling DR^g^ to be determined rather than calculated
j
as was necessary in 1.2.
i -s
Three concentrations of' lachesine were examined, 0.5 x 10 M,
I
- 8 - 8
1 x 10 M and 2 x 10 M, and also three concentrations of pentyl TEA,
2.5 x 10 ^M, 15 x 10 \l and 25 x 10
For each combination of lachesine and pentyl TEA, lachesine's
mean occupancy corresponding to each response after the fast antagonist
was added was calculated from the results of the individual experiments.
These mean values and their standard errors are shown in DIAGRAMS II.3-5.
A dashed line is superimposed on these diagrams to correspond to an
apparent value of l/k^ of 4 minutes. (The limiting value indicated in

































































































































































Mean ± S0E0Mc 3c7 ± 0c3 25c6 + 3c0 14.9it 1.0 j
-off3 aimid ton were calculated from the first three responses after the
addition or removal of the antagonist, assuming an exponential relationship
between occupancy and time0
Details
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
















































DIAGRAM 11,3: The rate of offset of lachesine when 2,5 x
superimposed











p-~)± SoE0Mo are plotted on a log scale against time
Details
(see also TABLE 11,6)
Preparation - intact pieces of iieum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonist - lachesine 0,5 x 10
1 x 10"
2 x 10" °M
pentyl TEA 2,5 x 10" 4M
Agonist - carbachol
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DIAGRAM II.4; The rate of offset of lachesine when 15 x 10" pentyl TEA
superimposed
I
Mean values of (p^ - p„_)£ S.E0M. are plotted on a log scale against time
L. CO j
corresponds to a time constant tQff £ 4 x [mean DR^qj -mean DRgj* l) mins
Details
(see also TABLE II.6)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum Antagonist - lachesine 0.5 x 10"^MJ-O—inr2
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic













































































DIAGRAM He The rate of offset of iaehesine when 25 x 10"pentyl
superimposee
Mean values of (pt - p )± S.E.M. are plotted on a log scale against time
correspondsto a time constant tQ^f = 4 x(mean SRp^pT -mean DRCj<- l) mins
^ f mean DR.?.. QT )Details » - 5L J
(see also TABLE II.6) '
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum Antagonist - lachesine 0.5 x 10~°K;~








DIAGRAM II o 7 is about 4 minutesc)
As there does not appear to be a linear relationship between
occupancy plotted on a log scale, and time, time constants were
calculated from each experiment from the first three responses after
the fast antagonist was superimposed, i®e® the mean rate of the
first three responses was used as an estimate of the initial rate®
TABLE IIo6 shows these values together with the! value of
hffD!W(I)!wDSsir x>-
As shown on P®71, if interaction is rate limiting. t^-cDR-p /DRO.LJL JJ Viii p
should be equal to l/k2» In these experiments! values of DRy T and
DRgL were determined in each experiment® If the two antagonists are
competitive DIL-, OT = DR + DR - 10 Therefore DR = DR __ - DR + ' 1®F+SL F SL F F->SL Sn
Thus the value of DR,^ „T / (DR_, _T-DR__ + 1) should be equal toOil F-J-SL Si®
l/k^ and so be independent of the concentration of pentyl TEA®
However as shown in DIAGRAM II®7 this does not appear to be the
case, the value decreasing to what appears to be a limiting value
around 4 minutes® This is similar to the behaviour of BTrMe in
equivalent experiments in I®2®
The assumptions made in Part II ,
The assumptions involved in the calculations of this section
are similar to those of I:
Lachesine's occupancy, p, was calculated as in I®I assuming
that p is related to the dose ratio thus: p d (DR - 1)/(DR)»
Sipce whether non-equilibrium effects occur or not depends on the speed
!
of the antagonist and the efficacy of the agonist such effects would
not be expected for a compound as fast as lachesine over the range
of concentrations used® As expected, no such effects were observed®
In addition the apparent affinity constants calculated from the


































































































15 x 10 4
15 x 10"4











































































































17.4+2.0 73.0 + 8.7
'OtX is the time constant for the rate of decrease of lachesine's occupancy
DRct is the equilibrium dose ratio produced by the concentration (SL) of
lacnesine in that experiment
DR^ gj is the equilibrium dose ratio produced by the concentrations SL and F
acting together
If DPv
„ = 1+ SL Kor+ F ICw, (1+ F k-ff) = DR.-,. CT - SL Kct = DR„ OT - DRct + 1IV SL "AJ * bii r+SL




















CONCENTRATION OR PENTYI. TEA (M) xlO
—r
25
DIAGRAM lie7: The relationship between tQff D^+Sl/(BRf+sL~d^SL+ ^ anc*
the concentration of pentyl TEA
Eln b ni 1 r>
iyc.i.ux io
(see also TABLE II«6)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
g
Antagonists - lachesine 0,5 x 10 M I— X i
lxT0"®M-| A H
2 x 10"8H-|—~® !
- pentyl TEA, concentrations as indicated
Agonist - carbachol
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equilibrium dose ratios shown in TABLE 11,2, appear to be independent
of the concentration of lachesine used, It therefore seemed
reasonable to calculate lachesine's occupancy in this way-
In 1,2 and DRp+gL were calculated and was
assumed to be equal to DR^-fr lc In this section DRg^ and
D%+SIl were determined in each experiment and therefore these values
were used in the calculations.
In 1,2 the occupancy of the fast antagonist, was
assumed to be F Kp (1 - PgL)/(l + F In this section the
occupancy of the fast antagonist was assumed to be such that
D\+SL= DRF + DRSL " ls J)RF beinS equal to (»%+SL - I>P-SL* 1),
DRp^gL anb ®^SL heing the experimentally determined values.
In 1,2 and 1,3, it was found that the combined dose ratio
produced by pentyl TEA and RTrMe agreed reasonably well with that
calculated from the relationship:
DRF*SL= DV drSL " 1
U -1
where DRp = 1 + F Kp, Kp= 3,6 x HTM
and DRgL r 1 + GL KCL, KSL = 1,5 x 1010m"
However in this section not such good agreement was found between
the combined dose ratio of lachesine and pentyl TEA determined
experimentally and that calculated as above. In TABLE 11,8 the
experimentally determined values of DR., are compared with those
r + SL
calculated as above, and also calculated using the values of DRp
determined experimentally, TABLE 1,19, The experimentally
determined values of DR^g^ are intermediate between the two
calculated values.
TABLE 11 <,3: Comparing the experimentally determined values of DH_, ,
with those calculated from the relationship:: i+SL
d-VSL= dV drSL - l[»
using the values of DRgL determined experimentally,(TABLE II06)
together with values or DRp, (a) calculated from the Relationship:
DRp = 1 -> F Kp , Kp = : 3.6 x 10 (see 1.4),

















206 i 0.5 x 10"b 2.5 x 10 4 14 o0 14.3 14.3
213 I 14.1 15.4 15.4
215 II 17cS 13.7 13.7
211 I 1 x 10"8 2.5 x 10"4 17 c 7 15.8 15.8
214 I 18.8 18.5 18.5
215 t 21.6 18.1 18.1
206 _ 2 x 1G~8 2.5 x 10"4 27.0 27.0 27.0
211 II 21.3 22.2 22.2
213 II 29.4 25.5 25.5
212 II ' 0.5 x 10"8 15 x 10~4 47.4 58.3 47.3 j
213 I 59.7 60.4 49.4
215 II * 59.8 58.7 47.7
210 I , - a-31 x jlO 15 x 10"4 35.2 59.0 58.0
212 II 38.7 59.5 58.5
214 I 57.0 63.5 52.5
210 II 2 x 10~8 15 x 10* 4 29.0 61.5 50.5
213 II 52.4 70.5 59.4
214 II 38.8 68.0 57.0
207 x 0.5 x 10"8 -425 x 10 49.1 - 94.7 55.7
209 II 54.5 94.3 55.3
212 II 45.1 94.3 55.3
210 «L
-8
1 x 10 25 x 10"4 47.4 95.0 55.0
212 II 39.4 95.5 56.5
215 i 85.1 ■ 99.1 60.1
209 II 2 x 10"8 -425 x 10 82.2 107.4 68.4
214 ii 55.6 103.9 64.9




(see also TABLE II.6)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyr'ode's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonists - Lachesine (SL)







SUMMARY OF PART IS
The kinetics of lachesine do not appear to be limited by
the rate at which it interacts with the receptors, the following
observations being incompatible with the predictions of the interaction
limited models
lo Occupancy does not appear to change exponentially during the
onset and offset of antagonisms
2. The ratio t is not equal to DR^o when'high concentrations
orx on ' w
of lachesine are examined9 the difference appearing to
increase as the concentration of lachesine is increased„
3<> The rate of decrease in lachesine 8s occupancy appears to be
accelerated by the superimposition of pentyljTEA; values of
t„ff(DR_, )/(DR-r,. CT -DR_T*<r 1),. which would be equal to l/k„Gj.iv T4SL i-s-Sn SL 2
if interaction was rate-limiting, decreased as the concentration
of the fast antagonist increased„ These values are much
lower than the apparent value of I/kg determined from the rates
of offsets
Thus the kinetic behaviour of lachesine, like that of BTrMe,
is not' compatible with the predictions of the interaction limited models
Similarly the possibility can not be ruled out that the rate of
offset of lachesine is dissociation limited following the superimposition




When Paton & Rang (1965) investigated the kinetics of lachesine
they found that recovery from lachesine's antagonismjtook place with
a time constant of 4,5 minutes0 This is considerably faster than
any of the .rates observed in 11,1 although the value ;of the affinity
constant they calculated from their equilibrium dose ratios "is
similar to that found here, In addition they found that occupancy
appeared to change exponentially with time and also that h0ff/t0n
agreed with the equilibrium dose ratio,, . Thus although the kinetics
of lachesine observed in this section appear to be inconsistent with the
interaction limited model, those observed by Paton & Rang (1965) are not.
There is also a striking similarity between the time constant,
of recovery observed by Paton & Rang (1965) and the limiting value of
apparent l/l<2 indicated in DIAGRAM II, 7, It is therefore possible
that although the kinetics of antagonists are access limited when
certain experimental conditions are used, they may be interaction
limited when other experimental conditions are used.
There are several notable differences between the procedure used
by Paton & Rang (1965) and that used in I and II, They used longitudinal
muscle strips taken from animals over 500g in weight, These strips
were suspended in a Krebs solution and the responses, produced by
|
acetylcholine, were recorded with an auxotonic lever0 This contrasts
with the conditions in I and II in which intact pieces of ileum were taken
from.animals usually much less than 500g in weight. These pieces of
ileum were suspended in Tyrode's solution and the responses, produced
by carbachol, were recorded with an isotonic lever0 The differences
between the observations of this study and those of Paton & Rang (1965)
may therefore be associated with the different procedures used.
The kinetics of BTrMe and lachesine were therefore investigated
under a variety of experimental conditions.
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PART III
In the course of this study the possible effect of experimental
method on the kinetics of BTrMe and lachesine was investigated. In
III,1-5 comparisons are made between muscle strips and intact pieces
of ileum, between using an isometric transducer and an isotonic lever,
between using pentyl TMA and carbachol, and lastly between using
Krebs solution and Tyrone's solution. These studies were undertaken
for several reasons:
Firstly they were undertaken to investigate to what extent the
discrepancies found in I and II between the kinetics of lachesine and
BTrMe and the predictions of the interaction limited model may be due
to the experimental method used.
Secondly, they might provide an explanation for the
perplexing variation in the rates of antagonism observed by different
groups of workers. For instance the discrepancy between the kinetics
of lachesine observed by Paton & Sang (1S65) and that found in II.
Lastly, any effects of altering the experimental method on
the kinetics of antagonism might provide insight into the type of
access limitation.
In the initial studies., III.l and III.2,BTrMe was used. In
the subsequent studies, III.3-5, lachesine was used rather than BTrMe
because its faster speed enabled more experiments to be done in a
given time and also would decrease the effect of the tissue sensitivity
changing with time. III.1-5 are discussed together following III.5.
|
The rate of offset of lachesine on superimposition of octyl TMA
or PI^AOEMe^Et was also investigated, III.6, to|determine whether the
limiting value of Dih,/(DR^,^g^ tQfc) was different when either of these
fast antagonists were superimposed as compared with when pentyl TEA
was superimposed. If the limiting value is equal to l/l^ it might
105
not be expected to vary.
In III67 experiments are described in which the rate of onset
and offset of BTrMe was followed after the tissue had been treated
with an irreversible antagonist. i
In III.8 experiments are described in which the rate of onset




III.l THE KINETICS OF BTrMe USIHG MUSCLE STRIPS AMD AN ISOMETRIC TRANSDUCER
Procedure and Results
The experiments of I„1 were repeated using the same method as
described in I„l, except that longitudinal muscle strips were used
instead of intact pieces of ileum,.and also an isometric transducer
was used to record the responses rather than an isotonic lever0
These experiments are shown in DIAGRAMS III 01-3, together
with the x-esults of I„1 for comparison,, The points are plotted as
described on P„60o The time constants for onset and offset, determined
for each experiment as in I01, are shown in TABLE IIIo40
When muscle strips were used together with an isometric transducer,
(compared with using intact pieces of ileum and an isotonic lever);
lo the rates of both onset and offset were slower,
20 the rate of offset did not appear to depend on the concentration
of BTrMe used, and
3„ for onset, the relationship between log occupancy and time appeared
to be more linearly related„
Nevertheless, using muscle strips and an isometric transducer,
access must still be the rate-limiting stage because;
1. the values of tQff are larger than the limiting value of
tQ££BRj,<>gL/DRp found in I„2,
20 the ratio tQ£f/t was not equal to DR^ when high concentrations
of BTrMe were used, the difference increasing as the concentration
of BTrMe increased„
These differences can not be accounted for by a change in the
equilibrium dose ratio,, Also there was no evidence of non-equilibrium








































































DIAGRAM IIIoIs The kinetics of onset and offset of 10 x 10"BTrMe -
comparing the rates found using longitudinal muscle strips and an isometric
transducer with those using intact pieces of ileum and an isotonic lever,
^ rrom i© 1)
Details
(see also TABLES Io3 and I1I04)
preparation & Lever - intact pieces of ileum and an isotonic lever
! K \ n- 6 Mean DR^i S0E0M0= 15*1 ± 0*9
- muscle strips and an isometric transducer
! 0 4 n = 3 Mean BR^t S0E0M0 = 24„6± 7*5
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Antagonist - BTrMe 10 x 10"
Agonist - carbachol
For onset mean values of (p^ - p£)± S0E0Mo are plotted on a log scale against
time





































































DIAGRAMS III.2; The kinetics of onset and offset of 20 x 10 M BTrMa -
comparing the rates found using longitudinal muscle strips and an isometric
transducer with those found using intact pieces of ileum and an isotonic
lever, (from LI)
For onset, mean values of (p,^ - Pt)X S0E0M„ are plotted on a log scale
against time
For offset, mean values of (pt) ± S0E0M0 are plotted on a log scale
against time
Details
"(see also TABLES 1.3 & 111.4)
Preparation & Lever - intact pieces of ileum and an isotonic lever
I .v.
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Antagonist - BTrMe 20 x 10"
Agonist - carbachol
i n = 4 Mean DRaoi S.E.M. = 36.0± 3.6
muscle strips and an isometric transducer
I O 1 n: 4 Mean DR * S.E.M. = 38.1* 407
CK>
1= 1 SJ





















































TIMS , . v(mins ) — o
DIAGRAM III * 3 s The kinetics of onset and offset of 40 x 10 x M BTrMe -
comparing the rates found using longitudinal muscle strips and an isometric
transducer with those found using intact pieces of ileum and an isotonic
lever, (from 1*1)*
For onset, mean values of (p^ ~ Pj;)± S»E.M* are plotted on a log scale
against time
For offset, mean values of (pt)£ S*E*M* are plotted on a log scale against time
Details (see also TABLES 1*3 & 111*4)
Preparation L Lever - intact pieces of ileum and an isotonic lever
i X i nu 3 Mean DRobS*E*M* a 59* 7i 2*4
muscle strips and an isometric transducer
i o i n= 4 Mean DR— S*E*M* =76*5±15*3
Antagonist - BTrMe
Agonist - carbachol



























M ■mins mins !'
178 II 10 x 10"10 26 931 35 39
178 I
.
56 412 7 17
180 II 18 391 23 16
Mean ± SoEoMo 33 ± 12 578 ±.171 25 * 8
j
175 I 20 x 10"10 14 . 238 17 47
176 I 28 519 19 34
177 II • 17 ■ 619 36 27
178 II 19 637 34 44
181 I 471 |
132 II 567
Mean ± SoSoMo 20 ± 3 509 ± 60 33± 5
174 I 40 x 10"i0 9 471 52 33
174 II 6 425 71 80
179 I 13 407 32 102
180 I 22 705 32 91
Mean ±
1
S0E0M0 13 ± 4 502 + 69 77±15 i
i
Details
Preparation - longitudinal muscle strips





were carried out in two successive groups, it is unlikely that this
could account for the differences; For instance the onset and offset
_ 20
of 10 x 10 ~ M BTrMe was followed in six experiments using the alternating
technique described in I010 However 4 of these experiments were done
over a year before the other two0 DIAGRAM III<>5 compares these two
groups of experiments., (In LI, these experiments were grouped
together)
e- ~\ i 7 T t " I " t i 7 7 i
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
™
(mins)
DIAGRAM IIIc5s The kinetics of onset and offset of BTrMa - comparing
two groups of experiments done over a year apart
For onset, mean values of (pco - Pt)i S0E0M<. are plotted on a log scale
against time
For offset, mean values of (p,.) ± SoE.Mo are plotted on a log scale
against time
Details
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode1s
Lever - isotonic
Antagonist - BTrMe 10 x 10"X^M
Agonist - carbachol
j o ; nu4 Exp» Noso 37, 33, 39, 40 Mean DR^i S®E»M»=14.5± lo3
j o i n= 3 Expo Noso 167 I, 169 I, 170; II
Mean DR^t S0EoMo=16o8± 1»2
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III.2 THE KINETICS OF BTrMa USING THE AGONIST PEKTYL TMA
i
Procedure & Results
The rate of onset and offset of 10 x 10 BTrKe was followed
using the alternating technique described in I01S except that pentyl TMA
(pentyl trimethylammoniuin), was used instead of carbachol. In
DIAGRAM III.6 these experiments are compared with those of 1.1.
(The points are plotted as described on P.60,)
The rates of onset and offset of BTrMe do not appear to be
markedly effected by whether carbacho! or pentyl TMA was used.
However the variation was larger when pentyl TMA was used. This may
be associated with the larger variation in DR^. Non-equilibrium
effects might cause a larger variation in DR „ but there was no^ oo
evidence that the apparent kinetics using pentyl TMA were effected by
non-equilibrium effectss and such effects would not be expected when the
-10
antagonist concentration is 10 x 10 M, (see 1.4).





































































The kinetics of onset and offset of 10 x 10 M BTrMe -







For onset, mean values or (p^q - P^)— S.E.Mo are plotted on a log scale
against time
For offset, mean values of (pt)£ S.E.M. are plotted on a log scale against
t irne
Details
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrone's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonist - BTrMe 10 x 10
Agonist - carbachol j-
pentyl TMA i-
-10M
nm3 (Exp. Nos 37, 38, 39)
mean DR^x S.E.M. = 14.5± 1.3
n=4 (Exp. Nos. 37, 38, 39, 40)
mean BR^x S.E.M. = 19.0 i 8.0
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Ills3; THE KINETICS 0? LACHES1MB USING KUSCLS STRIPS OR INTACT PIECES
OF ILEUM,' AMD PEInTYL TMA OR CARBACHOL
Procedure and Results
— Q
The rate of onset and offset of 1 x 10"°M lachesine was
followed as in XI. 1 except that longitudinal muscle strips.were used
instead of intact pieces of ileum0 In addition the kinetics were
followed using pentyl TMA instead of carbacholo
These experiments are shown in DIAGRAM III.7, together
with the x*esults given in II01 for comparison,, The points are
plotted as described on Po6G. In particular the points corresponding
to alternate responses are not plotted during offsets
As in II.1 time constants corresponding to the initial rate
of change were calculated for each experiment from the first three
responses after the antagonist was added or removed. These values
are shown in TABLE 111 8.
The rate of onset does -not appear to be appreciably effected
by which preparation or agonist was used. However the rate of offset
using carbachol and intact pieces of ileum appears to be faster than
in the other conditions. However the fact that 5 of the experiments
of this group, as shown in TABLE III.8, were done at a later date
than the others, suggests that some other factor might be involved in this
difference.




































DIAGRAM IIIo7; The kinetics of onset and offset of I x 10 M lachesine -
using intact pieces of ileum or muscle strips, and carbachol or pentyl TMA
For onset, mean values of (p - p„)± S«S0Mo are plotted on a log scale
against time
For offset, mean values of (p, ) * S0E0M„ are plotted on a log scale
against time
Details
Preparation & Agonist - intact pieces of ileum and carbachol { o
tl-1 Mean DRoct S.EoMo =; 7®4± 0,8
- intact pieces of ileum and pentyl TMA \ X
n = 2 Mean DE&C±. S. S <,M„ =! 9.9± 0.6
- muscle strips and carbachol j [ G
n 57 Mean DR^ SoEoM0 =;809± 0o3
- muscle strips and pentyl TMA; \ A
n=3 Mean DRoc£ S„E0Mo= 10„5± 0,1
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonist - lachesine 1 x10"I
TABLE III08:
— ft
The rate of onset and offset of 1 x 10" M lachesine
Exp. No. t 'L ^ c,,' DRon on. 00
mins mins 1
Intact nieces of ileum and carbachol
!
! 81 I 4.4 29.3 9.4
! 82 I 4.7 26 .6 9.3
205 II 6.7 19.9 5.7
210 II 5.6 10.7 5.0
211 II 6.2 13.0 6.8
212 I 4.9 13.7 5.9
214 I 7.5 43.1 9.5
Mean 2 5.E.M. 5.7 £ 0.4 22.32 4.4 7.420.8
Intact nieces of ileum and pentyl TMA *
91 I 7.6 29.3 10.5
92 I 4.8 28.9 9.3
Mean + S0E0Mc 6.2+ 1.4 29.12 0.2 9.92 0.6
Longitudinal muscle strips and ca fbachol
84 I 5.1 18.0 9.0
35 I 6.5 24.7 8.2
85 II 9.7 60.0 8.4
85 I 3.7 35.6 9.0
! 86 II 2.8 33.5 9.9
1 87 I 3.6 27.6 9.9
88 I 3.2 17.3 7.8
Mean 2 S.E.M. 4.920.9 . 30.9 ± 5.5 8.92 0.3
Longitudinal muscle strips and pentyl TMA
1
94 I 3.6 29.7 10.6
95 I 2.4 20.7 10.4
96 I 3.8 25.9 10.5
Mean 2 S.E.M. 3.320.4 25.42 2.0 10.52 0.1
DRco is the equilibrium dose ratio
t ' and t^.c.c® were calculated from the first three responses after the
Or> Ui. JL
antagonist was added or removed
* These results are also given in TABLE II. 2
Details
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum or muscle strips
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
-ft
Antagonist.- I x 10 M lachesine
Agonists - carbachol or pentyl TMA
no
III.4: THE KINETICS OF LACHESINE FOLLOWED USING A VARIETY OF METHODS
Procedure and Results
The rate of onset and offset of 2 x 10" M lachesine was
followed using the four combinations of lever and preparation:
intact pieces of ileum and an isotonic lever, '
. intact pieces of ileum and an;isometric transducer,
muscle strips and an isotonic lever,
muscle strips and an isometric transducer
At the same time the rate of offset of lachesine on superimposition
of 15 x 10 M pentyl TEA was investigated under the 4 conditions to see
whether any change in this rate of offset corresponded to any similar
change in the rate of onset and recovery from antagonism® This
concentration of pentyl TEA was used rather than 25 x iO_<Sl because
it would be expected to reflect changes in the access-limitation more
than higher concentrations would, as shown in DIAGRAM IIc7*
.
In each experiment two preparations were used: with the first,
.
the onset of lachesine was.followed as in II, and then either the offset by
removal of the lachesine or offset by> superimposition of pentyl TEA®
i
(During this time the second piece of tissue was equilibrating with
.
_ O I
2 x 10 M lac'hesine in a beaker)® The second piece of tissue was then
set up and when it had settled down was then used to1 follow either the
rate of offset on removal of the lachesine or the rate of offset on
superimposition of pentyl TEA® In one half of the experiments one
order was used, and in the other half the reverse order was used®
(No evidence was found that the kinetics of antagonism were effected by
the order)
DRc.r was determined from the first piece of tissue and this
value was used for the calculations of' that experiment® As in II
Ill
the interaction between lachesine and pentyl TEA was followed until an
equilibrium was established0
Time constants were calculated in each experiment as
described in II„ These are shown in TABLE III«9, together with the
values of DR observed in each experiment.
SL
4 of the experiments in which intact pieces of ileum were used
with an isotonic lever, (217 I, 220 II, 223 II, 227 I), \jere performed
in a block with the three other groups, iae0 4 groups with 4 observations
in eacho These results were examined by means of ct variance analysis
as shown below,, (As a value of t .cxr was not obtaorr ined in Sxp o No. 227 I,
the value obtained in 214 II is included into that group)a
1
Analysis of Variance of Dose Ratio
Source of Variation dof o S 0 S a Mo 3 o F ?
Between Levers 1 27 a04 27oQ4 3 a 46 9 o V fd V o O Ui
Between Preparations 1 1.21 1.21 0ol55 P*> o 2
Interaction 1 Ooio 0»16 D a 021 a 2 > P*> a 1
Error 12 93a53 7o799
d,f„ - degrees of freedom
So So - Sum of Squares
Mo So - Mean Square
F - Variance Ratio
? - the probability of F being greater or equal to the observed value
P* - the probability of F being less or equal to the observed value
Analysis of variance of t '
Source of Variation d.f. CUoOo Mo S o p P
Between Levers 1 0o913 Oa913 0a077 P* > a 2
Between Preparations 1 37 a 22 37 a 22 ■ 30154 .1 > P > a 2
Interaction 1 1.103 lo 103 0a0934
Error 12 141a625 11 a 802


































































































































































































BRot is the equilibrium dose ratio produced by lachesine
tit? is the dose ratio produced by lachesine andjpentyl TEA together:" F+ SL
. ' and t
on
mtagonist was added or removed
were calculated from the first three responses after the
fcoffj the time constant for the rate of dec:
on superimposing 15 x 10~^M pentyl TEA, x-ras also calculated from the
:hesine s occupancy
first three responses after the pentyl TEA was superimposed:
This table includes results, shown * which were obtained as described in
Details
Jjs. chxng solution - Tvr
ict pieces of ileum or muscle strip:
5 1
Preparation - inta
\eyj& - isotonic or isometric,as indicated
as indicated:
'ode <? A o r>v "i qf* r> ar
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P* > . 2
,1 > P* > .05
P*> ,2
Analysis of variance of f DRp, gr/(DRy: g-,- -DRgI* 1)
Source of Variation d o r o S o S o M.S. F P
Between Levers 1 27.826 27.826 2.905 P > ,2
Between Preparations 1 ' 3.331 3.331 0.348 0 2
Interaction 1 0.601 0.601 0.063 .2 > P •'•••>„ 1
E rror 12 114.908 9.576 •
These tests do not indicate any significant differences (P< 0,05)<
As the values of t 1, t
on off and t were calculated from the'off
or removed, they
therefore not
first three responses after the antagonist was added
do not compare the overall rates. Such tests would
detect differences between levers and preparations which resulted in a
change in the curvature of the relationship between log occupancy and
time.
In DIAGRAMS III.10-12 longitudinal muscle strips are compared
with intact pieces of ileum. In DIAGRAMS III.13-15 those experiments
in which an isometric transducer was used are compared with those in
which an isotonic lever was used. (The points are plotted as described
on ?.60)
As shown, for instance in DIAGRAM III.11, there do seem to be
differences between the curvature of the plots. In this instance




































































DIAGRAM IIIo10: • The kinetics of onset and offset of 2 x 10" M lachesine
_
\
comparing the use of longitudinal muscle strips with the use of"intact
pieces of ileum (using an isotonic lever)
For onset, mean values of (pM - pt)± S>E>M> are plotted on a log scale
against time
For offset, mean values of (p£) + SoE.M. ere plotted on a log scale
against time \
Details \
(see also TABLE III.9)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum n = 16
mean DRoo± S.E.M.= 14.9£ 1.0
muscle, strips
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic

























































DIAGRAH IIIoil; The kinetics of onset ana offset of 2 x 10 M 1achesine -
comparing the use of longitudinal muscle strips with the use of intact
pieces of ileum (using an isometric transducer)
For onset, mean values of (p^ - p.j.) ± S,E«M« are plotted on a log scale
against time * j
For offset, mean values of (pt) tL b o i'lo £re plotted on a log scale.against time
Details (sea also TABLE III,,9)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum; -I j nu4
- muscle strios n = •
mean DRoc4S.E.M.= 15.7+ 0„7
mean DR00^S0E0Mo=15.0* 1,1
Lever - isometric
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
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DIAGIIAM III.12; The rate of offset of lachesine on superimposing pentyl TEA -
comparing the use of longitudinal muscle., strips with the; use of intact pieces of
ileum a) using an isotonic lever b) using an isometric transducer
Mean values of (pfc - p00)±SoE0M0 are plotted on a log -scale against time
Details I
(see also TABLE III.9)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
- longitudinal muscle -strips I
Lever - (a) isotonic
- (b) isometric
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
- 8
Antagonists - 2 x 10 M lachesine










































































DIAGRAM 111.13s The kinetics of onset and offset of 2 x 10 M lachesine -
comparing the use of an isometric transducer with the use of an isotonic
lever (using intact pieces of ileum)
Q
For onseta mean values of (pOQ - Pt)i S0E0M<> are plotted on a log scale
against time
For offset, mean values of (p£)± S.E.M. are plotted on a log scale against time
details (See also TABLE III.9)
preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic i A 1 n = 16 mean S.E.H. = 14.9 £1.0
- isometrich ^ n=4 mean DR^t S.E.M. = 15.7 ± 0,7
— P
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DIAGRAM 111,14; The kinetics of onset and offset of 2 x I0~aM lachesine
comparing the use of an isometric transducer with the use of an isotonic
lever (using longitudinal muscle strips)
Details
Preparation - muscle strips
Lever - isotonic| A—: 1 n: 4 mean DRcol S.E0M. = 17.8 £ 0.9
- isometncj- -j n:4
— K
Antagonist - lachesine 2 x 10 M
mean • DR00±S „E ,M, = 14.9+1.1
Agonist - carbachol



















































DIAGRAM IIX„15; The rate of offset of 1achesine on superimposing pentyl TEA -
comparing the use of an isometric transducer with the luse of an isotonic lever
(a) using intact pieces of ileum (b) using muscle strips
Mean values of (pt - S<,E„M0 are plotted on a log scale against time
Details
.(see also TABLE III.9)
; I
Preparation - (a) intact pieces of ileum
I " '
- (b) muscle strips
Lever - isotonic I— A ^
!
M '
- isometric J O \
_ . , J
Bathing solution - Tyrode's V
— 8
Antagonists - 2 x 10 M lachesine




nearly linear, when muscle strips were used rather than intact pieces of
ileum.
Therefore although the analyses of variance rule out large
differences in kinetic behaviour between the 4 groups small differences
can not be ruled out particularly in view of the small number of
observations in each group.
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III.5: THE KINETICS 0? LACHESINE WHEN .THE FRSPARATIOK US5D IS BATHED
IN KREBS SOLUTION RATHER THAN TYRODE'S
Procedure and Results
The rate of onset and offset of 2 x ICT^M lachesine was
investigated as described in III.4, but the preparations were bathed in
Krebs solution rather than Tyrode's. An isotonic lever was used in
all these experiments and both muscle strips and intact pieces of ileum
were used.
The rate of offset of lachesine on superimposition of 15 x 10" M
pentyl TEA was also investigated as in III.4.
Time constants were calculated in each experiment from the
first three responses after the addition or removal of the antagonist
and these are shown in TABLE III.16, together with the values of DR--
Di-i
observed in each expe riment. These resuits were examined by means of
a variance analysis together with those results used in the analysis
of III„4 in which an isotonic lever wa s used.
Analysis of Variance of Dose Ratio
■Source of Variation d.f. So S o M.S. F p
Between preparations 1 4o&23 4.623 0.631 p* > .2
Between Media I 66.423 66.423 9.065 „01< P < .05
Interaction 1 8.123 8.123 1.108 ? > .2
Error 12 87.93 7.328
Analysis of Variance of tor,!
Source of Variation d.f. C* Cuo k-> 0 M.S. F P
Between Preparations 1 7.156 7.156 1.815 ? * ,2
Between Media 1 26.266 26.266 6.661 „01< P< .05
Interaction • 1 20.026 20.026 5.079 .01< P < .05
OX 12 47.318 3.943
TABLE III. The kinetics of lachesine when the preparation is bathed in






tQff drf+sl WW0 -1 drf*sl ]
1
No. DRt. qt -DE5T-» 1j?4s.l> su
mins
Intact piece s of ileum j
229 II 4.5 _ 29.7 7.0 12.0 44.9
250 I 3.5 21.7 .
, 8.2 14.3 . 38.8
2a i ii 3.7 10.8 , 3.7 10.1 33.9
232 I 2.9 11.7 4.7 14.1 47.7
Meand: S.I .M. 3.7A0.3 18.51 4.5 5.921.0 12.621.0 41.22 3.0
Longitud:.nal muscle s trips j
228 II 2.2 18.2 ■ 5.3 ■ 16.5 48.8
229 I 3.5 29.7 5.0 15.3 37.7
230 II 2.3 16.1 4.1 13.8 43.8
232 II 3.0 28.1 4.2 14.9 41.0
Mean! s.e.M. 2.820.3 23.023.4 4.720.3 15.12 0.6 42.82 2.4
\ I\ ' — 8
QSct is the equilibrium dose ratio produced by 2 x 10 M lachesine
t ' find t ' were calculated from the first three responses after theon
. .off ,, ,
antagonist was adced or removed.
tQjr.c 3 the time constant for the rate of decrease of1 lachesine' s occupancy
on superimposing 15 x 10" H pentyl TEAS was calculated from the first
three responses after the fast antagonist was added.
Details
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum or muscle strips
Bathing solution - Krebs
Lever - isotonic
g
Antagonists - 2 x 10 M lachesine (SL)
- 15 x 10" pentyl TEA (F)
Agonist - carbachol
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Artalvsis of Variance of t '
— i off—
Spurce of Variation d o f 0 S 0 S o M.S. F P
Between Preparations 1 36 O603 36.603 0.273 .05 < P*< .1
Between Media 1 615.05 615.05 4.581 .05* P < 0 J-
Interaction I 9.303 9.303 0.069 ,001< P*< .0
Error 12 1611.195 134.266
Analysis of Variance of tc.CfDRp[ g-^/(PR-.| ^-DR--^+ 1)
Source of Variation
.
O 0 1. . S 0 S 0 M. 0.
T~i
£ p
Between Preparations 1 11.888 11.888 3.628 .05< ?< 0 i-
Between Media 6.488 6.488 1.981 .1 < P< .2
Interaction 1 6.133 6.138 1.874 .1 < P< .2
Error 12 39.307 3.275
These comparisons therefore suggest that there are significant
differences (P ■* .05), in DR^q and ton'<>
As shown in DIAGRAM III»18 the rates of onset and offset appear
to be markedly faster when Krebs solution is used rather than Tyrode's,
when longitudinal muscle strips are used. However, as shown in
DIAGRAM IIIol7 the rates of onset and offset do not appear to be
markedly faster when Krebs solution is used rather than Tyrode'Sj if
intact pieces of ileum are used.
I J j j - j I - J J—— r
0 ' 5 10 15 20
THE (mins)
DIAGRAM III.17: The kinetics of onset and offset of lachesine - comparing
the use of Krebs solution with using Tyrode's (intact pieces of ileum)
For onsets mean values of (p&0 - P^.)! S0E0Mo are plotted on a log scale
against time
For offsets mean values of (pj-)j; SoE0M0 are plotted on a log scale against
time
'Details (See Tables III.9 and III.16)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's , O 1 n=I6 Mean DR^t S.E.M. = 14.91 1.0
- Krebs | o { n = 4 Mean 3.E.M. - 12.61 1.0
Lever - isotonic
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and offset of-lachesine - comparing
the use of ICrebs solution with the use of Tyrode's (muscle strips)
Details (see also TABLE III>9








Bathing solution - Tyrode's
- Krec
Preparation - mncrlp
« TABLE III .16)































































DXAGRAM "illo-j 9 ; The* rate of offset of lachesine on superimposing pentyl TSi
comparing the use of Krebs solution with the use of Tyrode's solution
(a) using intact pieces of ileum (b) using muscle strips
Mean values of (pt - p,-^)* S0E<>Mo are plotted on a log scale against time
Details (see also TABLES- III. 9 and III.16)
Preparation - (a) intact pieces of ileum
- (b) muscle strips
Lever - isotonic
Bathing solution - Tyrode's t O !
Krebs : C 4
Antagonists -2 x 10 \lachesine '
15.x 10~4m pentyl TLA
Agonist - carbachol
"J 1 flio
Discussion of Sections Ills 1-5
1, The discrepancies found in Parts I and II between the kinetics of
lachesine and BTrMe and the predictions of the interaction limited model
In IIIc, 1-5 the kinetics of BTrMe and lachesine were followed
using a variety of experimental methods; longitudinal muscle strips or
intact pieces of ileum were used; an isometric transducer or an isotonic
lever; pentyl TMA or carbachol, and Tyrode! s solution or Krebs<>
In no case was the rate of recovery from .antagonism fast enough to be
limited by the rate of dissociation of the antagonist I from the receptors;
t was always much greater than the limiting value of t„.p.FDS.r, „ /DR^ooff oii- F-/SL r
It.therefore seems unlikely that the discrepancies described in I and II
between the kinetics of lachesine and BTrMe and the predictions of the
interaction limited model are due to the method usedc!
20 The effect of the agonist, lever, preparation and bathing solution
on the kinetics of antagonism
There was no reason to believe that the kinetics of antagonism
would be effected by whether carbachol or pentyl TMA. was usedo In
III02 and 3, experiments in which carbachol was used to follow the
kinetics of BTrMe and lachesine are compared with those in which pentyl TMA
was used0 The experiments indicate that the kinetics of antagonism was
not markedly effected by whether carbachol or pentyl.TMA was used0
These experiments did show that the equilibrium dose ratio
produced by BTrMe tended to be slightly larger when pentyl TMA was used
compared with when carbachol was used0 This discrepancy was investigated
.further as described in the Appendix0
Comparisons are made in XII01 and III„3 between longitudinal
muscle strips and intact pieces of ileum and also between an isometric
\
transducer ana an isotonic lever„ \ In III01 experiments in which the
\ I
kinetics of BTrMe was followed using muscle strips and an isometric
transducer are compared with those in which intact pieces of ileum
were used rather
and offset were
and an isotonic lever was used0 When muscle strips
than intact pieces of ileum, the rates of both onset
slower, the relationship between log occupancy and time appeared to be
more linear and the rate of offset did not appear toidepend on the
concentration of BTrMe usedc In III03 the kinetics of lachesine
using intact pieces of ileum are compared with thoseiwhen muscle strips
were usad0 The rates of onset and offset go not appear to be markedly
effected by whether intact pieces of ileum or muscle strips \<rere used0
This suggests that the differences noted in Hid might be
due to the levers used rather than the preparaticns0■ However the
comparisons made in IIJ04 between the kinetics of lachesine using intact
pieces of ileum or muscle strips, and using an isotonic lever or
isometric transducer, do not indicate that there were significant
differences in the initial rates of onset and offset between groups,
(?'« 0C5)o However comparisons of the overall rates as illustrated in
the diagrams indicate that there may be small differences» Such
differences might not be statistically significant in the analyses of
*
variance of the initial rates due to the small number of observations
in each group and the variances of the groups0
In addition the analyses of variance do not take into account
the fact that two experiments were often done per animal and two
sets of apparatus were.used„ Also although the order in which the
experiments were performed was 'random1 there was a restriction in that,
for practical reasons the isometric experiments were paired„ As the
analysis of variance does not take these affects into account this may
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account for the large number of variance ratios less than 1, If
these affects could be taken into account, this would make the'
error sum of squares smaller and consequently the variance ratios
!
largerc The analysis might then indicate significant differences0
The values of t0ff1, toffDS?i{>g|j/DRT7 and DIAGRAM IXIol3 are
consistent with the suggestion, from the results of IIX,1 and 111,3,
that the use of an isometric lever may slow the kinetics of antagonism
as compared with using an isotonic lever. If this is .
the. co-.se, the effects might be due to changes in the geometry of the
tissues Freeman-Narrod & Goodford (1962) found that iif the tension in
the smooth muscle of guinea-pig taenia coli was increased, the rate of
*
potassium uptake was also increased. They found that this increase
could be quantitatively explained by the increased ratio of cell
surface to cell volume.
If the lever used does Influence the kinetics of antagonism, it
is possible that the use of different levers could contribute to
discrepancies in kinetic observations, between different groups of
workers. For instance In Parts I and II an isotonic !lever was used
whereas Paton & Rang (1S65) used an auxotonic lever. In addition
the load on the lever, (in the case of an isotonic or auxotonic leverj)
or the tension which the tissue is under when no agonist is present,
(in the case of an isometric lever), might also contribute to the
variability of kinetic measurements.
Although these studies rule out the possibility that the kineti
of antagonism is appreciably faster when muscle strips are used rather
than intact pieces of ileum, there is a tendency for;the kinetics of
antagonism to be more variable and slower when muscle strips are used.
This may be associated with the tendency for the odd!experiment to be
i
much slower than expected; throughout these studies the odd experiment
j
occured in which the rates of antagonism were much slower than would
be expected if the observations were normally distributed„ This
tendency appeared to be more marked when muscle strips were used0
Such variation may be connected with different amounts of damage done to
the tissue in its preparation*
In the preparation of muscle strips and also jintact pieces of ileum,
the tissue is damaged to a greater or less extent* This could cause a
variation in the amount of potassium lost, Goodford & Hermansen (1961),
and potassium depletion appears to slow7 the kinetics iof antagonism,
Paton (1967)b0 Increased disturbance of the ionic balance of the
tissue when muscle strips are prepared, as compared with the preparation
of intact pieces of ileum, might account for the tendency for such
preparations, to give more variable and slower kinetic measurements,,
In 111*5 the kinetics of lachesine using tissues bathed in Krebs
solution are compared with those in which the tissue was bathed in
Tyrone's solution,. If muscle, strips are used, the rates of onset and
offset appear.to be markedly faster when the preparation is bathed in
Krebs solution rather than Tyrode's* "This differences is not so
marked when intact pieces of ileum are used* This is consistent with
Paton & Rothschild's (1965)a supposition that musclejstrips would be
more influenced by changes in the ionic compositionjof the bathing
solution than would intact pieces of. ileum*
Several previous observations have also connected the observed
kinetics of antagonism with the ionic environment* For instance
Beraldo & Rocha e Silva (1949) found that the kinetics of recovery of
intact pieces of ileum from antihistamines and atropine were effected
by the concentrations of calcium,- magnesium and potassium, potassium
and magnesium displaying strikingly antagonistic effects; decreasing
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the concentrations of potassium or calcium below that of normal
Tyrcde decreased the rate of recovery, whereas increasing the concentration
of magnesium decreased the rate of recovery0 They .also noticed that
the cations potassium and magnesium appeared to effect the course of
recovery from inhibition by antihistamines and atropine in a very
similar way0
Paton & Rothschild (1965)a also investigated the effect of
calcium deficiency on the rates of onset and recovery of longitudinal
■
muscle strips from guinea-pig ileum from hyoscine and mepyramine#
They found that calcium deficiency reduced the rates of onset and
offset and that this was not associated with an alteration in the
equilibrium constant# Paton's observation (1967)b that potassium
depletion slowed the rate of recovery from antagonism is also consistent
with Beraldo's
As Krebs solution differs from Tyrodes solution in its ionic
composition containing more potassium, (5#9 mil compared with 2#7 mM) ,
and more calcium, (2# 5 mM compared with 1#8 mil), a difference between
using Krebs solution and Tyrode's could be due to their ionic
composition# This does not mean though that variations in pH,
tonicity or other factors might not also contribute#
In III#5 the use of Krebs solution, as against Tyrode's, did
appear to decrease the dose ratio produced by lachesine# However
it seems unlikely that the differences in kinetic behaviour could be
due to this because Paton & Rothschild (1965)a observed that the calcium
ion concentration appeared to influence the kinetics of antagonism
without altering the equilibrium constant# They interpreted their
observations in terms of a calcium-binding site associated with the
receptor area which facilitates receptor reactivity#1 This explanation
seems unlikely in view of the evidence that the kinetics of antagonism
appear to be access limited in such a situation. In addition the
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rate of offset of lachesine 011 superimposition of pentyl TEA was rot
found in 1.5 to be markedly effected by the bathing solution.
Why varying the bathing media should influence the kinetics
of antagonism, if they are access limited, is net clear. It might
be related to induced changes in the geometry of the tissue . ■ This
could increase or decrease the diffusion distance between the bulk of the
bathing solution and the receptors or, in terms of Rang5s limited
biophase model, the volume of the biophase could be altered.
Goodford & Leach (1966) found that if isolated guinea-pig taenia coli
were left in contact with Krebs solution for 3 hours the ceils shrank,
increasing the inulin space but not the sucrose space. In addition
various ions have been found to be involved in maintaining cell volume.
For instance, Trading & Tomita (1968) found that if frog stomach
muscles were placed in a Locke's solution in which the sodium chloride
was replaced by sucrose, the tissue shrank by 207. if 2.2 mil calcium
was present but swelled by 20% in the absence of calcium.
Similarly Bozler (1962) compared the swelling of frog stomach
muscle when placed in watery or dilute solutions of magnesium or
calcium chloride, or solutions of sodium chloride. In the magnesium or
calcium chloride the cells swelled by about 15-30% in one hour compared
with about five times this amount in water. He concluded though
that the difference was due to the presence of calcium or magnesium
ions rather than osmotic pressure because in a sodium chloride
solution of the same osmotic pressure the gain in weight was as
rapid as if they had been put in just water0
In addition, although variation in the ionic composition of
the extracellular space would not be expected to alter appreciably the
diffusion velocity of antagonists through this space, if the access
limitation involved a barrier to diffusion such as the basement
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membrane, the ionic environment might alter the rate at which
antagonists diffuse through this layer0
The differences between the kinetic observations made by
different groups of workers may be associated, in certain circumstances,
with the use of different bathing media0 For instance in Part II
Tyrode's solution was used whereas Paton & Rang (1965) used a Krebs
solution; in this case the discrepancy between the two studies may
be contributed to by the difference in bathing media0 However
discrepancies have also been observed between investigations in which
the same media has been used0 For instance Paton (1961) and
Paton & Rothschild (1965) both used a Krebs-Henseleit solution
and therefore discrepancies between these investigations are unlikely
to have been caused by differences in the ionic composition of the
bathing medium0
The Krebs-Henseleit solutions used were however supplemented
by varying amounts of glucose or dextroses Paton (1961) used 1 g/I
glucose, Paton & Rang (1965) used 201 g/1 dextrose and Waud (1969)
used 20o3 g/1 glucose« As Surgen (1966) pointed out', smaller
molecules such as sucrose are more effective in modifying the diffusion
velocity of other molecules than their effect on viscosity might, suggest0
Therefore varying amounts of glucose and dextrose might effect the
diffusion velocity of antagonistic drugs<>
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3o The discrepancies between the kinetic observations made by
\
different groups of workers \ i
\ !
The rate of recovery from atropine's antagonism has been
followed by several different groups of workers and the rates found
differ markedly0 Initially Paton (1961) using intact pieces of ileum
j
found that atropine washed out with a time constant of about 56 minutes„
Then Paton & Rang (1965) using longitudinal muscle strips found that
atropine washed out with a time constant of about 10 minutes»
It thex-efore seemed reasonable to suggest, e„:g„ Paton (1967)a,
that the thinness of muscle strips compared to intact! pieces of ileum
decreased delays due to diffusion through the tissue and this increased
the observed rates of antagonism,, Kox^ever this explanation seems
inadequate because:
la Subsequent observations of atropine's action do not confirm
the original correlation; Furchgott, (quoted by Paton (1967)b),
using intact pieces of guinea pig ileum measured offset half times
nearer ten minutes than 40; conversely, Thron & Waud (1968) using
muscle strips found that atropine washed out with a time constant much
slower than 10 minutes„ (They do not quote a value for the time
constant but the slowness is- shown in their Fig. 8„)
20 Comparisons between the two preparations using other
antagonists do not show the same differences„ For instance Paton (1961)
using intact pieces of ileum observed that the time' constant for offset
of hyoscine's action was 64 minutes whereas Paton & Rothschild (1965)
using longitudinal muscle strips found that hyoscine washed out with
a time constant of 64 minutes„
3a In addition in III.4 no evidence was found that the kinetics of
antagonism was faster when muscle strips xjere used rather than intact
pieces of ileum.
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If atropine was the only antagonist whose kinetics varied
considerably from worker to worker one could suggest that the
differences were associated with different degrees of uptake into the
cells due to variations in the pH of the bathing medium* This might
also explain why the rate of recovery from atropine gets slower as
the concentration of atropine is increased *
However large discrepancies have also been found using
quaternary compounds such as lachesine' and for these compounds
intracellular uptake would be expected to be less marked* Therefore
although intracellular uptake and pH considerationsjmay contribute to
the variation in atropine's case it is likely that other factors or
combinations of factors are involved*
In addition to the possible influence of the preparation type,
lever and bathing medium already discussed, the actual size of the animal
could influence the kinetics of antagonism, perhapsjdue to variation
in the geometry of the tissue with age. The basement membrane of
certain cells has been found to increase with age, pierce, Beals,
Ram and Midgley (1964), and changes such as this might influence the~~
observed kinetics of antagonists* Alternatively the amount of damage
done to the tissue in preparation'might also vary with the sine of the
animal from which the preparation is taken* This could therefore
contribute to differences between experiments in which different
sized animals are used* For instance in Part III care was taken
that the animals from which strip preparations were taken were of the
same weight range as those used for the other preparation, (150-400g),
whereas Paton & Rang (1965) specify that they used animals over 5Q0g
in weight*
Another possibility is that the different rates of recovery
are due to different concentrations of antagonist used* Unfortunately
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in almost every ease the investigators do not state|what range
of concentrations of antagonist were investigated and so it is
impossible to eliminate this possibility^ This affect would be
I
I
particularly important if the rate of offset was not independent
of the concentration of the concentration of antagonist used0
'
Although there seems to be no single explanation to account
for all the discrepancies, the factors which influence the kinetics
of antagonism are of considerable interest because they provide
insight into the nature of the access limitation0
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111,6; THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LIMITING VALUE OF THE RATE OF




The limiting value of the rate of offset of an antagonist on
superimposition of high concentrations of a fast antagonist may
be dissociation limited0 If this is the case values of could
be determined from it and the values obtained would be expected to be
independent of many experimental variables,
!
In III,5 the lever, preparation and bathing medium used did
not appear to significantly effect, (? < ,05), the value of t „,_DR_ PT /DR_,' I orr x'^bL x*
However the rates were slower when an isometric transducer was used
I
rather than an isotonic lever. Therefore the rate of offset of lachesine
on superimposition of 25 x 10 M pentyl TEA was investigated using an
j
isometric transducer, together with intact pieces of ileum, to determine
whether this increased the rate of offset as compared|with the experiments
in which 15 x 10"was used.
In addition experiments were carried out to determine whether
.there was any evidence chat the limiting value was influenced by the
particular fast antagonist. The rate of offset of lachesine on
superimposition of octyl TMA. was examined because octyl TMA has the
same molecular weight as pentyl TEA and xrould therefore be expected to have
similar diffusion properties. The offset of lachesine on superimposition
of diphenylacetoxyethyldimethylethyl ammonium, (Ph^AOSMe t) was also
examined as initial experiments had shown that it acted just as fast






The rate of offset of 2 x 10 M lachesine on superimposition of
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-4
25 x 10 M pentyl TEA was followed as in 11,2 except that an isometric
transducer was used to record the responses»
The rates of offset of 2 x 10" °M lachesine on superimposition of
- 4 _ 7
8,9 and 15 x 10 M octyl TMA, or 40 x 10 M Ph2A0EMe2Et were
followed as in II02.
Results |
These experiments are illustrated in DIAGRAMS| 1X1,21, 24, 25,
Values of tQf£ were calculated for the individual experiments
from the first three responses after the fast antagonist was added.
These values are indicated in TABLES 111,20 and 111,22,
The values of t^-p-pDR-r, /DR were examined byi means of a varianceGLx. iVOL j? J
»
analysis together with the results considered in 111,4 in which intact
pieces of ileum were used, i„e, o groups with 4 observations in each.
Analysis of Variance of t r,;DR_, /DR„4 cfr j?+oL F
iree of Variation d.f. 3, S <
Between Groups
Error
5 114,94 22,SS8 -2,790
18 148,3 8.239
,05 > P » ,01
This indicates that there are significant differences (P« ,05)"
between the groups.
Paired t tests between groups indicated that when an isometric
-4 1
lever was used, 25 x iO M pentyl TEA gave significantly lower values of
t DRp^g^/DRp than when 15 x 10"Si was used (P« ,05); 25 x 10" pentyl TEA
(isometric transducer) did not give significantly lower values than when
15 x 10 Si pentyl TEA was used, (isotonic lever). The following
comparisons were also made and we're not found to be significant:
-4 -4 -4
15 x 10 M .octyl TMA was compared with 15 x i0 M pentyl TMA; 15 x 10 .M
-4,
TABLE III«20 & DIAGRAM! Ill»21; The rate of offset of 2 x 10"% lachesine
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Mean values of (pt
Details (see also TABLE III09)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isometric
Antagonists - 2 x 10"% lachesine
- (a) 15 x 10"% pentyl TEA
Agonist - carbachol
TIME (mins)
Pco)- S0E0M» are plotted on a log scale against time
(b) 25 x 10"% pentyl TEA
corresponds to a time constant t0ff=4
TABLE III„22; The rate of offset c£ lachesine on superimposing


















































(see also TABLE III.23)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrcde83
Lever - isotonic
Antagonists - 2 x 10" M lachesine
- 80 9 x 10" M octyl TMA
15 x 10" M octyl TM
40 x 10" 7M Ph AOEMe2Et
Agonist - carbachol "
TAB~r.fi IIIo23; The interaction between 2 x 10 lachesine and, octyl TMA
or Ph„A0EMeoEt; comparing the observed dose ratios AOT ,.,/AOT with that














Calculated Dose Ratio j
SL KSJ •> F Kp+ 1
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10.1+ 0 o9 11.9
'
AOTl-,/AOT is the ratio of the concentration of agonist required atSirS- r oli
equilibrium in the presence of the slow and the fast antagonist, to
produce the same response as AgL in the presence of the slow only, to AoL
If the two antagonists are competitive this ratio will be equal to
( SL Kg-F K™4- !)/( SL 1). This was calculated using the
following values for the affinity constants:
lachesine K = 6,6 x 10 if1 (in 26 estimations mean log K + SoE0M,
( „ n 80817i 0o027)
octyl TMA I<_, = 6C3 x "iC 'M™^ (the mean value determined by
Stephenson, 1S56)
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DIAGRAM III o 24: The rate of offset of 1achesine on superimposing octyl TMA
S0E0Mo are plotted on a log scale against timeMean vaxu.es ox *"* ~o > ^N-t oo'
Details (see also TABLE IIIo22)
Preparation - intact pieces.of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrone's
Lever - isotonic
Q
Antagonists - 2 x 10 M lachesine
- octyl TMA (a) 8C9 x
Agonist - carbachol
ir4.,iu fi (b)



























DIAGRAM IIIo25s The rate of offset of Iachesine on superimposing
Ph9A0EKe9Et \J- z.
Mean values of (p£ - p ) f. S«E0H« are plotted on a log scale against time
Details
(see also TABLE IIIc22)
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing .solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonists - 2 x 10" M 1achesine
40 x 10"7m Ph2AOEMe2Et
Agonist - carbachol
corresponds to a time constant t c,. ~ 4k mean DL-- mine
mean D%. ct
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octyl TMA was compared with 3,9 x 10" octyl TMA; and 40 x 10"Ph^AOEMe^t
-4
was compared with 15 x 10 M pentyl TEA (isotonic lever).
As in Io2 and II,2, the calculations of lachesine's occupancy
assumes that it corapetes with the fast antagonist being used; TABLE III,23
compares the observed dose ratio A„T _,/A__ with that calculated
SL-> I1 SL
assuming the antagonists to be competitive, This shows that the fast
antagonists combine with lachesine as expected for two competitive antagonists
despite the fact that octyl TMA is normally considered as a partial agonist,
The calculations also assume that the difference between the rates
of the fast and slow antagonist is sufficiently large that:
Pp = - % (1 - PSL)
1 •> F K-,
a
The rates of onset and offset of octyl TMA could not be determined
because it is a partial agonist, However Paton (1961) estimated tQ^f
to be less than 20 seconds from the rate of its antagonistic action on
ccaxiaily stimulated pieces of guinea-pig ileum, This is in the same
order as that found using equivalent concentrations of pentyl TSAo
Also no quantitative measurements could be made of the kinetics
of Ph^AOSMegEt because its recovery was frequently associated with a
transient Increase in the resting tension of the tissue, In addition
determinations of pg^ would be complicated by the fact that in every
experiment there appeared to be a slight increase in!the slope of the
i
log dose response relationship, (This x>;as not apparent in those experiments
in which lachesine was present throughout,)
Discussion
When the rate of offset of lachesine on supefimposition of
pentyi TEA was followed under different experimental conditions,
although the rate of offset varied under the different conditions, there
was no evidence that the limiting value of t c.cDR /DR was markedly0ii F-s-SL F w
effected# The same applies to the rate of offset on superimposition
of octyl TMA or Pt^AOEMe^Et#
This is consistent with the limiting value of 10£ jDRp /D'R_,
being equal to 11^2^ "^0 being the antagonist-receptor dissociation
rate constant# However it is possible that a different access limitation
is operating# This can not be ruled cut particularly as so little is
known about the access of a drug to the receptors# ;
In addition, as the number of observations in each group was
\
!
small, there might be a small difference in limiting-value which would not
8 8 1
be significant in such groups# In particular the rate of offset on
superimposit.ion of Ph9A0EMe^St does appear to be faster than the
limiting value indicated in DIAGRAM II#75 but as this concentration
produces a larger dose ratio than that produced by 15 x 10~^M pentyi TEA
it may just be nearer the strue! limiting value#
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III.7 TEE KINETICS OF BTrHe FOLLOWING TREATMENT OF THE TISSUE WITH
AN IRREVERSIBLE ANTAGONIST
Thron & Waud (196S) studied the effect of incubating longitudinal
muscle strips with dibenamine on the subsequent rates of onset and
offset of atropine's action. They found that the rates of both onset and
offset were accelerated;, although the equilibrium constant was apparently
unchanged. This observation is important because it supports
any access-limited model in which the rate at which the concentration
of a drug in the proximity of the receptors changes is sloped by receptor
uptake, i.e. any model of the limited type such as that of Rang (1966).
The effect of pretreating intact pieces of ileum with the irreversible
antagonist SY 19 on the kinetics of BTrMe was therefore investigated to
see if Thron & Waud's original observation could be substantiated.
Procedure
The SY 19 used was initially dissolved in acid-alcohol, this
solution being subsequently diluted in Tyrode's solution before
addition to the organ bath.
The tissue was set up as in 1.1 and allowed to settle down for
a period of about an hour, responses being produced every 90 seconds.
5 ug of SY 19 was then pipetted into the organ bath and left in
contact with the tissue for about 10 minutes. It was then washed
out. This was repeated until a block (after the fast initial recovery)
equivalent to a dose ratio of ten was produced. After the initial
block, 8 ug/litre of SY 19 was added to the wash and agonist
solutions to try to maintain the block.
The onset and offset of 20 x 10"BTrMe was then followed
in the usual way, i.e. a modification of the method.of Paton & Rang (1965),
as described in 1.1.
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In spite of the background presence of SY 19, control
experiments showed that there was an appreciable recovery during
\ !
the time required to watch the onset and offset of BY rile1 s action,
i
To allow for this in the calculations of BTrMa's occupancy, it was
I
.
assumed that the equilibrium dose ratio due to the BTrNa in the
presence of SY 19 was what it \*ould be expected to be from the Schild
equation, i.e, DR = 1 C'-KL. C being the concentration of BTrMe and Kn5
oo C u
being the affinity constant of BTrMe, The rate of recovery from the
'irreversible3 block was then assumed to be constant! from the moment
■ * !
the BTrMe was added to when an equilibrium was established, and
subsequently when the BTrMe was removed, BTrMe5s occupancy corresponding
to each response was then calculated on this basis.
Results
!
The rates of onset and offset of BTrMe after pretreatment with
SY 19 are compared with those obtained in I,l3 where; the preparations
had not been so treated, in DIAGRAM 111,25, The rate of onset
appears to have been accelerated by pre-treatment with SY 19 and there
appears to be a "more-linear® relationship between log occupancy and time.
Although there was no appreciable acceleration in the rate of offset,
this might well have been due to the decreased receptor block by
the irreversible antagonist.
These results are consistent with Thron & Maud's (1953)
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DIAGRAM IIIo26 The kinetics of onset and offset of BTrMe - comparing
the rates observed when the tissue had been 1pretreatbd1 with SY 19,
with the rates using 'untreated' tissues
For onset, mean values of (Pqq - pt) ± S0E0M0 are plotted on a log scale
against time
For offset, mean values of (pt)±S0E0M. are plotted on a log scale against
Details
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic




after treatment with SY 19
n = 5 Expo Nos. 197 I, 199 I,,199 II, 193 II, 201 I
not treated with SY 19 j
n = 4 Expo Woso 168 I, 167 II, 168 II, 169 I
III.8: THE KINETICS OF LACHESINE USING HEXYL TMA
!
\ |
Thron & Waud (1968) suggested that, if access was rate limiting,
the large concentration gradient resulting when a slow antagonist is
''displaced' from the receptors by a partial agonist might accelerate
the offset of the slow antagonist. The kinetics of onset and offset
I
-S
of 2 x 10 M lachesine was therefore followed using the agonist
hexyl TMA instead of carbacholo Hexyi TMA is on the borderline
between full agonists and partial agonists but is normally able to
produce a maximum response in the absence of antagonist»
|
Procedure & Results
The rate of onset and offset of 2 x 10 M lachesine was
followed as described in Iju4 but hexyl TMA was used instead of carbachol<
In DIAGRAM III027 these experiments are compared with the
equivalent experiments in which carbachol was used„ The rate of onset
appears to be faster when hexyl TMA is used rather than carbachol,
whereas the rate of offset does not appear to be effected,,
The experiments in which hexyl TMA was used were complicated by
the fact that the slope of the log dose response relationship when the
tissue was in equilibrium with the lachesine was less than that before the
antagonist was aadedo The equilibrium dose ratio, DR. , under these
• CT
conditions was calculated as the concentration of hexyl TMA required
in the presence of the antagonist to produce the same response as
-6 -6
4 x 10 M hexyl TMA in the absence of antagonist, to 4 x 10 Mo The
higher values of DR obtained using hexyl TMA, indicated on DIAGRAM III.27
SL
are thus probably partly due to non-equilibrium effects,, Another
possible contributing affect is discussed in the Appendix to this


































































DIAG5AM x 11 o 2 7 ; The kinetics of onset and offset off x 10~^M lachesine ■
comparing the use of hexyl TMA with the use of carbachol
For onset, mean values of (p&0 - pt)t S0E0M» are plotted on a log scale
against time i
For offset, mean values of (pt)£ S.E.M. are plotted on a log scale against titne
Details (see also TABLE XII.9)
Lathing solution - Tyrone's
Lever - isotonic
Preparation - intact pieces or rieum
Antagonist - 2 x 1C" M lachesine
Agonists - carbachol j 5 n n 16 Mean DRoo- - 14.9 *r 1.0
aQ
.hexyl TMAl- n = 4 Mean D'Rooi
"
.s Mu o iid = 37.9 £ 3.7
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response relationship was assumed as there was no evidence of
non-equilibrium effects,,)
Discussion
Because of the change in slope of the log dose response
relationships the interpretation of these experiments is difficult„
Hoxjever there is no evidence that the .apparent rate of offset is increased
when hexyl TMA is used rather than carbachol, despite the occurrence
of non-equilibrium effects,,
DISCUSSION .
Certain observations concerning the kinetics of BTrMe,
lachesihe and pentyl TEA provide insight into the type of access
limitation; several observations indicate that receptor binding must
be taken into account0
In addition any acceptable access limited model must also be
consistent with the following observations:
lo The kinetics of antagonists do not appear to be faster when
longitudinal muscle strips are used instead of intact pieces of ileum
20 As the concentration of BTrMe is increased as in 1.1, the
time constant for recovery gets smaller, whereas when the concentration
of pentyl TEA is increased as in I04, the time constant for recovery
gets larger,,
3o The relationship between the structure of a 'drug, its affinity
and the observed rates of onset and offset of antagonism must also be
consideredo




As pointed out by Thron (1972) any linear access limited model
predicts that if, for the onset of antagonism (DR - DR£)/(DR0O - 1),
and for the offset (DSfc - 1)/(DK. - 1), plotted against time, the curves
should be superimposable« The kinetics of BTrMe (1.1) and lachesine (II.1)
were examined in this way and the curves for onset and offset were not
superimposable, neither with themselves nor with each other„ The
kinetics of these antagonists are therefore not linear and as discussed
in the introduction the most likely cause for this would be the degree
\ I
of binding to the receptors.
The following observations also suggest that the degree of
binding to the receptors influences the kinetics of antagonists:
1. The apparent rate of offset of laehesine and BTrMe is
accelerated by superimposition of a high concentration of a fast
antagonist, (I02 and IIo2)0
2« Pre-treatment of a tissue with an irreversible antagonist
appears to accelerate the kinetics of antagonism, (III07)0
The kinetics of antagonism on longitudinal muscle strios or intact pieces
Thron & Waud (1968) suggested that if a drug is considered to
travel by diffusion from the bathing medium through the extracellular
space to the receptors, the most appropriate access-limited model
would be based essentially on the Pick-equation with a term to
represent binding of the drugo However such a system would also
be described by a multicompartments! model in which the compartments
are arranged in series, each containing receptors and having the same
M K^.c^r/V. The unidirectional rate of outward diffusion of a substance
ail
from any compartment would be proportional to its concentration in that
compartment and this would be related to D, the diffusion coefficient of
the drug in the extracellular space„
Such a model would not explain why using longitudinal muscle
strips does not increase the rates of antagonism asjcompared with
using intact pieces of ileum: if diffusion into muscle strips approximat
to diffusion from two sides into a plane sheet and diffusion into
intact pieces of ileum approximates to diffusion from one side into a
plane sheet, the rate of rise of concentration inside the strips would
be expected to be faster than in the latter case0 However the rates
of antagonism are not faster when muscle strips were used#
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In addition Rang (1966) considered, with the; aid of an
analogue computer, the case of two compartments arratiged in series
each containing receptors and having the same value of M K „„/V.
aii
When he compared this model with that of the unicompartmental limited
biophase model he found that it was less satisfactory in simulating
the experimental results because the rate of change in occupancy
j
deviated more markedly from the exponential and also the ratio of the
rate constants for onset and decline of antagonism at different drug
concentrations differed from that found experimentally0
A unicompartmental model would;, be more appropriate than a
multicompartmental model if, for instance, an antagonist equilibrates
relatively quickly with the bulk of the extracellular space, the rate
of action of the drug being principally determined by the rate at
which it travels from the bulk of the extracellular space to the
receptorso Such a situation might therefore explain Rang's (1966)
|
observations and also why the kinetics of antagonists are not faster
\
when muscle strips are used as against intact pieces of ileum,
i
l
Such a situation could arise either if there was a diffusion
barrier between the receptors and the bulk of the extracellular space
I
or if there was a layer around the receptors in which diffusion was
.slower than that in the bulk of the extracellular space. Such a
I
proposition is given credibility by the existence of.the basement
membrane which could provide the physical basis for such a system,
. The observations of Krenjevic & Mitchell (1960), ( see also P,
suggest that although acetylcholine diffuses through!the bulk of the
extracellular space of rat diaphrams at a rate similar to that in
dilute aqueous solutions, there is also a slow acetylcholine fraction.
If extracellular, this fraction might indicate that there is a
layer around the cells from which acetylcholine diffuses slowly.
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In addition the existence of a 'high resistance" layer has
also been considered in connection with the diffusion of ions0
For instance Frankenhaeuser & Hodgkin (1956) investigated the positive
phase following spikes of isolated squid axons and found that this
phase appeared to be due to an accumulation of potassium ions outside
the membrane associated with the membrane's increased permeability
to potassium during the second half of the spike„ However this
positive phase declined at a rate slower than that expected if the
potassium ions were able to diffuse freely away from the membrane„
They also obtained independent evidence for a high resistance layer
around the squid axon from the discrepancy between the values of
axoplasm resistivity obtained at high frequencies with transverse
electrodes and those obtained with direct or alternating current
flowing parallel to the nerve fibres0
Subsequently Greengard & Straub (1958) also came to a similar
conclusion when they investigated the after potentials in mammalian
non-myelinated nerve fibres which also' appear to be due to an
accumulation of potassium ions around the excitable ;membrane0 They
calculated that the sheath around the axons would provide less than
1/200 of the barrier to diffusion required to account for the rate
of decline of the negative after potential, if the gap in the Schwann'cell,
seen in electron micrographs, was an aqueous phase0 They therefore
concluded that the diffusion of potassium must be restricted by some
other barrier to diffusion perhaps associated with the basement membrane0
Further support for the existence of such a /high resistance'
layer comes from Niedergerke's. (1956) investigations of the action
of calcium and potassium on excised frog's ventricle stimulated
periodicallyo He found that increasing the calcium concentration, or
decreasing the potassium concentration, facilitated the contractions
without increasing the size or duration of the action potential0
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However the time course of the.action cf potassium,j and probably also
calcium, was too slow to be accounted for by diffusion through
\ |
the extracellular space at a rate similar to that ejxpected for dilute
|
aqueous solutions, but too fast to involve equilibration with the
intracellular electrolyte content0 In addition he| suggested that if
ions were not able to diffuse freely away from the ceils, the calcium
loss from heart cells during exercise might increase the local concentration
of calcium around the cells sufficiently to accountj for the 'staircase®
phenomenon. This phenomenon is similar to that produced by increasing
the concentration of calcium, and it occurs when a ventricle is
stimulated periodically after a period of quiescence0
Positive and negative after effects are also observed following
contractions of pieces of guinea pig ileum, as shown by the effect
of a single response on the size of a subsequent response,, Suppression,
i6e. a negative effect, has frequently been observed following large
responses, e.g. Cantoni & Eastman (1946), and in this case is not
specific in that doses of acetylcholine suppress subsequent responses of
acetylcholine or histamine and vice vsrsa« In addition a potentiation,
ioe0 a positive effect, can also be observed as shown by Beraldo &
Rocha e Silva (1949) „ In DIAGRAM III028 the interaction between
these after effects is shown, both following large, but not maximal,
responses and also following small responses„
These after effects may be due to distrubances in the ionic
environment around the cells„ For instance, Paton (1961), observed
that there was a close resemblance between the insensitivity of smooth
muscle due to previous exposure to high doses of a stimulant drug
and exposure to potassium deficient solutions„ Subsequently
Baton & Rothschild (1965)b found that desensitization produced by
previous exposure to high doses of acetylcholine is reduced by calcium
deficiency and appears to be related, not to the changes in calcium or
DIAGRAM IIIo28: The influence of previous responses on the size of




Carbachol concentrations (K) are indicated above responses
potassium content, but to the gain in sodium,,
In addition the time course of these after effects appear to
be influenced by the concentration of ions in the bathing solution in
a similar way to the kinetics of antagonism; Beraldo' & Rocha e Silva (1949)
found that the recovery of response height following a large response
■
was influenced by the concentration of ions in a similar way to the
recovery from antagonism,. It was also noticed in the experiments
with BTrMe and lachesine that there was a tendency for after effects to
be more pronounced in those experiments in which the kinetics of antagonists
were also slower than normal„
It is therefore tempting to speculate that a local accumulation
of ions may contribute to the after effects observed following
contractions of pieces of guinea-pig ileum and that the time course of
such effects may also be partly determined by their rate of diffusion
from a 'high-resistance' layer around the cells,, Regardless of whether
this is the case or not, the other studies do suggest that there is a
layer around the cells from which ions diffuse slower than expected if the
layer was a dilute aqueous solution, and if the diffusion of ions is
retarded that of drug molecules might be similarly effected„
\\
There is however another possibility that could account for
the apparent equivalence between using muscle strips'and using intact
pieces of ileuzru This possibility is that responses are produced
in isolated pieces of tissue by the agonist acting on the peripheral
cells, the excitation produced in these ceils being conducted from cell
to ceil inwards towards the centre of the tissue, i,e. the agonist
might act by setting up a pacemaker in the superficial ceilsa
Although there is no direct evidence as to whether agonists
act in this way on the longitudinal muscle of guinea-pig ileum, there
are two observations which suggest that such a mechanism would be
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possible; the cells do have pacemaker activity in that spontaneous
discharges are preceded by a,phase of slow depolarization of the membrane,
Billbring (1957), and also they are able to conduct excitation from
cell to cell, Billbring, Burnstoclc & Holman (1958). I In addition
Cuthbert & Bunant's (1970) study of the kinetics of agonists would
seem to support such a mechanism
They compared the rate of action of agonists: on guinea-pig
ileum with the predictions of an access-limited model in which it was
\ !
assumed that the drug molecules travel through a layer of thickness 1
between the bulk of the bathing fluid and the receptors. They found
that their model satisfactorily described the kinetics of agonists.
In addition they calculated diffusion half times, the time required
for the substance to reach half of the final concentration at the
receptors, and from these they determined 1, assuming the diffusion
coefficient of the drug to be constant and equal to that expected in
dilute aqueous solutions. These values of 1 agreed; with the size of
the unstirred layer of liquid, called a stationary layer, found between
a solid and a well stirred liquid in physico-chemical systems and also
at the surface of artificial membranes and epithelial, e.g. Dainty & House (1966'
This therefore leaves little time for any appreciable diffusion into the
tissue. This is therefore consistent with agonists; acting by setting
up a pacemaker in the superficial cells. (It also amp lies that there
is not a layer around the superficial cells which retards the diffusion
of these agonists.)
If such a system operated it would explain why the kinetics
of antagonists do not appear to be faster when strips are used as
against intact pieces of ileum. In addition it might explain the
discrepancy observed by Baton & Rang (1965) between the kinetics of onset
of atropine's action and the kinetics of uptake. They found that
although at equilibrium atropine appeared to be largely bound to
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receptors the rate of occupation of these sites was very much slower
than the rate of onset of antagonism., As Thron & Waud (1968)
suggested3 this would occur if only the most easily accessible cells
need be activated by cholinergic agents to produce their effect.,
The kinetics of atropine's antagonism would therefore reflect only
the relatively rapid access of atropine to the most superficial
cells, whereas the gradual diffusion .through the tissues would be
much slowero
However there is another possible implication of a pacemaker
system, and this is that in the presence of an antagonist the agonist
has to travel further into the tissue before it can set up a pacemaker.,
Such a pacemaker shift has been demonstrated when carbachol or epinephrine
is applied to spontaneously beating guinea-pig atria, West, Talk & Cervoni,
(1956)o The occurrence of a pacemaker shift might also explain
Cuthbert & Dunant's (1970) observation that when an antagonist was
present in the bathing solution surrounding an isolated piece of
guinea-pig ileum, and its concentration was greater than that of its
dissociation constant, the agonist diffusion half times became
greater and the transient analysis was therefore no longer valid,, As
in every preparation the critical concentration at which the transient
analysis failed was equal to the antagonist's dissociation constant, and
as at these lew occupancies the action of the agonist would not be
expected to be limited by the rate of dissociation of the antagonist
from the receptors, it is possible that above the critical concentration
there is a pacemaker shift as a result of which the agonist molecules
are no longer able to produce their effect by action on the superficial
cells only and so they have to travel deeper into the tissue#
Due to the lack of any precise information concerning either
the existence or the behaviour of pacemaker shifts in guinea pig
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ileum it is difficult to predict how such shifts might influence
the kinetics of drug action. However to account for Paton & R.ang!s
observations such a shift would have to be small. A shift would
j
however be expected to have little effect on the kinetics of antagonis
if the antagonist diffuses relatively quickly through the bulk of
the extracellular space, the kinetics of antagonism reflecting
principally the rate ac which the antagonist concentration in the
proximity of the receptors changed to that in the bulk of the
extracellular space.
The similarity between the kinetics of antagonists using
muscle strips or intact pieces of ileum could therefore be due
to agonists acting by a pacemaker mechanism and/or an access-limited
model in which the- concentration of antagonist rises! relatively
rapidly throughout the bulk of the extracellular space.
\
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The relationship between the structure and affinity of a drug.,
its concentration, and the observed rates of antagonism
In the introduction the general relationship between potency
and speed was discussed; the tendency for the more potent compounds
also to act more slowlyo This relationship may however only operate
over a threshold value of affinity as it was found that Pl^AOEK^Et
appears to act just as fast as pentyl TEA although its affinity is
much higher,,
In addition other factors must also influence the relative
speeds of different antagonists; Pa-ton & Rang (1965) found that
although atropine has a lower affinity than methylatropinium, the
rate of recovery from atropine was similar to that;from methyiatropiniuim
In addition the difference in the rates of onset were not only due to
\ ; '
the concentrations of antagonist "used as the apparent k of atropine,
\ | i
calculated from the rate of onset, was lower than that of methylatropinium,,
The converse was found by Paton (1961) when, investigating the kinetics
of alkyl TMA compounds„ The variation in the rates of onset appeared
to be primarily due to the concentrations used, the apparent values
not varying detectably from compound to compound» j However the rate of
recovery from the alkyl TMA compounds did fall as their affinity
increased«
The exact relationship between the structure of a compound and
the observed rates of antagonism can not be explained at this stage
j
but they must be linked to various factors involved in the access
limitation,, It may turn out that the relative rates of antagonists
are linked with the properties of the basement membrane and that
this layer has an element of selectivity; Brandt (1962) observed
that the extraneous coats of the plasma membrane of amoeba could
distinguish between various molecular analogues,,
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In I.l it was found that when the concentration of BTrMe
was increased the observed time constant for recovery became £aster0
Such an increase would be expected in a limited biophase system as shown
by Colquhoun & Ritchie's (1972) Figure 1.
However in I04 it was found that the rate of recovery from
pentyl TEA became slower as the concentration of antagonist was
increased and a similar effect was also observed by Paton (1S61).
following increased concentrations of mepyramine and atropine0
This effect could be due to intracellular accumulation, but
quaternary compounds such as pentyl TEA are not thought to penetrace
ceil membranes to an appreciable extent; Del Castillo a Katz (1955)
observed that when acetylcholine was applied intracellularly into
frog sartorius muscle cells it did not produce a response whereas that
applied extracellularly did.. This suggests that the intrace1lularly
applied acetylcholine was not able to leave the cells to an
appreciable extent. In addition, as discussed by Waddel & Bates (1969),
intracellular pH estimations are made using weak acids and bases
assuming that the ionised form is not able to cross the cell membrane
whereas the unionized is. As such estimations agree with those
using intracellular electrodes it seemslikely that the ionized form
is indeed not able to cross the cell membrane. In addition the
rate of recovery from low concentrations of pentyl TEA was not
retarded by increasing the time for which the tissue was exposed to
the antagonist, which might be expected if the slow recovery was
due to intracellular accumulation.
It therefore seems unlikely that the slow rates of recovery
following high concentrations of pentyl TEA is due to intracellular
accumulation. There does not seem to be any other obvious cause,
but perhaps it is linked with the properties of the basement membrane.
CONCLUSION
This study was undertaken to determine whether the kinetics of
antagonists on guinea-pig ileum were limited by the rate at which they
interact with the receptors« The antagonists BTrMe, 1achesine and
pentyl TEA were investigated and their kinetic behaviour was not
found to be consistent with the predictions of the interaction-limited
model based on the receptor model of Stephenson (1956)„ (see summaries
at the ends of Parts I and II)0
The discrepancies do not of themselves necessarily indicate
that access is rate-limiting as the interaction model might not be
appropriate, However it would pe difficult to explain the variability
of kinetic measurements from one experiment to another if access is
not rate limiting. The same applies to the effects of lever, preparation
and bathing solution discussed in Part III, In addition the transitional
stage observed in 1,3 would be difficult to explain. It therefore
seems more probable that the discrepancies between the observed kinetics
and the prediction of the interaction limited model used in this study
are due to access being rate limiting rather than the interaction limited
model being inappropriate.
As the rates of onset and offset, when an antagonist is added
or removed from the bathing solution, appear to be access limited,
values of and k can not be determined from such kinetic measurements,
I 2
However the rate of offset of a slow antagonist on superimposition of
high concentrations of a fast antagonist may be limited by its rate
of dissociation from the receptors, but the possibility can not be
ruled out that -a different access limitation is then operating.
Two types of access models have been considered in both of which
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the rate at which the concentration of a drug changes in the proximity
of the receptors is slowed by the binding of the antagonist to the
tissue. In the first, the kinetics of antagonism reflect the rate
at which the antagonist penetrates into the extracellular space of the
tissue. In the second the kinetics reflect the rate at which the
j
antagonist diffuses from the extracellular space to the receptors,
perhaps across a barrier such as the basement membrane.
These two models could, perhaps be distinguished by the rate
at which antagonists diffuse through longitudinal muscle strips*
according to the latter :model antagonists might be expected to diffuse
through muscle strips much faster than the kinetics iof antagonismt ;
would suggest, whereas accordingto the former modelj penetration
would be expected to be initially retarded and more




THE USE 0? DIFFERENT AGONISTS IN ANTAGONIST AFFINITY CONSTANT ESTIMATIONS
During the course of the study of the kinetics of acetylcholine
antagonists on guinea-pig ileum, affinity constant estimations
were made using the agonists ,carbachol and pentyl TMAo TABLE Ad
compares the values of log (K obtained using the two agonists in
separate independent experiments»
None of the differences between the means is significant
according to Student's t test for independent samplese Nevertheless
in each case pentyl TMA gave a higher apparent affinity and so
there could be a real small difference between the means which would
not be statistically significant due to the variance of the observations®
Affinity constant estimations were therefore made using
pentyl TMA and carbachol alternately in the same experiment as shown in
DIAGRAM A®2c TABLE Ac3 compares the values of log obtainedCIJL JL
using the two agonists alternately in the same experimentc In every
case the value of affinity from the pentyl TMA responses was larger
than that obtained from the carbachol responses®
The significance of the difference between the means can be
exemplified by the sign test: if the difference between two readings
of a pair is equally likely to be positive or negative, the probability
f ,22
of 22 positive results or 22 negative results would be 2/2 r ®00004,
icfic is very unlikely to occur®
In.order to investigate the possibility that the differences
in apparent affinity were due to differences in stimulation of the
ganglia by the agonists, the effect of hexamethoniurn was investigated®
- 4 !
. As 2,76 x 10 M hexamethonium bromide had been present in all.
experiments, affinity constant' estimations were made of this concentration
TABLE Aol: Mean values of log Kaff~ S.E.M. using antagonist concentrations






Mean log K S.E.M.
cl A- A-
Carbachol Pentyl TMA
?rMe 6 - 200 x 10
10 - 39 x 10
■10
.Lachesine ! 0o5 - 2 x 10
j
I
Pentyl TEA 0.3 - 8 x 10-4
10.1291 0.044 (27)
TABLE 1.15
8.817 1. 0.027 (26)
TABLE II.2
4.558 I 0.016 (24)
TABLE 1.19
10.206 - 0.068 (9)
TABLE 1.15
8.963 - 0.011 (5)
TABLE III.8
4.593 i 0.029 (5)
>0.2
0.2
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
(n) - number of estimations, each using ileum from a different guinea-pig
P-the probability of observing the difference in apparent affinity, determined
by -Student's t test for independent samples
-7
50 x 10 M PhgAOEMe Et
DIAGRAM A. 2; The method used to estimate the affinity constant of an
antagonist using carbachol and pentyl TMA alternately in the same experiment.
Details
Experiment 73




Antagonist - 50 x.10" M Ph?ACEKe2Et
Agonists - carbachol, 1 x 10" hi and 2 x 10"(in the absence of antagonist)
200 x 10"7 and 400 x 1G"7M (in the presence of the antagonif
- pentyl TMA, 1.5 x 10"6M and 3 x 10~6I-i (in the absence of antagonist)
oOO x iC and 600 x 10 M (in the presence of the antagonj
C - responses produced by carbachol
The change in slope is discussed on P.152.
TABLE A. 3; Values of Log K ^ using carbachol and pentyl TMA alternately
in the same experiment































































































Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing Solution - Tyrode's
Lever -isotonic
Antagonists- as indicated
Agonists - carbachol and pentyl TMA
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! ""
of hexamethonium using pentyl TMA. and ;carbachol alternately in the
same experiment. These results, shown in TABLE A.4, do not indicate
that hexamethonium can distinguish between carbachol and pentyl TMA.
- 7
In addition the dose ratio produced by 50 x 10 M in A0EMeoEt
, y ; 2 z
was determined in the absence of hexamethonium and when hexamethonium
was present throughout,, The results of these experiments are
shown in TABLE A.50 In every case the estimate of affinity from the
pentyl TMA responses was larger than that using the carbachol
responses. As the mean difference in the presence of hexamethonium
was Go264 while that in its absence was 0.207 there: is no reason
to believe that the difference between carbachol and pentyl TMA is
I
due to the extent to which they stimulate the nicotohic receptors of
the ganglia.
Affinity constant estimations were also made using partially
I
and totally denervated muscle strips. The extent oif the denervation
of the strips was estimated after staining with methylene blue and by
whether a response was produced by the specific ganglia stimulant,
oCH2°CH2®N+Ms2 I". All the preparations used in TABLE A.6
had less than half of their surface covered by the nerve network and
were obtainedusing animals of the normal weight range, i.e. 150-400g.
The animals used in TABLE A.8 were above 5Q0g because of the difficulty
in obtaining totally denervated preparations from smaller animals.
When partially denervated longitudinal muscle strips were used
instead of intact pieces of ileum, the mean difference between carbachol
and pentyl TMA appeared to be smaller than when intact pieces of ileum
were used, as shown in TABLE A.6 and also DIAGRAM A.7.
When totally denervated strips were used, of four estimations
made, in one case using carbachol gave a higher apparent affinity than
pentyl TMA, and in one case no difference was observed. The probability
rA3LE A. 4; The dose ratio produced by 2.76 x 10" h-i hexamethonium bromide,






69 1.20 1.30 '+ 0.1
70 1.43 1.02 - 0.41






d = DR (from the pentyl TMA responses) - DR (from the carbachol responses)
■7,rtTABLE Ao5: Values of log K ^ of PhgAOEMe^St (bO x 10 'M). using.carbachol
and pentyl TMA alternately in the same experiment either in the absence of
Hexamethonium or with 2.76 x 10 M Hexamethonium present throughout
Exp. Log Kaf;P |
52!O O In the absence of Hexamethonium In the pre sence of Hexamethonium
Carbachol Pentyl TMA d Carbachol Pentyl TMi d
69 7.292 r-*iCOCOor-. 0.589 7.193 7.790 -5- 0.597
70 7.589 7.719 0.130 ■ 7.362 7.683 +.0.326
72 7.584 7.619 + 0.035 7.428 7.511 • + 0.083
73 7.668 7.740 + 0.072 7.571 7.619 0.048
d - Log K iS (from the pentyl TMA responses)-Log K (from the carbachol
cl J- h- \ Q.1.X
responses)
:ails of TABLES A.4 and b
Preparation - intact pieces of ileum
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
TABLE A. 6; Values of log --7,
_ . Cf of Ph9A0EKe2Et (50 x 10 M)using car
md pentyl TMA alternately ill the same experiment. Partially dener
bachol
vated
muscle strips were used in the presence hexamethonium
Exp. Ho. ' Log K ff
Carbachoi Pentyl TMA d
65 7.563 7.631 + 0.063
67 7.428 7.486 + 0.058
74 7.567 7.609 V0.042
75 7.458 7.560 * 0.102
Details









40 x 10 M PhoAOEMeoEt
DIAGRAM Ac It Estimate of the affinity of • Pl^AOEMe Et using carbachol
and pentyl TMA alternately in the same experiment, and also using
partially denervated longitudinal muscle strips
Details
Experiment 67
preparation - partially denervated muscle strips
Bathing solution - Tyrode's
Lever - isotonic
Antagonist - 40 x 10"Ph_A0EMeoEt2"-l 2 -7
gonists - carbachol, 2 x 10 arid 4 x 10 M (in the absence of antagonist)
300 x lO'^and 600 x 10" M (in the presence of the antagonist)
- pentyl TMA, 3 x 10^ and 6 x 10 M (in the iabsence of antagonist)
900 x 10" and 450 x 10 M (in the presence of the antagonist'
C - responses produced by carbachol
The change in slope is discussed on P. 152
TABLE Ao8; Values of log Knf.c of pentyl TEA using carbachol and pentyl TM
alternately in the same experiment. Totally denervated muscle strips
were used and no hexamathonium was present,,
1
Expo




Log K iff i
!
Carbachol pentyl TMA
! 202 II 2.5 x 10~4 4.526 4.530 ♦.004 j
' '
203 II 4.651 4.653 +.002 i
|
i 202 I 15 x 10"4 4.456 4.473 + .017
j 202 II 4.621 4.596 - .025




Preparation - totally denervated muscle strips




of these differences occuring by chance, according to the sign test is
between .625 and .156, according to whether'no* difference is
counted as a positive or a negative.
Discussion
Abramson, Barlow, Mustafa & Stephenson (1S59) compared the
affinity constants of several antagonists using the agonists carbachol,
acetylcholine, pentyl TMA and ethoxyethyltrimethylanirnonium, in separate
experiments. They concluded, using Student's t test for independent
samples, that there was no significant difference. However using
independent samples differences in apparent affinity as large as
0.2 log units might not be 'significant9 due to the variance of the
observations. The largest difference in mean log affinity that they
observed was in the one comparison they made between carbachol and
pentyl TMA for the antagonist phenylpentylethylpyrrolidinium. The
mean log affinity using carbachol was 5.650 1*0.036 (6), and
using pentyl TMA 5.7201 0.020 (6). This is consistent with the
results found here.
The difference in apparent affinity between using pentyl TMA
and carbachol is unlikely to. be due to the agonists altering the
antagonist affinity by interacting with the receptors because the
difference was observed using the two agonists alternately in the
same experiment. ■
The difference in apparent affinity is also unlikely to be
due to differences in stimulation of the nieotonic receptors in the
ganglia, because the difference was observed when hexamethonium was
present throughout and did not appear to increase in the absence of
hexamethonium. In addition the dose ratio produced by hexamethonium
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did not appear to be effected by whether carbachol or .pentyl TMA
was used.
The decrease in, or lack of, difference observed when
totally denervated strips were used, is unlikely to be due to using
longitudinal muscle strips rather than intact pieces of ileum because
a consistent, though small, difference was observed when partially
innervated muscle strips were used.
It therefore seems likely that the difference in apparent
affinity is due to differences in the extent to which carbachol and
pentyl TMA stimulate receptors in the ganglionic layer before the
%
antagonist is added. These receptors can not be of the traditional
r.icotonic variety because they do not appear to be blocked by
hexamethonium and they can not be of the traditional muscarinic
variety because of the difference in apparent antagonist affinity '
observed.
It is not clear whether the muscarinic antagonists block
these anomalous receptors directly or indirectly via the postganglionic
receptor.
It is also not clear whether part of the action of carbachol,*in
the absence of the antagonists, is due to stimulation of ganglionic
receptors. A very large number of affinity constant estimations
would have to be made using denervated muscle strips and intact pieces
of ileum before any genuine difference would be expected to be
'detected®. This is because of the very small size of the possible
difference compared with the variability of the observations.
Alternatively, ganglionic stimulation of this sort could be demonstrated
if an agonist was found which gave values of apparent affinity lower
than those obtained using carbachol.
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However part of the action of pentyl TMA, in the absence of
antagonist, appears to be due to stimulation of ganglionic receptors,
\\ j
Therefore any affinity measurements made using this agonist and
intact pieces of ileum or longitudinal muscle strips in which the
ganglionic layer has not been removed, are likely to overestimate the
true value of log K Cc by up to about 0,2 log units,° an * °
Ganglionic stimulation might account for differences observed
by Furchgott & Bursztyn (1967), and Waud (1969) in affinity estimates of
j
partial agonists using different methods. If the partial agonist
stimulated ganglionic receptors, comparisons of dose-response curves
before and after treatment with an irreversible antagonist would be
expected to yield, as was found, higher values of apparent affinity
than if the partial agonist is used as a competitive antagonist
after treatment with an irreversible antagonists, or comparison of its
dose response curve with that of carbachol, Similarly the apparent
affinity of the partial agonist in the last method would be expected to
vary with the relative potencies of the partial and full agonist at these
ganglionic receptors. The sizes of the differences expected would be
too small to be 'statistically' significant. Nevertheless it would
be interesting to compare the various methods using totally denervated
muscle strips,
'Muscarinic' 'ganglionic receptors could also account for
Burgen & Hiley's (1974) finding of two populations of acetylcholine
receptors in guinea-pig ileum, one with an affinity for acetylcholine
S -1 6-1
of 1,8 x 10 M ana the ether of 1,6 x 10 M , both being present in
roughly equal amounts. This observation could be due to their
using homogenates of longitudinal muscle without considering whether
the ganglion layer had been removed or not.
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THE INCREASE IK THE' SLOPE OF THE LOG DOSE-RESPONSE CURVE IN THE
PRESENCE OF phpAOSMe^t
In every experiment in which the affinity of this antagonist
was estimated using the alternating technique, (see DIAGRAMS A. 2 and 7),
|
an increase in slope of the log dose"response curve xv-as observed, "even
when totally denervated preparations were used. The[change appeared
to increase as the concentration of antagonist increased, (a concentration
-7 -7
range between i3 x 10 and 50 x 10 M was investigated), and the
change in slope did not appear to be effected if pentyl TMA or hexyl TMA
was used instead of carbachol0
A similar effect x<;as noted by Guarino & Bovat (194.9) „ They
observed that the synthetic curare derivative 255S F (fcri-iodoethylate of
tri(-{3-diethylaminoethoxy)-l,2,3-bensene) caused a steepening of the
acetylcholine log dose-response curve using the frog rectus abdominis
preparation.
There seems to be no obvious explanation within the framework
of the classical theory of competitive drug antagonism.
(As the change in slope is small, the dose ratios produced by
various concentrations of this antagonist, e.g. TABLE A.3, were
determined assuming a parallel shift in the log dose-response curve.)
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